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PREFACE

This report contains summaries of papers on reactor' safety research to be
presented at the 21st Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting at the Bethesda Marriott
Hotel in Bethesda, Maryland, October 25-27, 1993. ]''he summaries briefly describe the
programs and results of nuclear safety research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. NRC. Summaries of invited papers concerning nuclear safety
issues from U.S. government laboratories, the electric utilities, the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI), the nuclear industry, and from foreign governments and
industry are also included. The summaries have been compiled in one report to provide
a basis for meaningful discussion of information exchanged during the course of the
meeting, and are given in the order of their presentation in each session.

An asterisk [*] in place of a page number in the Table of Contents indicates
summaries not submitted in time for inclusion in this report.

A summary of the agenda is printed on the inside of the back cover. Blank note
pages are also provided.
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THE PROBABILITY OF CONTAINMENT FAILURE
BY DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING IN ZION

M. M. Pilch, H. Yan*, and T. G. Theofanous*

Sandia Natiom_ Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185

*Center for Risk Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA

This report is the first step in the resolution of the Direct Containment Heating (DCH)
issue for the Zion Nuclear Power Plant using the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology
(ROAAM). This report includes the definition of a probabilistic framework that decomposes
the DCH problem into three probability density functions that reflect the most uncertain initial
conditions (UO2 mass, zirconium oxidation fraction, and steel mass). Uncertainties in the initial
conditions are significant, but our quantification approach is based on establishing reasonable
bounds that are not unnecessarily conservative. To this end, we also make use of the ROAAM
ideas of enveloping scenarios and "splintering". Two causal relations (CRs) are used in this
framework: CRI is a model that calculates the peak pressure in the containment as a function
of the initial conditions, and CR2 is a model that returns the frequency of containment failure
as a function of pressure within the containment. Uncertainty in CR1 is accounted for by the
use of two independently developed phe'nomenological models, the Convection Limited
Containment Heating (CLCH) model and 'the Two-Cell Equilibrium (TCE) model, and by
probabilistically distributing the key parameter in both, which is the ratio of the melt entrainment
time to the system blowdown time constant. The two phenomenological models, have been
compared with an extensive data base including recent integral simulations at two different
physical scales (1/10 'h scale in the Surtsey facility at Sandia National Laboratories and 1/40 th
scale in the COREXIT facility at Argonne National Laboratory). The loads predicted by these
models were significantly lower than those from previous parametric calculations. The
containment load distributions do not intersect the containment strength (fragility) curve in any
significant way, resulting in containment failure probabilities less than 10 .3 for all scenarios
considered. Sensitivity analyses did not show any areas of large sensitivity. The feasibility of
extrapolating containment loads distributions to most other Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)
is explored.
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INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF DCH IN SURRY*

Susan E. Dingman

Frederick T. Harper
Martin M. Pilch

Kenneth E. Washington

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

The probability of containment failure during high pressure melt ejection (HPME)

at the Surry plant was'estimated. An approach was used that considered both the

likelihood of a high pressure vessel breach occurring and probabilistic

representations of the resultant containment loading (termed direct containment

heating or DCH) and the containment strength. The evaluation was performed for

the two dominant high pressure sequences identified in NUREG-].I50" short-term

station blackout (with loss of all emergency core coolant except accumulators and

steam generator auxiliary feedwater at the initiation of the accident), and long-

term station blackout (with initial operation of steam generator auxiliary
feedwater, but subsequent failure which leads to core damage).

This work is part of a Nuclear Regulatory Commission effort on DCH resolution

that involves three national laboratories and one university. The key elements

in the DCH resolution effort are' (I) the probability that sequences will

proceed to vessel breach while at high pressure, rather than being depressurized

by failures such as stuck-open relief valves, pump seal leaks, or hot leg

failure; (2) the conditions of the reactor coolant system (RCS), containment, and
lower head debris at the time of vessel breach; (3) the containment

pressurization accompanying HPME; and (4) the containment strength. Resolution

was approached by performing in-depth evaluations for the Surry and Zion plants,
and developing a methodology for extrapolating this information to other

pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants. Other papers at this meeting focus on

the analyses that were performed to estimate the probability of HPME occurring
for various sequences at Surry and Zion and to estimate the containment failure

probability for Zion for various HPME sequences. This paper focuses on an

approach that addresses both of these aspects of the issue for Surry.

A probabilistic approach was used in which the various accident progression
pathways were delineated in an event tree. Probabilities were estimated for the

individual events that collectively define the various pathways, and

distributions for variables such as melt mass and composition were established
to reflect their uncertainties.

* This work is supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and is

performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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The probability of a sequence proceeding to vessel breach at high pressure was

estimated by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) staff, based primarily

on SCDAP/RELAP5 analyses for short-'term station blackout sequences. The

probability of hot leg or surge line failure was estimated for four variations:
stuck-open power operated relief valve (PORV), 250 gpm per pump leakage, 480 gpm

per pump leakage, and no induced RCS failures. The RCS pressure at vessel breach

was also estimated by INEL for these variations. We extended these probabilities

to cover long-term station blackout sequences. By combining this information
with the probabilities of a stuck-open PORV or pump seal leak, the probability
of HPME was established.

The conditions of the RCS, containment, and lower plenum debris were estimated

by scaling the distributions that had been established for Zion. In that

evaluation, four scenarios were defined to envelop the credible melt

progressions, and results for the four scenarios were presented separately, f In

this evaluation, the conditional probabilities of containment failure for the

four scenarios were combined with the HPME probability to get an estimate of the

containment failure probability for each of the four scenarios that incorporated

the probability of depressur zing the reactor coolant system before vessel
failure.

The two-cell equilibrium (TCE) model, which was used for the Zion loads

evaluation, was also used in this Surry evaluation to provide estimates of

containment pressurization. These loads were compared to the containment

strength distribution from NUREG-II50 to give the probability of containment

failure. The TCE calculations indicated higher conditional containment failure
probabilities for Surry than had been calculated for Zion. However, the

evaluations indicated that there is not a large threat from DCH at Surry when

both the probability of HPME and the resulting DCH loads were considered.

CONTAIN calculations were performed to investigate potential conservatisms in the

TCE calculations. Calculations were performed for selected melt conditions from

the scenario with the most threatening loads (when using the TCE model). Cases

were run with (I) melt conditions near the median of the distributions and (2)

melt conditions at the high end of the distributions and at full system pressure.

Several variations were run to examine the effect of'DCH modeling assumptions for
uncertain phenomena. The CONTAIN calculations indicated that the dominant

modeling assumptions were neglect of heat transfer to surroundings and partial

combustion of hydrogen on DCH time scales. Accounting for heat transfer

significantly lowers DCH lo,lds for these cases.
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ExperimentalResultsfor DCH Tests at 1:6 and 1:10 Scale
With Surry Geometry

Richard Lee, (NRC),Thomas K. Blanchat,
Martin Pilch, MichaelD. Allen

Sevo.reAccident Phenomenology
SandiaNational Laboratories

Albuquerque,NMl

The ContainmentTechnologyTest Facility (CTTF)and the Surtsey Test Facility
at Sandia NationalLaboratoriesare used to perform scaledexperimentsfor the
Nuclear RegulatoryCommission(NRC) that simulateHigh PressureMelt Ejection
(HPME)accidentsin a nuclearpo_Jerplant (NPP). These experimentsare
designedto investigatethe phenomenaassociatedwith direct containment
heating (DCH). High-temperature,chemicallyreactivemelt is ejectedby high-
pressure steam into a scale model of the Surry reactorcavity. Debris is
entrainedby the steam blowdown into a containmentmodel where specific
phenomena,s_ch as the effect of subcomp_rtmentstructures,prototypic
atmospheres,and hydrogengenerationand combustion,can be studied.

I

Three integraleffect tests using a 1"6 scale model of the Surry NPP (CTTF)
and one test at 1:10 scale in Surtseywere performed. Scale models of the
Surry reactorpressure vessel (RPV),reactor supportskirt, control rod drive
missileshield,biologicalshield wall, cavity, instrumenttunnel, residual
heat removal (RHR) platform,RHR heat exchangers,seal table room (STR),seal
table, operatingdeck, and crane wall were constructedinside the facilities.
A 158-kg charge of iron oxide/aluminum/chromiumthermitewas used _ a corium
melt simulant in CTTF (30 kg in Surtsey). The facility'satmospherewere
initiallyheated above saturationtemperature,and then pressurizedwith a
mixture of steam, air, and H2. The amount of preexistinghydrogen in the
facilitiesrepresentedlevels oF hydrogenproducedby partialclad oxidation
during the core degradationprocess in a loss-of-coolantaccident. The molten
core debris was ejected using scaled amountsof superheatedsteam into the
reactorcavity.

Pressuresin basement,RHR platform,and seal table room closelytracked
vessel pressure. Temperaturesfrom the vessel operatingdeck-to-dome
thermocouplearrays indicatepeak bulk gas temperaturesof 900-1500 K. The
measured containmentpeak pressure increaseranged from 0.28 to 0.43 MPa.

These experimentswere conductedfor three primarypurposes: (I) to measure
the pressure load on scaled containmentscaused by energy transferfrom the
HPME; (2) to investigatethe amountof hydrogencombustionby a HPME in a
prototypicsteam/airH2atmosphere;(3) to measure posttestdebris distribution
in a containmentmodel; and (4) to validate DCH models in a prototypic,large-
scale experiment.
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Results of Separate Effects Simulation Experiment

on Corium Dispersion in DCH

by

M. Ishii, S. T. Revankar, G. Zhang, Q. Wu, and P. O'Brien

Thermal-Hydraulics and Reactor Safety Laboratory

School of Nuclear Engineering
Purdue University

The present research focuses on the corium dispersion in the direct containment heating in

severe accidents. The degree of dispersion has not only the strongest parametric effect on the

containment loading, but also the highest uncertainty in predicting it. In view of this, a separate

effect experimental program has been initiated in March 1992 by the NRC at Purdue University

to study the detailed mechanisms of corium entrainment in a reactor cavity and of trapping in a

subcompartment. Four major objectives for this corium dispersion study are, 1) to perform

detailed scaling study using newly proposed 'step-by-step integral scaling approach, 2) to per-

form carefully designed simulation experiments using water-air and woods metal-air in a 1/10

linear scale model, 3) to develop reliable mechanistic models and correlations for the corium jet

disintegration, entrainment, droplet size, liquid film carryover, and subcompartment trapping,

and 4) to perform stand alone calculations for prototypic conditions. The combination of water-

air and woods metal-air as working fluid gives a unique data base over broad parametric ranges

which can be used together with the integral test results to develop reliable models and correla-

tions. The 1/10 linear scale model for the cavity and subcompartment was chosen based on two

considerations. The first consideration is the relation of the prototype scale and the scale of the

existing standard data base for liquid entrainment and droplet size. Since most of the annular

flow data were taken in a system having a hydraulic diameter around 2 to 3 cm., the scale ratio to

the prototype is about 1/100. The present 1/10 linear scale model increases the scale ration by a

factor of 10. The property scale base can be significandy broadened by using water as well as

woods metal which has very similar hydrodynamic properties as those of molten corium. When

the existing models are improved by the use of these data, the scaling reliability will increase

significantly. The second consideration is the scale relation to the integral test data base. The

most extensive integral test data were obtained by SNL in their 1/10 scale facility. Thus, using

the same linear scale, the separate effect results can be compared directly with the integral tests.

The first year simulation experiments were conducted using air-water in the Purdue facility.

The focus of the experiments is the detailed measurements of following phenomena in the cavity

and subcompartment.
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i. Corium discharge and corium jet disintegration

ii. Liquid corium spread-out upon impact of the jet or droplets

iii. Liquid film motion and transport

iv. Liquid entrainment, droplet size distribution and droplet mass tlux

v. Gas velocity in the cavity

vi. Subcompartment liquid trapping

vii. Liquid carryover into the dome section

The air-water simulation experiments have been carried out for the phenomena in the cavity

and subcompartment with the Zion geometry and 0.35 m prototypic break size. The liquid tilm

transport mechanism, entrainment process and subcompartment trapping mechanism have been

measured by hot film probes, resistivity based film thickness probes, pitot tubes, isokinetic dro-

plet sampling probes and several pressure transducers. It was observed that the entrainment pro-

cess was rather rapid (- 0.2 sec) and about half of the liquid which remained in the cavity at the

time of the gas blow down was entrained into small droplets. The rest of the liquid was tran-

sported out as a liquid film. Prior to the gas discharge about 15% of the liquid came out by its

own inertia. Thus approximately 46% of the liquid became droplets in the cavity. The volume

median droplet size was in the range of 0.2 to 0.6 mm depending on the location and time.

Approximately 3% of liquid was transported to the upper dome section through the seal table

room holes and exhaust holes. The rest of the liquid was initially deflected into the horizontal

directions by the bottom of the seal tables room. This impingement and ltow diversion into a

horizontal plane was very effective in trapping the liquid in the subcompartment. Smaller dro-

plets after this impingement and flow diversion were lifted up by the continuous gas flow and

carried over to the dome section. However, dais process was limited to very small droplets.

Most of the liquid subsequently fell on the floor of the subcompartment and formed a thick
liquid film.

The present separate effect experiments not only gave clear flow visualization in the cavity,

subcompartment and the bottom of the dome section, but also gave detailed quantilication of

various processes related to the corium dispersion. All the instrumentations have worked as they

were designed and benchmark experimental data have been obtained under carefully controlled

conditions. From these, _/considerable improvement on understanding the corium dispersion

and trapping mechanisms have been obtained. The facility is now modilied to accommodate the

experiments using the woods metal, which has a low melting temperature of- 75° C.
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DEBRIS D_SPERSAL EXPERIMENTS IN A REACTOR CAVITY WITHOUT AN
INSTRUMENT TUNNEL

Bertodano, M.L. (Purdue Unlversity),
Sharon, A., (Quantum Technologies)

Schneider, R. E. (ABB/Combustlon Engineering)

To date the research into DCH phenomenology has been focused
entirely on PWR designs with lower mounted instruments. These PWRs
were typically housed in reactor cavities with large exit side
tunnels. While experimental data on a subset of these cavities is
quite complete, the ability to extrapolate the Debris Dispersal
data obtained for these cavities to cavities of slgnlficantly
different design is unclear. It was the purpose of this effort to
expand the current debris dispersal data base by performing a
llmlted investigation of debris dlspersal from a reactor with top
mounted instrumentation enclosed in a circular reactor cavity.
The specific objectives of this effort were the following:

I. Characterize the hydrodynamics of the debris dispersal
process.

2. Define the role of the missile shield and refueling pool
in debris retention.

3. Provide data for use in evaluatlng the applicabillty of
debris dlspersal correlatlons.

The current test series consists of a 1:20 scale debris dispersal
simulation experiment. The simulated RV hole size was between 2 and
5 square feet. To fully slmulate the debris dlspersal process from
the reactor cavity to the upper compartment, the test facillty
modeled (I) a narrow annular gap separating the RV and the reactor
cavity interior wall (simulating the reactor cavity region from the
lower head to the upper head flange), (2) a wider annular gap in
the _pper annulus (simulatlng the area expansion in the reactor
cavity above the upper flange elevatlon) (3) nozzle cutout areas
connecting the cavity to the lower compartment (4) a missile shleld
and (5) the refuellng pool. As a result of the varlabillty among
the many plant designs that fall into this design category a
"composite" reactor cavity was constructed which typically included
the most limitlng attributes of the prototype cavity group.

Approximately 100 experimentsrwere performed. The majority of the
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experiments used nitrogen to simulate the driving fluld and water
as the oorlum simulant. Five tests were performed with nitrogen as
the driving fluld and wood's metal corlum slmulant. To expand the
data base in this geometrlcal configuration, several parametric
studies were performed. These studies Included (a_ substituting
helium as the driver fluid in several experiments (b) variations in
driver pressure between 100 and 1000 psla, (c) variation in
simulated corium charge (d) variation in slmulated RV failure hole
size, and (e) variation in mlssile shleld lccatlon.

Preliminary review of data obtained from these experiments
indicated the following:

1) Debris entrainment from the ,.-avity is relatively complete
even down to pressures as low as 100 psia.

2) Debris dispersal into the upper _ompartment is restricted
by the interaction of the debris with the missile shield
and flow through the nozzle cutouts.

3 ) The overall dispersal of corium into the upper
compartment is dependent on (a) RCS pressure (b) lower
plenum inventory and (c) RV failure area

4) The mechanism for particle fragmentation changes as the
debris dispersal process changes from one of momentum
driven film expulsion to a process governed by droplet
"entrainment".
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Materials Engineering Branch Activities in 1993
Charles Z. Serpan, Jr.

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington D.C. 20555

The Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, has had an except_onally busy year of work, encompassing
the traditional research program, regulatory codes and standards development,
and direct technical assistance to NRR. The research work is detailed in the
following papers of this volume, and is highlighted in this summary; the
regulatory codes and standards work and the direct technical assistance to NRR
however, are not described elsewhere and so are included in more detail in
this summary.

The research program continues to have a strong focus on fracture mechanics
issues related to pressurized thermal shock (PTS). The Heavy Section Steel
Technology (HSST) program at Oak Ridge has emphasized a number of technical
issues within the area of crack-tip constraint, including biaxial loading
conditions and shallow-surface crack effects. Accurate understanding and
representation of these potentially competing effects is necessary to assess
the degree of conservatism and margins in present fracture methodologies. The
degradatioh of pressure vessel steel mechanical properties caused by neutron
radiation embrittlement continues to be a critical issue. Irradiation is
currently underway on a typical production submerged-arc low upper shelf
weldment made with Linde 80 flux; and good progress has been made on
developing models to predict transition temperature increase, drop in upper-
shelf energy, and the response of both to post-irradiation annealing. Direct
neutron flux spectrum measurements are being made on a VVER-440 mockup
experiment at the Czech Nuclear Research Institute in a cooperative program;
the Czech results are providing important verification of the neutron flux
spectrum calculations done in the U.S. using transport codes. In addition to
the work underway in the IPIRG (International Piping Integrity Research
Group)-2 program on dynamic and seismic effects in piping components, a multi-
disciplined effort has continued at Battelle Columbus Laboratories on "Short
Cracks" to assess the applicability of current ASMECode rules for long
cracks. Environmentally assisted cracking and corrosion continues at Argonne
National Lab, wherein studies now show that previous theories on irradiation
assisted stress corrosion cracking cannot be substantiated. Additional
studies are underway to strengthen the data base on environmental effects on
fatigue life particularly for carbon and low alloy steels. A wide range of
activities is underway at Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories on non-
destructive examination. Progress has been made in the difficult area of
ultrasonic (UT) inspection of cast stainless steel, and in evaluation of
commercial UT systems so that NRCRegional staff can better interpret
inservice inspection results from periodic plant inspections. Lastly, good
progress is reported by Battelle PNL on improving the detailed plans for
inservive inspection of power plant components, on the basis of risk posed by
those components; this work is being done in cooperation with the ASME
Research Task Force, and a Section Xl working group.

Activities undertaken this year by the MEBstaff in the preparation of a ,
series of rule changes and Regulatory Guides, are as follows"
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Proposed Revisionsto Rules
• IOCFR50.61"PressurizedThermalShock"
• IOCFR50App. G "FractureToughnessRules"
• IOCFR50App. H "ReactorVessel MaterialSurveillanceRequirements"

proposed Rule
• IOCFR50.66 "ThermalAnnealingRequirements"

Dr_aftRequlatorvGuides
• DG 1-027 "Formatand Contentof Applicationfor Approvalof Thermal

Annealingof RPV"
• DG 1-025 "Calculationaland DosimetryMethods for DeterminingPressure

Vessel Neutron Fluence"
• DG 1-023 "Evaluationof Reactor PressureVesselswith Charpy Upper

Shelf Energy Less than 50 ft-lb."

The rule changes correcta number of inconsistencies,clarifyNRC's intent,
and respondto Commissionguidance on a number of issues.The proposedrule
and Reg. Guide on thermalannealingfor example,sets forth NRC's requirements
for licenseesthat might be consideringannealingin the future. The Reg.
Guide on neutrondosimetryhas been in preparationfor severalyears, and is
very complementa_'yto the vessel integrityand annealingguidance; it
integratesand "codifies"the best of currentpracticetoday for this
technology. Finally,the Reg. Guide on low Charpy upper shelf energywas
completedthis year. The MEB staff used this methodologyto perform generic
boundingcalculationsto determineallowableupper shelf energies in support
of the NRR staff'sevaluationof GenericLetter 92-01 "ReactorVessel
StructuralIntegrity. This very criticalguide shows a method acceptableto
the staff to demonstratethat the margins of safety againstfracture are
equivalentto those requiredby Appendix G of the ASME Code, if the Charpy
upper-shelfenergy of reactorpressurevessel beltlinematerialsfall below 50
ft-lbs during the plant operatinglifetime. A final, intenseeffort this year
involvedpreparationof a report "Evaluationof Steam GeneratorTube leak Rate
Under MSLB Conditions,''_in supportof NRR's reevaluationof interimplugging
criteria for steam generatortubes. The evaluationprovided a "best estimate"
of the primary-to-secondaryleak rate that would be expecteddue to a main
steam line break (MSLB) and the resultingleakage from steam generatortubes
at the Trojan nuclearpower plant. MEB staff were also membersof the task
group which prepared the draft NUREG-1477"Voltage-BasedInterimPlugging
Criteria for Steam GeneratorTubes,"and will continueto be involvedin steam
generatoractivitiesin the future.

The Materials EngineeringBranchwill continuestrong efforts in both the
traditionalmanagementof research,and in regulatorycode and standards
developmentactivities,providinginput to both sides through its very close
ties to NRR, the Regions, the U.S industrialcommunity,and codes and
standardsgroups, and through contactsand exchangewith colleagues in foreign
countries.

I E. S. Beckjordto T.E. Murley,January 15, 1993.
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BIAXIAL LOADING AND SHALLOW-FLAW EFFECTS ()N CRACK-TIP
CONSTRAINT AND FRACTURE TOUGtlNESS

W. E. Pennell, B. R. Bass, J. W. Bryson,
W. J. McAfee, T. J. Theiss, and M. Rao

Heavy-Section Steel Technology Program
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Postulated pressurJ.zed-thermal-shock (PTS) accident conditions remain an important
safety assessment issue in the licensing of commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessels (RPVs),
especially in the case of _'.ging nuclear plants. The development of technology required for an
accurate assessment of tl_e margins against fracture in RPVs under PTS conditions is a focal
point of the Nuclear Re_,,ulatory Commission-funded Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST)
Pr. gram. Currently, the HSST Program is seeking to obtain an improved understanding of
several issues that could significantly impact the fracture mechanic technologies employed in
these safety-assessment procedures, One important area of research is that of crack-tip
constraint, a topic that encompasses a number of factors relating to the material fracture
resistance and to transfer of fracture-toughness data from small-scale specimens to large-scale
structures. Factors affecting crack-tip constraint include structural and crack geometry, loading
conditions, and material properties. Within these categories, far-field, tensile out-of-plane
biaxial loading conditions, and shallow-surface crack effects have been identified as issues that
could significantly impact RPV safety assessments. This paper provides an overview 9f ongoing
HSST Program research aimed at evaluating the effects of biaxial loading conditions and
shallow-crack geometries on constraint conditions and, consequently, on transfer of fracture-
toughness data to RPVs. Development and evaluation of fracture methodologies for
characterizing constraint conditions represent a major element of this research.

Shallow Crack Effects

PTS loading produces maximum stresses and minimum temperature adjacent to the inner
surface of a reactor vessel, where irradiation embrittlement effects are also most se,,cre. These
effects combine to produce a preponderance of crack initiations in a probabilistic PTS analysis
from shallow, inner-surface flaws.

The HSST Program is investigating the increase in effective fracture toughness of A533
B steel associated with shallow flaws and the implications of the sh,'lllow-flaw effect on life
assessments. A series of thirty-eight tests were conducted on three-point-bend specimens having
a beam depth (W) of ~lOOmm and normalized crack depth (a/W) varying from 0.1 to 0.5. The
specimens were fully instrumented to determine both J-integral and crack-tip-opening
displacement measurements of fracture toughness. Test data from these beams indicate a
significant increase in the fracture toughness of shallow-crack specimens compared with deep-
crack specimens in the transition region of the toughness curve for unirradiated A533 B steel. If
the toughness increase present in the test specimens were also present in a reactor vessel, the
impact on PTS analyses could be significant. To facilitate transferability of the specimen data to
an RPV, posttest finite-element analyses have been performed on several test specimens and a
reactor vessel for a single PTS transient. Interim results from these analyses indicate that
),otc)atially a greater margi)l of safety is derived from inclusion of shallow-crack effects in the
model.

(-,q . .*I_ts(_l)thsl_rtsorrxtby the O_0eofNuclearl'_tory _rth, U.S.Nudeart_g,ulat_)y omnu._x_nuJ_der
lntf_n_n%,A_'_na_t 1886-8011.9Bwiththe U.S.Dc,partrnentof Energyurder ContructDI'3-AC05-84()IC214(Dwith
_l_tin Mafie_ l,)_eT_S,,stems.h_
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Biaxial Loading Effects

Existing data suggest that shallow-flaw specimens under tensile out-of-plane bia×ial
loading (i.e., parallel to the crack front) will exhibit a toughness reduction compared to shallow-
flaw unia×ially loaded specimens. Determination of the e×tent of this toughness reduction under
conditions prototypic of an RPV is one of the main goals of the biaxial fracture toughness
program. A crucifi)rm specimen with a two-dimensional, shallow, through-thickness crack has
been developed for bia×ial fracture-toughness testing. The test section of the cruciform specimen
was very similar to the shallow-crack beams, with a cross _;ection Of 91 × 102ram and a straight
through-crack of unifornl depth of lOmm. Five specimens were tested in the development phase,
all of which yielded consi.,;tent results. The critical fracture load for each specimen was
approximately the same, but the unia×ial specimen withstood substantially more defi)rmation at
failure than did the biaxial specimens. The plastic component of "work" at the crack tip was a
factor of 3 greater fl_r the uniaxial specimer_ than for the biaxial specimens. Posttest finite-
element analyses were used to determine the critical J-integral value of each test. Results from
these tests indicate that the shallow-crack toughness increase is partially, but not totally, removed
by the application of far-field bia×ial loading. In addition, the scatter of data from the admittedly
small population of biaxial ,ests appeared to be significantly less than that obtained from unia×ial
tests on the same material. However, additional data are required to solidify these conclusions.
A proposed test mau-ix for additional uniaxial and biaxial testing is described in the paper.

Crack-Tip Constraint

Current pressure vessel fracture prevention technology relies on the use of fracture-
correlation parameters (K) or (J) to characterize both the applied load and the resistance of
material to crack initiation. Shortcomings of these conventional one-parameter, fracture-
correlation methods, which impact issues associated with the transferability of small-specimen
(i.e., surveillance-sized) toughness data to large-scale RPV applications, ar_ being addressed
through evaluations of various dual-parameter fracture methodologies.

The existing rnethodologies being investigated include stress-based fracture
characterizations (i.e., J-Q methodology combined with Ritchie-Knott-Rice fracture criteria, and
the Dodds-Anderson constraint correction technique) and stress-strain-based characterizations
(i.e., plane-strain fracture ductility techniques due to Clausing, Barsom, Merkle, and other
researchers). Determinations are being made concerning the bounds of applicability of the
existing constraint effects correlation methodologies (i.e., how effective are they in matching
existing data'?). If the existing methodologies are tbund to be deficient, determinations will be
made concerning whether or not they can be modified to make them work. If necessary,
alternative constraint methodologies will be developed and validated.

Constraint effect correlation assessments of the stress-based and ductility-based
characterizations applied to uniaxially and biaxially loaded, shallow-crack beam and cruciform
data are currently under way. These data include those obtained from shallow-crack beams by
ORNL and by the Naval Surface Warfare Center as well as full-thickness clad beams tested at
NIST for ORNL.

In addition to measured structural response, test data employed herein include results
from test specimen fractography focusing on locations of crack initiation sites. Correlations of
crack initiation sites with local crack-tip fields may provide a basis for validation of the various
fracture m_dels.
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Heavy-Section Steel Irradiation Program Progress---Recent Results from
Midland Low Upper-Shelf Weld Studies*

W. R. Corwin, R. K. Nanstad, and D. E. McCabe

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

The Heavy-Section Steel Irradiation (HSSI) Program at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory includes several activities to examine various aspects of the
fracture resistance of materials classified as low upper-shelf (LUS) welds. Tt'_is class
of welds was produced by the submerged-arc welding process using a specific type of
welding flux (Linde 80). Linde 80 flux was deemed suitable for reactor vessel
fabrication since it produced a very fine dispersion of inclusions within the weld
and a resultant lower number of reportable defects observed by radiography .qlan
commonly obtained with other welding fluxes. An unfortunate by-product of this
fine dispersion of inclusions was that they provided such a large number of
microvoid initiation sites that the macroscopic resistance of these welds to ductile
crack extension by the microvoid growth and coalescence process was significantly
reduced. This problem was further aggravated by the fact that, at the time these
welds were being fabricated, the deleterious effect of impurity copper on the
radiation-induced degradation of toughness in pressure vessel materials was not yet
generally recognized. Hence, a copper coating on the welding wire, a common
practice to minimize corrosion products on ferritic welding wire and enhance
electrical contact between the feed rollers and the workpiece, was also used. The
combination of the use of Linde 80 welding flux and copper-coated welding wire has
resulted in a significant number of pressure vessels in which major fabrication
welds have both relatively low resistance to ductile fracture in the unirradiated
condition and a higt_ sensitivity to further degradation from neutron exposure. The
principal, current activity within the HSSI Program to examine LUS welds is the
Tenth Irradiation Series, in which the effects of radiation on the fracture toughness
of commercially fabricated LUS submerged-arc welds from the reactor pressure
vessel of the canceled Midland Unit 1 nuclear plant are being investigated.
Additional LUS studies within the Eighth and Ninth Irradiation Series are in their
early stages but, in combination, will eventually examine the detailed relationship
between the Charpy V-notch (CVN) and fracture toughness degradation for the
irradiated, annealed, and reirradiated conditions for a generic LUS weld.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under
lnteragency Ag_'eement DOE 1886-8109-8L with the U.S. Department of Energy under c_intract'DE-AC05-84OR21400
with _tartih Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract
DE-AC05-840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to publish or
reproduce the publishcxt form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Govbrnment purposes. -
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The ',velds from the Midland plan't carry the Babcock and Wilcox Co.
designation WF-70, a specific combination of weld wire and welding flux that exists
in several commercial pressurized water reactors. The initial part of this study
involves the determination of variations in chemical composition, reference

i temperature (RTNDT), tensile properties, and fracture toughness throughout the
welds. Four 1.17-m-long (46-in.) sections of beltline weld and two similar sections of
nozzle course weld have been examined. For each section, drop-weight and CVN
specimens were machined from locations through the weld thickness. The
nil-ductility transition temperatures ranged from -40 to-60°C (-40 and -76°F).
Because the Charpy impact energy did not achieve 68 J (50 ft-lb) at NDT + 33°C
(60°F) at any of the locations, the RTNDTS are all controlled by the Charpy behavior.
The RTNDT s vary from -20 to 37°C (-4 to 99°F) while the upper-shelf energies
(USEs) varied from 77 to 108 J (57 to 80 ft-lb). Analysis of the combined data revealed
a mean 41-j (30-ft-lb) temperature of-8°C (17°F) with a mean USE of 88 J (65 ft-lb).
The tested Charpy specimens were used to determine chemical composition at each
location. Even though all the welds carry the WF-70 designation, the bulk copper
contents range widely, from 0.21 to 0.34 and 0.37 to 0.46 wt % in the beltline and
nozzle course welds, respectively. Atom probe analyses of the matrix copper content
yielded an average of about 0.10 wt %, indicating depletion of matrix copper from
precipitation during postweld heat treatment.

Tensile and fracture toughness properties were determined on nozzle and
beltline weld metals at six temperatures ranging from-100 to 288°C (-148 to 550°t;).
The yield strength of the nozzle weld metal was significantly higher than that of the
beltline weld, on the order of 100 MPa (15 ksi). All the fracture toughness tests to
characterize the unirradiated material, using compact specimens ranging in size
from 1/2T to 4T, have been completed. Data to characterize ductile-to-brittle
transition temperature were evaluated using a test standard currently under
development by the American Society for Testing and Materials. For this
evaluation, it was of interest to determine the position of a median fracture
toughness transition curve (master curve), using only the data from six 1/2T
compact specimens, to cornpare with data from large specimens. The proposed
practice provides guidelines for selection of an optimum test temperature from a
Charpy curve. Since the nozzle and beltline materials bad been shown to exhibit
the same average Charpy behavior, there was only one test temperature selection for
both materials, -50°C (-58°F). The six 1/2T compact specimens of each material
were tested at this temperature, and the "reference temperature" for the master
curve was found to be -60°C (-72°F) for the beltline weld and -43°C (-45°F) for the

nozzle weld. The irradiation of the Midland weld is in progress. The exposure of
the first of the two larg;e irradiation capsules, containing tensile, CVN, and fracture
toughness specimens, to the primary target fluence of 1 x 1019 n/cm 2 (>1 MeV) has
been completed and the second begun. Small fracture toughness and CVN
specimens are also being exposed in low- and high-fluence scoping capsules to
5 x 1018 and 5 x 1019 neutrons/cm 2 to examine fluence effects over this range.
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SUMMARY

Modeling of Irradiation Embrittlement and Annealing Data

E. D. Eason

J. E. Wright
E. E. Nelson

Modeling & Computing Services
39675 Cedar Boulevard, Suite 290

Newark, California 94560

This project is developing improved irradiation embrittlement equations based on the increased
amount of embrittlement data that has become available in recent years. Using data from the
Power Reactor Embrittlement Database (PR-EDB) and the Test Reactor Embrittlement Database
(TR-EDB) compiled at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, two approaches to modeling
embrittlement are being investigated simultaneously: (1) development of models for transition
temperature shift (TTS) and drop in upper shelf Charpy impact energy (ACvUSE) due to
irradiation and (2) development of a model for the entire Charpy curve as a function of
irradiation exposure and other variables. In addition, the embrittlement project includes
development of models for recovery in TTS and ACvUSE due to annealing. The annealing data
are primarily found in the TR-EDB.

Advanced statistical techniques are being used to identify potential modeling variables and their
functional forms, including pattern recognition, transformation analysis, and regression analysis.
Least squares fitting techniques are being used for fitting TTS and ACvUSE embrittlement models
and recovery models. Orthogonal distance regression analysis techniques are being used for
fitting the Charpy curve model, where they can outperform standard least squares techniques
because of the steep slol_s in the transition region.

Results of the statistical analysis of embrittlement data will be presented to the extent they are
available. Some potenti-.Aly important independent variables may be discussed along with the
results of substudies used to quantify variations in some important variables. Preliminary models
for recovery il: TTS and ACvUSE due to annealing will be presented.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF THE PIUS ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGN
WITtl THE TRAC-PFI/MOD2 CODE

B. E. Boyack, J. S. Elson, J. F. Lime, J. L. Sleiner, and H. J. Stumpf
Los Alamos National Laboratory*

SUMMARY

The PIUS advanced reactor design was submitted for preliminary review to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) by Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) Atom and its US Affiliate,
Combustion Engineering (CE), in the form of a Preliminary Safety Information Document
(PSID). Subsequently, ABB/CE submitted a Supplement to the PSID that documented
changes to the PSID design.

Two related purposes are being served by our effort. First, we are gaining familiarity with
the PlUS reactor's response to important tra_:dents and accidents. Second, we are
identifying PIUS phenomena and processes and then assessing the capabilities of analytical
tools to predict these phenomena and processes. With this information, the NRC can
prepare plans to modify independent computer codes, as appropriate, for use during design
certification. It has not been our purpose to determine the adequacy of the ABB/CE codes
or the acceptability of reactor behavior, and no such conclusions will be reached.

In the PIUS design, reactivity is controlled by coolant boron concentration and
temperature. There are no mechanical control rods. The reactor is submerged in a large
pool of highly borated water, and the lightly borated water in the core is in continuous
communication with the pool water through pipe openings called density locks that are
always open between the primary system and the pool. The primary coolant pumps are
operated so that there is a hydraulic balance in the density locks between the primary
coolant loop and the pool, keeping the pool water and primary coolant separated during
normal operation. A reactor scram is accomplished by either (a) activating a mechanical
"scram-valve" system that permits the pressure-difference-driven flow of highly borated
pool water throu.gh the scram-valve system piping into the primary while the primary
pumps are operating, or (b) the introduction of highly borated pool water into the primary
coolant via natural circulation anytime one or more of the four primary coolant pumps stop
functioning, thereby eliminating the balance between the primary coolant loop and the pool.

The reactivity control of the PIUS reactor was raised as a policy issue in a formal
Commission paper (SECY-93-092) dated April 8, 1993. This issue arises because General
Design Criterion 26 in NRC's regulations requires that two independent reactivity control
systems be provided. Further, one of the systems is required to use control rods,
preferably using a positive means for insertion. The PIUS design does not have control
rods.

Emphasis in our calculations has thus been placed on understanding the reactor trip and
shutdown phenomena during transient and accident events. We have analyzed both the
primary reactor trip with the "scram-valve" system and the backup passive reactor trip that
activates the density locks and induces natural circulation between the pool and the primary
system. Further, we have evaluated the performance of the PIUS reactor for both main-
steam-line break and large-break loss-of-coolant events. These transients and accidents

This workhasbeendoneundertheauspicesof the Reaclx)randPlantSystemsBranchin the Officeof
NuclearRegulatoryResearchof the USNuclearRegulatoryCommission.
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embody a range of phenomena. Results of the calculations will be presented in the full
paper and published in the transactions.

Our PlUS calculations have been performed with the TRAC-PF1/MOD2 code. Our
primary TRAC model of the plant includes a three-dimensional model of the reactor internal
structures, including the reactor core, lower and upper plena, riser and downcomer
regions, the regions where the hot- and cold-leg introduce or remove coolant from the
internal structures, and the pressurizer and upper portions of the pool. The remainder of
the model, including the primary coolant loops, was developed using one-dimensional
components. Although we have the capability to calculate multidimensional thermal and
hydraulic phenomena, TRAC-PF1/MOD2 utilizes a point kinetics model of the core
neutronic behavior under transient and accident conditions. While nonuniform boron
distributions have been calculated with the three-dimensional model for some of the
transients, the code does not currently have the capability of calculating coupled
multidimensional core thermal-hydraulic and neutronic phenomena. TRAC may have to be
modified for this code to adequately simulate this possibly important phenomenological
feature of the PIUS design by incorporating a multidimensional neutronics computational
model. Finally, we have also developed a fully one-dimensional PlUS model, and this
model is used for scoping studies because it runs faster,
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CANDU 3 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS USING AECL CODES 1

Rex W. Shumway, Jerry L. Judd

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

and

David D. Ebert

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The CANDU 3 design was submitted for preliminary review to the NRC by
Atomic Energy of Canada Lt. (AECL) through its U.S, affiliate, AECL
Technologies (AECLT). As part of this preliminary review, AECL extended an
offer to let the NRC and its contractor, INEL, use the Canadian nuclear design
computer code suite for thermal-hydraulic and neutronic analysis. We
accepted this unusual offer and undertook an analysis of several design-basis
accidents and operational transients using DEC 5000 workstations, both at
the NRC and INEL. We received training in the use of the code suite at AECL
facilities in Canada, and ran a variety of cases using input decks supplied by
AECL.

Two related purposes are being served by our calculations. One is to gain
familiarity with the CANDU reactor's response to important transients and
accidents. The other is to see what analytical capabilities are needed so plans
can be made to modify the NRC's independent computer codes for use during
the design certification. It has not been our purpose to determine the
adequacy of the AECL codes or the acceptability of reactor behavior, and no
such conclusions will be reached.

Emphasis in our calculations has been placed on the loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) without scram. In the CANDU 3 design, this is an extremely
unlikely accident sequence because of the two fast-acting independent scram
systems that are present. However, CANDU 3 has a positive coolant void
coefficient of reactivity that results from the nature of the design.
Consequently, if coolant is lost and negative reactivity from shutdown scram
devices is not inserted quickly, power will increase rapidly and fuel melting
may occur.

The positive void reactivity coefficient of CANDU 3 was raised as a policy
issue in a formal Commission paper (SECY-93-092) dated April 8, 1993. This
issue arises because General Design Criterion 11 in NRC's regulations
requires that a reactor be designed so that, in the power operating range,,the
net feedback characteristics tend to compensate for a rapid increase in
reactivity. While the CANDU design may satisfy this criterion because of its
slightly negative overall power coefficient during normal power operation,

1. This work was done under the auspices of the Reactor and Plant Systems Branch (RPSB) in the Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) o1'the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
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void reactivity increases dramatically during a LOCA. The c,qculations performed in
*this study will provide some of the background needed to deal with this issue.

Calculations by AECL indicated that horizontal two-phase flow, radiative heat
transfer to the pressure tubes, and header models in TRAC and RELAP may have to
be modified for these codes to adequately simulate the CANDU design during
LOCA's. Decisions regarding NRC's code choice and schedules for its modification
will be made later this year. Results of the calculations will be presented in the full
paper and published in the Transactions.
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DATABASEANDMODELINGASSESSMENTSOF THE
CANDU3, PIUS, ALMR,ANDMHTGRDESIGNS

Donald E. Carlson and Ralph O. Meyer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

SUMMARY

BACKGROUND
The NRC has been conductingpreliminaryreviewsof the CANDU 3, PIUS, ALMR,
and MHTGR designs. CANDU 3 (CanadianDeuteriumUraniumModel 3) is an
evolutionaryheavy water reactordesign submittedby Atomic Energyof Canada

i Ltd Technologies(AECLT); PIUS (ProcessInherentUltimate Safety) is an
innovativepressurizedwater reactordesign submittedby ASEA Brown Boveri and
CombustionEngineering(ABB-CE); ALMR (AdvancedLiquidMetal Reactor),also
called PRISM (Power Reactor InnovativeSmall Module), is a metal-fueled,
sodium-coo]edfast reactordesign submittedby the U.S. Departmentof Energy
(DOE); and MHTGR (ModularHigh-TemperatureGas-CooledReactor) is a graphite-
moderated,helium-cooledreactordesign also submittedby DOE.

The preliminaryreviewsof the four designsare aimed at identifyingkey
technicalareas and policy issues that will have to be addressedfor standard
design certification. Among the researchtasks associatedwith these
preliminaryreviews'isthe assessmentof databasesand modeling capa.bilities
for use in design confirmation. This paper summarizesthe database and
modeling assessmentsperformedfor all four designs.

OBJECTIVE
The objectiveof the assessmentwork for each design is to provide an early
identificationand prioritizationof areas where furtherdevelopmentof
databases and computationalmodels may be desirablein preparingfor NRC's
confirmatoryanalyses. Recent experiencewith the review of Westinghouse's
AP600 design suggeststhat an early evaluationof potentialareas for
additionaldatabase developmentis needed to enable timely planning of
associatedNRC researchactivities. Early planningcan be especially
importantwhere establishmentof a confirmatorydatabase entailsconstructing
or modifying a major test facility.

The essentialquestion addressedby the database and modeling assessmentsis:
"What additionalwork is needed to have databasesand computationalmodels for
these advanced reactorscomparableto those for current light water reactors?"
The question regardingdatabasesencompassesdata,availableto the applicant
as well as to the NRC. Thus, some of the holes that will be found in the
databasesmay have to be filled by the applicantwhile otherswill be filled
by the NRC. This work does not attemptto determinewho should bear
responsibilityfor generatingany additionaldata. The question regarding
computationalmodels, however,addressesonly the NRC's independentaudit
codes. Informationfrom the modeling assessmentswill be used to plan NRC's
code developmentefforts.

METHODOLOGY
Becausedatabase developmentpotentiallyrequireslonger term planningthan
does the developmentof computationalmodels, the major emphasisof this work
is placed on providingan early assessmentof databases. A rather formalized
process is thereforeused in assessingdatabases,whereas potentialareas for
modeling enhancementsare assessedin a more ad hoc manner for this
preliminaryreview stage.
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The structureof the database assessmentprocess followsthe broad logic of
the NRC's CSAU (Code Scaling,Applicability,and Uncertainty)methodology.
Accordingly,the assessmentprocess addressesdesign, scenarios,phenomena,
and data in that order. The resultingdatabase assessmentprocess is not
linked to particularcodes or models. While most data are ultimatelyused for
code validation,importantexceptionsexist, such as certaindata for ECCS
(EmergencyCore CoolingSystem)criteria and SAFDLs (SpecificAccepted Fuel
Design Limits).

The database assessmentprocess is designedto ensure that all important
phenomenaare covered. It is appliedto each of the four designsas described
in the followingfive steps:

I. Select and list, for each event category (EC-I,EC-II, etc.), a set of
representativeevent sequencesthat exercisesa broad range of i,mportant
phenomenafor sequencesin that event category.

2. For each representativeevent sequence,tabulatethe importantphenomena,
along with the types and ranges of data that, if available,would be used
to validate relatedmodels or criteria. The types and ranges of such data
are grouped in up to ten phenomenologicalareas, one table for each area.
For water-cooledreactors,the ten areas would be: I) Reactor Physics,2)

Thermal Hydraulics,3) Fuel Behavior and Core Melt Progression 4) Fuel-
Coolant Interactions,5) ReactorVessel Failure,6) High-Pressur_Melt
Ejection,7) Core-ConcreteInteractions,8) Hydrogen Combustion,g)
Fission ProductReleaseand Transport,and 10) ContainmentFailure. In
general, no more than four of these areas (I, 2, 3, and g) may come into
play in sequencesof EC-I or EC-II (AnticipatedOperationalOccurrencesor
Design Basis Events),whereas all ten may arise in EC-III or EC-IV (Severe
Accident or Residual Risk) sequences.

3. To complementthe preceding"bottom-up"tabulationof data types and
ranges for individualkey phenomena,generatea list of integraldata

I! l!
types and ranges that would be useful in a top-down sense for confirming
key phenomena interactions.

4. Generate a set of tables indicatingwhether, and to what extent, the types
and ranges of data identifiedin the previoustwo steps are includedin
the existing and planneddatabasesidentifiedby the vendor.

5. In order of pribrity,list and commenton those data types not covered by
existingor planneddatabaseswhere additionaldata would be most helpful
toward confirmingimportantsafety characteristicsof the design.

RESULTS
Because the work is now underway,resultsare not currentlyavailablebut will
be in place by the time of the conference.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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I
' MELCOR Development for

Existing and Advanced Reactorst

Randall M. Summers
Thermal/HydraulicAnalysisDepartment

Sandia NationalLaboratories
Albuquerque,NM 87185-5800

Recent activitiesinthe MELCOR developmentprojecthavebeenfocusedon addressing
deficienciesidentifiedbyassessmentsof improvementneedsconductedbySandia inthe
past, by the MELCOR Peer reviewcompletedin 1991, and by the ongoingMELCOR
AssessmentProgramat Sandia. Excellentprogresshas beenmade in addressingthese
deficiencies,resultingina much-improvedversionof thecode,MELCOR 1.8.2, distributed
to usersat the end of March1993. Thisversionof the code receivedsubstantialtesting
on a suite of plant and experiment calculationsand has demonstrated improved
robustnessand reliability,withsignificantlyreducednumericalsensitivitiesto time step,
computersystem,and minoruser inputchangesnot expectedto change results.

Major new models implementedin MELCOR 1.8.2 include(1) a parametricmodel for
directcontainmentheating(DCH) followinghighpressuremeltejection;(2)ice condenser
modelingby adaptationof the Heat Structurespackagedegassingmodel;(3) quenching
of debris relocatingfrom the core regionto the lower plenum; (4) a new package of
models for lower plenum debris behaviorin BWRs developedat Oak Ridge National
Laboratory(ORNL); (5) core materialsinteractionsmodelingfor solid dissolutionand
eutecticsformation;and (6) radialrelocationof debriswithinthe reactorvessel.

Significantimprovementshave been made in aerosolmodeling,particularlywith regard
to condensation and evaporation of water aerosols, and in the condensation and
evaporationof fissionproductvapors. An updatedversionof the CORSOR correlations
developed at Battelle'sColumbusLaboratoriesthat incorporatesimprovementsin the
releaseformulationandcoefficients,considerationof masstransportlimitations,and use
of the Boothdiffusionmodel, has been implemented. Improvementshave also been
made inthe modelingof interfacialmomentumexchangeinthe hydrodynamicspackage.

Efforts are underway to address hydrodynamicsdifficulties associated with bubble
separationfrom boilingpools,to includefilm resistanceandhighmasstransfereffects in
condensationon structures,to complete,the modelingof fine-scalenatural circulation
withinthe reactorvessel, and to implementCORCON-Mod3 in MELCOR.

f Thisworkwassupportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommissionandwasperformedatSandia National
Laboratories,which is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number
DE-AC04-76DP00789,
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Additional development needs are recognized, which include improvements in modeling
core degradation behavior, especially failures of core structures, debris crusts and the
reactor vessel. Modeling of coolable debris beds in the reactor cavity is needed, and
several areas of fission product behavior need to be addressed, including resolution of
pool scrubbing concerns, modeling of chemical reactions on surfaces and in water pools,
and inclusion of turbulent flow and inertial impactiondeposition mechanisms in the RCS.
Further reduction of numerical sensitivities and an improved user interface, especially
better user guidance and enhanced graphics capabilitiesare desired.

While MELCOR possessesflexibility in the modeling of existing lightwater reactorplant
systems,somenew featuresof the advancedlightwater reactordesigns,e.g., AP600and
SBWR, requireimprovementsto MELCOR'scapabilityto handlecalculationsof transient
phenomenaexpectedinthesecases. SBWR-specificmodificationsare i_eingcarriedout
by ORNL, while thrSe major modificationtasks have been initiatedfor the AP600 at
Sandia.

The first of these involves the drainage of water films on heat structures; MELCOR
currentlyallowsfilmsto drainto a controlvolumepoolbutdoes notpermitthem to drain
to a lowerheat structure. Treatmentof the latter is necessaryto model the behaviorof
the AP600 containmentshell andcoolingsystemwitha verticalstackof heatstructures.

The second AP600 taskwill providethe capabilityto treat heattransferfrom the exterior
surface of the lowerhead to the liquidpoolsurroundingthe lowervessel, includingthe
capabilityfor the user to supplya parametric"downwardfacing"heattransfercoefficient.

Third, since the AP600 has no lower head penetrations,failure will likely occur by creep
rupture due to the weight of core debris and wide temperature variations resulting from
a central hot spot and external liquid cooling. The third AP600 task will add the capabiltiy
to use Larson-Miller relations to predict such creep rupture failure modes.
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SAND93-1498A

MELCOR Technical Assessment at SNLt

L. N. Kmetyk
Thermal/Hydraulic Analysis Department

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185-5800

MELCOR [1] is a fully integrated, engineering-level computer code that models tile
progression of severe accidents in light water reactor (LWR) nuclear power plants. MEL-
COR is being developed at Sandia National Laboratories for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (USNRC). The entire spectrum of severe accident phenomena, including re-
actor coolant system and containment thermal/hydraulic response, core heatup, degra-
dation and relocation and fission product release and transport, is treated in MEL JOl{
in a unified framework for both boiling water reactors (BWRs) and pressurized water
reactors (PWRs). The MELCOR computer code has been developed to the point that it
is now being successfully applied in severe accident analyses, particularly in probabilistic
risk assessment (PRA)studies.

MELCOR was the first of the severe acciden,, analysis codes to undergo a formal
peer review process. One of the major conclusions of the recent MELCOR Pe_'r l(eview
[2] was the need for a more comprehensive and more systematic program of MELCOR
assessment. Since then, a number of assessment analyses have been completed and (toc-
umented by Sandia, including: the LACE LA4 containment-geometry aerosol deposition
test (SAND91-1532), the FLECHT SEASET natural circulation tests (SAND91-2218),
the ACRR ST-1/ST-2 in-pile source term experiments (SAND91-2833), the OECI) I,OFT

integral severe accident experiment LP-FP-2 (SAND92-1373), the Marvikezl-V AT'I'-2b
and ATT-4 aerosol transport and deposition tests in system geometries (SANI)92-2243),
and PNL ice condenser experiments 11-6 and 16-11 (SAND92-2165). Results for those

! analyses |lave been presented previously.

Recent assessment work at Sandia has concentrated on evaluating new code models
added in version 1.8.2. Many of these models were developed and incorporated int_ the
code in response to major deficiencies identified by the MELCOR peer review. MI!]L(::O[_
assessment analyses at Sandia (either recently completed or still in progress), whose
results will be summarized in this paper, include tile ACRR DF-4 fuel damage exl)erirm:Ilt
(SAND93-1377), the SNL and ANL [ET direct containment heating (DCH) experiIl_cxlts,
the ACRR MP-1 late-phase melt-progression experiment, and PWR TMLB' calculations
with and without direct containment heating.

tThis work was supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and l)erfornlcd
at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated by the U. S, Department of Energy
under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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The in-pile DF-4 experiment provided data for early phase melt progression in BWf(
fuel assemblies, particularly for phenomena associated with eutectic interactions in the
BWR control blade and zircaloy oxidation in the canister and cladding. MELCOIt pro-
vided good agreement with experimental data in tile key areas of eutectic material behav-
ior, and canister and cladding oxidation. A number of sensitivity studies were perforI_led
varying core, heat strt/cture and hydrodynalllic parameters. These studies showed that
the new eutectics model in MELCOR 1,8.2 played an important role in predicting control
blade behavior. Numerics studies revealed slight time step dependence and no nmchine
dependence in the MELCOR. results. Comparisons made with the results from four best-
estimate codes showed that MELCOR did as well as those other codes in matching DF-4
experimental data.

The MELCOR computer code also is being assessed against several of the IET direct
containment heating experiments done at l:10 linear scale in the Surtsey test facility at
Sandia and at 1:40 linear scale at Argonne. MELCOR results are being compared to
test data in order to evaluate the new high-pressure melt ejection (HPME) DCIt model
recently added in MELCOR version 1.8.2, with good agreement generally found, and
are also being compared to CONTAIN calculations. The effect of various user-input
parameters in the HPME model, which define both the initial debris source and the
subsequent debris interaction, were investigated in sensitivity studies. Several other non-

default input modelling changes involving other MELCOR code packages were required
in our lET assessment analyses in order to reproduce the observed experiment behavior.
Calculations also have been done to identify whether any numeric etfects exist in _Jur
DCH IET assessment analyses, with no signiticant machine-dependency or time-st['p
effects found.

The PWR TMLB' analysis wa,s first done a_ a demonstration calculation for the

MELCOR peer review. This analysis has been used as a test problem during the devel-
opment of MELCOR version 1.8.2, and basecase results from MELCOR 1.8.2 have been
compared to basecase results from the release version of MELCOR 1.8.1. The etfects of

individual code models changed or added (e.g., COl(SOR-Booth fission product release,
interfacial momentum exchange and countercurrent flow limit (CCFL), core debris radial
relocation, core material eutectics interaction, and direct containment heating) have also
been evalllated through sensitivity studies. Machine-dependency and time-step studies
provide a measure of the significant improvement and progress made by tim code devel-
opers in addressing and eliminating numeric effects in MELCOR version 1.8.2, idezltified
as a major concern for version 1.8.1 by the peer review.

References

1. R. M. Summers et al.,"MELCOR 1.8.0: A Computer Code for Sever(_ Nuclear

Reactor Accident Source Term and Risk Assessment Analyses", NUREG/CR-5531,
SAND90-0364, Sandia National Laboratories, ,lanuary 1991.
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EVALUATIONOF HELCORIMPROVEMENTS:PEACHBOTTOMSTATION BLACKOUTANALYSES"

I. K. Madnt
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Department of Advanced Technology
Upton, New York 11973

Long-term station blackout analyses in Peach Bottom were first carried
out in 1990, using MELCOR1.8BC, as part (_f an overall program between the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL), to provide independent assessment of MELCORas a severe accident/
source term analysis tool. In addition to the reference MELCORcalculation,
several sensitivity calculations were also performed to explore the impact
of varying user- input, modeltng and timestep control parameters on the
accident progression and radionuclide releases to the environment calculated
by MELCOR. The sensitivity studies helped to assess MELCORby evaluating the
changes in results in response to changes in input parameters. In some
cases, there was increased confidence in the code based on "physical
reasonableness" arguments, where the changes in results could be justified
based on the phenomena being modeled. In other cases, areas of concern
emerged [1]. (These concerns have been addressed as noted below.)

One such area was the impact of the selection of maximumallowable
timestep (At,,x) on the calculational behavior of MELCOR. Complete sequence
calculations were carried out selecting two variations of At,, X (5 and 3
sec), in addition to the reference case using AL.,_ = 10 sec. Both
variations were seen to delay the occurrence of most _ey events compared to
the reference calculation and to substantially increase the release of Cs and
I to the environment. The 5 sec. case gave the largest deviation in timing.
With the release of a newer version of the code, 1.8ON, the impact of At,, x
was re-examined using MELCOR1.8DNX (I.8DN with corrections for two code
errors). Complete sequence calculations were carried out this time selecting
five variations of At,x (10, 5, 3, 2, and I sec.). Once again, the results
showed significant differences in timing of key events, and a lack of
convergence of the solution with reduction of At_,x. Thi_ uncertainty in
results indicated the need for further investigation of the solution
algorithm. The maximumuncertainty in environmental release fractions was
a factor of seven (for Ru) and within a factor of four for the rest of the
radionuclide over the entire range of At,, x.

These findings were reported to the NRC, SNL, and the MELCORPeer
Review Committee. This alerted the NRC, the code developers, and the MELCOR
Peer Reviewers to the importance of correcting the numerical sensitivities.
As a consequence, a significant effort was undertaken to eliminate or
mitigate these sensitivities. The latest released version of' MELCOR,Version
1.8.2, released in April 1993, contains several new or improved models, and
has corrections to mitigate numerical sensitivities[2].

;_Workperformedunder the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.
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The purpose of this paper is to report on the resultsof rerunningthe
sensitivity calculations using MELCOR version 1.8.2. Results will be
presented in terms of timing of key events, thermal-hydraulicresponse of the
system, and environmental release of radionuclides. Comparisonswill also
be made to the earlier calculations using MELCOR 1.8DNX, to clarify the
differencesdue to improvementsin the code. The impact of some of the new
models available in MELCOR 1.8.2 will also be evaluated, such as the falling
debris quench model, boundary fluid temperature option, and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory'sBWR bottom head (BH) model [3].

The falling debris quench model allows the debris to lose heat to
surrounding water in the lower plenum as it falls to the lower head,
following failure of the core support plate in each radial ring. Different
values for debris fall velocity will be used for evaluation of its impact.
The boundary fluid temperatureoption, allows the user the option to use core
cell fluid temperaturescalculatedby the COR package dT/dz model in the heat
transfer calculationsfor heat structuresfacing the core, in this case the
core shroud. Earlier versions of the code only allowed the user to use bulk
fluid temperatureof the CVH volume between the core and the surroundingheat
structure. The new option is aimed at yielding more correct heat transfer
calculations. The eutectic interactionsmodel allows for some treatment of
solid dissolution and eutectics formation in the core. Radial relocation of
debris allows both conglomerate and particulate debris to relocate to
adjacent rings, based on leveling of hydrostatichead. These models will be
activated as they are improvementsto the code. The BH model, available as
an option, requires preparation of special input, and carries out more
detailed calculationsof the thermalresponse of the lower plenum debris, the
heatup of the reactor vessel bottom head, and the release of core and
structuralmaterials from the reactorvessel to the drywell. BH calculations
begin when the BWR lower plenum is dry, and when sufficient solid debris
mass has accumulated to form the foundationof a debris bed. The impact of
this model will be examined using a low pressure sequence, assuming the
automatic depressurizationsystem (ADS) operational.

References

1. I.K. Madni, "Analysis of Long-Term Station Blackout Without ADS at
Peach Bottom Using MELCOR,"NUREG/CR-5850,BNL-NUREG-52319,1993 (to be
publ i shed).

2. MELCOR 1.8.2 Users' Guide/Reference Manual, Sandia National
Laboratories,February 1993.

3. S.A. Hodge, et. al., "BWR-SpecificModels for MELCOR," presentedat the
1993 CSARP Review Meeting, Bethesda, MD May 3-7, 1993.
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I'CCS Modeling for lhe SBWR _ifltin tile CONTAIN Code'

Jack Tills 2 and K. K. Murata
Sandia National Laboratories

ABSTRACT

The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) for the GE Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (SBWR) consists of vertical tube condensers located in a pool outside the
containment safety envelope. During design basis and severe accidents these condensers
transfer heat from the containment to the environment through the evaporation/boiling of
pool water. Recently, the University of California at Berkeley and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology completed experimental studies to determine the local condensation
heat transfer coefficients in vertical tubes with downward flowing steam/gas mixtures.
Experimental correlations were developed in these studies for the local condensation
coefficients. This work summarizes the recent assessment of these correlations carried out

within the CONTAIN code project and discusses the PCCS modeling approach that is
currently being used in the CONTAIN code.

The modeling of steam condensation in tubes with noncondensables is complicated by the
rapidly changing conditions within the tube: temperature and mixture concentration in the
gas/vapor core, the liquid film thickness along the cool wall, and the gas boundary layer
thickness at the liquid/gas interface varies with axial distance. In this paper, a model for the
local condensation heat transfer rate is formulated and compared to the recent vertical tube
condensation experiments. The model assumes laminar liquid film flow with interracial shear
and a heat and mass transfer analogy for steam diffusing through a gas boundary layer. By
first solving the film and gas mixture equations with steam quality as the independent
variable and then integrating with respect to quality, the tube distance that corresponds to a
given quality is obtained. Agreement between this model and data obtained in the recent
experimental studies is very good. In general, the model is an improvement over the
experimental correlations. This model is used in the PCCS modeling in the CONTAIN code.
Verification of the PCCS model is demonstrated by comparing code calculations to several
tube condensation experiments.

'This work was supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
performed at Sandia National Laboratories which is operated for the U. S. Department of
Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-76DP00789.

a Jack Tills and Associates, Inc.
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Validation of COMMIX with Westinghouse AP-600 PCCS Test Data*

by

J. G. Sun, T. H. Chien, J. Ding, F. C. Chang, and W. T. Sha

Energy Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

Testdata for the Westinghouse AP-600 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) have

been used to validate the COMMIX computer code. 1-'4 COMMIX solves a system of time-
I

dependent and multidimensional equations for conservation of mass (of several species),

momentum, energy, turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy as a

boundary-value problem in space and as an initial-value problem in time domain. To evaluate the

performance of the PCCS, a transient liquid-film-tracking m:xtel5 has been developed and

implemented in the COMMIX code. This model cemputes liquid-film thickness, velocity, and

temperature on both sides of the containment steel wall. The inside film is formed by condensation

of steam on the vessel wall, and the outside film is formed by water flooding from the top of the

dome. The outside film evaporates into the air stream in the air annulus that is driven by buoyancy-

induced convection. The effect of a wavy liquid film on heat and mass transfer is explicitly
accounted for.

A set of heat transfer models and a mass transfer model based on heat and mass transfer

analogy were used for the analysis of the AP--600 PCCS. It was found that the flow of the air

stream in the annulus is a highly turbulent forced convection and that the flow of the air/steam

mixture in the containment vessel is a mixed convection. Accordingly, a turbulent-forced-

convection heat transfer model is used on the outside of the containment wall and a mixed-

convection heat transfer model is used on the inside of the containment wall. The flow in the air

annulus is calculated with a turbulence k--e model. The results from the COMMIX calculations are

compared with the Westinghouse experimental data for the average wall heat flux, vessel wall

temperature distribution, average temperature rise of air flow in the annulus, evaporation rate, and

containment vessel pressure; agreement is good. The COMMIX calculations also provide detailed

* Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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distributions of velocity, temperature, and steam and air concentrations. It will be shown that the

air/steam mixture is stratified inside the containment vessel.
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SCDAP/RELAP5/HOD3Code Development"

C. M. Allison
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory

ABSTRACT

The SCDAP/RELAP5computer code is designed to describe the overall
reactorcoolant system (RCS) thermal-hydraulicresponse,core damage
progression,and fissionproduct releaseand transportduring severe
accidents. The code is being developedat the idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL)under the primarysponsorshipof the Office of Nuclear
RegulatoryResearchof the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission (NRC). The
developmentof the current versionof the code, SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3[8X],was
started in the spring of 1992. This versioncontains a number of significant
improvementssince the last versionof the code, SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3[Taf],was
releasedfor beta testing. These improvementsincludethe addition of several
new models to describethe earlierphases of a severe accident,changes in the
late phase models to providemore "physicallyintuitive"behavior for full
plant calculations,and changesto improvethe overall reliabilityand
usabilityof the code. Over the past year, SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3[8X]has
undergonean intensiveeffort of verificationtestingto identifyand resolve
outstandingcode errors. Phase I of this effortwas completed in February of
1993 and was focusedupon the incorporationand testing of code usabilityand
reliabilityimprovementsthat had been specificallyrequestedby code users.
Followingthe completionof this phase, Phase II verificationtestingwas
startedand now has been completed. The objectiveof the Phase II
verificationtestingwas to identifyand resolve as many residual code
implementationerrors as practicalprior to the releaseof the code for
assessmentand plant applications.

The Phase II testing used both full plant and experimentalanalysistest
problems using decks that have been developedto support NRC plant
applicationsand code assessmentactivities. The full plant models included
Surry, TMI-2, and Browns Ferry. The experimentalanalysis test problems
includedLOFT FP-2, ACRR DF-4, PBF SFD 1-4, and CORA-7. These experimental
analysistest decks had been developedpreviouslyto supporta systematic
code-to-dataassessmentof previousversions of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. The
resultsof selectedPhase II verificationtest problemsare described in the
paper.

° Work supportedby the U.S. NuclearregulatoryCommission,Office of
Research,under DOE Contract No. DE-ACO7-761D01570.
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BWR Control Blade/Channel Box Interaction Models
for SCDAP/RELAP5 "'

F. P. Griffin

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

SUMMARY

The core of a boiling water reactor (BWR) consists of an array of fuel assemblies with cross-
shaped control blades located between these assemblies. There is one control blade for every
four fuel assemblies. A fuel assembly consists of a fuel rod bundle surrounded by a Zircaloy
channel box. A control blade consists of four stainless steel blade sheaths that surround four

rows of small stainless steel absorber rods filled with B4C powder. During a severe accident,
material interactions between the B4C, stainless steel, and Zircaloy have a significant impact
on the melting and subsequent relocation of the control blade and channel box structures.

Degraded-core experiments that include BWR control blade and channel box structures have
been performed in-pile in the Annular Core Research Reactor at the Sandia National Laboratory
(the DF-4 test), and out-of-pile in the CORA test facility at the Kernforschungszentrum
Karlsruhe (KfK), Federal Republic of Germany. Posttest analyses of the DF-4, CORA-1 6, and
CORA-17 experiments have been conducted by L. J. Ott at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) using analytical tools that represent the specific geometry and boundary conditions
of each experiment. These experiment-specific analyses have shown that accurate modeling
of the control blade and channel box structures must account for the effects of B4C,'_tainless
steel interactions and stainless steel/Zircaloy interactions.

The objective of the project described in this paper is to incorporate BWR control
blade/channel box interaction models within the SCDAP/RELAP5 code, which is being
developed primarily at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The modeling
approach was to convert portions of the experiment-specific models, developed by L. J. Ott
at ORNL, into a new BWR control blade/channel box component for SCDAP. These models
are provided within SCDAP/RELAP5 as an additional "building block" that can be selected by
the user when appropriate.

Based on the experimental evidence, the following processes are modeled by SCDAP's new
BWR control blade/channel box component. As the control blade and channel box structures
heat up during an accident, oxidation begins on the stainless steel and Zircaloy surfaces when

Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
Interagency Agreement No. 188e-8218.7L with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-840R21400
with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

t The submitted manusci'ipt has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract No. DE-

ACO5-840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclueive, royalty-free license to publish or
reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.
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temperatures exceed -900 K, with the reactions becoming more vigorous at higher
temperatures and when more steam is available. Melting of a control blade begins at the inner
surfaces of the absorber rods, where the B4C reacts with the stainless steel. The absorber
rods melt at a temperature of -- 1505 K, which is lower than the melting temperature of pure
stainless steel. Stainless steel from the control blade then relocates downward and forms a

blockage between the control blade and the channel box, where it reacts with the Zircaloy.
The Zircaloy channel box forms a eutectic mixture with the stainless steel blockage and melts
at a temperature of - 1523 K, which is much lower than the melting temperature of pure
Zircaloy.

Within SCDAP, the control blade and the channel box are represented by an array of radial and
axial temperature nodes. The actual control blade configuration of small absorber rods inside
a stainless steel blade sheath is converted into an equivalent slab geometry. The solid
structures interact with two RELAP5 hydrodynamic volumes: one for the fuel bundle region
inside a fuel assembly and the other for the interstitial region between the fuel assemblies.
All hydrodynamic parameters used by the BWR control blade/channel box component are
obtained from the RELAP5 data base.

The input data for the BWR control blade/channel box component can be specified using either
the original SCDAP input format without card numbers, or the new SCDAP input format with
RELAP5-style card numbers, which is a new capability that has been added recently by the
SCDAP development staff at INEL. The predicted results are printed in the output file as a
part of each Major Edit at time intervals specified by the user. Also, information such as the
nodal temperatures and the frozen crust thicknesses can be written to the restart-plot file for
use with the Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA) plotting and animation program. The frozen crust
thickness variables can be used with the NPA program to generate animated drawings
depicting the melting and downward relocation of the control blade and channel box
structures.

The new BWR control blade/chennel box component has been implemented and tested within
several developmental versions of SCDAP/RELAP5. The operation of this component has
been tested using three input decks: (1) a simple test calculation designed for fast execution,
(2) a full-plant calculation for the General Electric Company's Simplified Boiling Water Reactor,
and (3) a preliminary calculation for the FLHT-6 experiment planned for the Canadian National
Research Universal reactor. The BWR control blade/channel box component is scheduled for
release to users in the next production version of SCDAP/RELAP5.
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Integrated Fuel-Coolant Interaction Code : Assessment of
Stand-Alone Version 6.0 °

Freddie Joe Davis, Jr.
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

In the event of a severe reactor accident leading to core melt, it is possible that molten fuel
materials will come into contact with water, producing a molten fuel-coolant interaction (FCI).
A computational tool, the Integrated Fuel-Coolant Integration code, version 6.0 (IFCI 6.0),
has been developed and demonstrated, in a stand-alone format, as capable of assessing
explosive and nonexplosive Fuel-Coolant Interactions. The IFCI code is expected to fulfill the
need to have one code that would handle mixing of hot particles with coolant, particle size
variations, space or volumetric influences (size and scaling) and detonation triggers.

IFCI is a best-estimate code that attempts to model all phases (mixing, triggering, propagation,
and expansion) of FCIs in as mechanistic a manner as possible, l IFCI is a two-dimensional,
cylindrical finite difference solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, for vapor liquid and melt,
including models for, momentum advection, surface tracking, Weber breakup, bulk boiling
and subcooled surface boiling, and triggering. Modules and references associated with reactor
cores, detailed structural information, and extraneous codes linkages have been removed in
order to create a stand-alone tool to study all phases of FCI progression. Code size was
reduced from 93138 to 35445 lines, and compile time reduced by 20%. The basic features of
IFCI and the assessment using FITS, FARO, and lET experimental cases are presented.

A generic FITS-Type Pouring mode experiment was simulated to ensure continuity between
this and previous versions of IFCI. Results of that numerical experiment have been previously
issued as a report, l The: results of this case are not discussed in the context of FCI
phenomenology, but only as a comparison to the previously executed version of the 'code.
Results of a 0.5 s IFCI 6.0 simulation, executed on a Cray-YMP, match exactly with those of
Young. However, results from IFCI 6.0 when executed on the SUN Sparc2 workstation are
noticeably different despite the use of double precision on the workstation. The cause has not
been determined, and is the subject of further study. The SUN results demonstrate
considerably larger (> 50%) spatial variation (from cell to cell) in pressure and temperature.
Melt volume fractions differ slightly, and pressures differ by as much as 10% between the two

cases. The pressures do not diverge, however, as the simulation progresses. Any difference
in compilation and executable may produce slightly different timesteps and results.
Unfortunately, FCI progression is highly sensitive to perturbations in the fuel/coolant
interaction zone.

Several simulations of the FARO Quench Test, performedat JRC-Ispra, were run, not only to
demonstrate IFCI's capabilities for quenching of n,olten fuel, but also to provide insight into
how user input affects the results of this experimental simulation. Results, especially the

° This work was supportedby the U. S. NuclearRegulatoryCommissionand performedat SandiaNational
Laboratories,whichis operatedby the U. S. Departmentof EnergyundercontractDE-AC04-76DP00789.
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progression of the melt through the coolant, were sensitive to axial and radial nodalization.
However, global values, such as maximum liquid temperature, and steam pressure are
consistent to within 10-20% during the course of the simulation. The maximum simulated
pressures at the upper plenum location are within 10% of each other, but 20% higher than
corresponding instrumented experiment location. Liquid temperatures, compared at 35 cm
above the vessel floor, overpredict the measured liquid temperature rise of 17°C, with the
maximum being 25°C, 33% more than experiment.

Two experiments (IET-8 A&B) 2 were performed in the Surtsey facility at Sandia National
Laboratories, both resulting in energetic FCIs. IFCi 6.0 qualitatively captures all FCI phases,
water ejection and has been used, posttest, to track pressure response to within an order of
magnitude. The maximum pressure detected by a transducer near the cavity wall is about
3.5 MPa. and has been simulated to within a few percent in one IFCI 6.0 posttest analysis.

The stand-alone version of IFCI is shown to reproduce results of previous code versions, and
to provide acceptable simulations for FCl-steam explosions of reactor materials using entirely

mechanistic models, except for triggering. However, the operational assessment has
demonstrated some convergence difficulties, sensitivity to nodalization, and machine
dependency.
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WER-440 DOSIMETRY AND NEUTRON SPECTRUM BENCHMARK*

S 'o'"F. B. K. Kam and E. aj
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Light Water Reactor (LWR) benchmark experiments performed in the United States under the
Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Program (SDIP) measured reaction rates imtead of neutron
flux spectrum. The WER-440 Neutron Spectrum Benchmark performed at the Nuclear Research
Institute (NRI), Rez, Czech Republic, measured the neutron flux spectrum. A combination of a
proton-recoil detector (for neutron energies between 10 keV and 1.5 MeV) and a stilbene aeintillator
detector (for neutron energies between 1.0 and 10 MeV) was used in the NRI experiments, These
measurements provided a direct verification of the neutron flux spectrum calculatiom by transport
methods and served as a better test of the current neutron transport methodology used in the United
States.

Although the fuel assemblies of the VVERs were hexagonal instead of square as in the U.S. LWRs,
the different geometries did not present any difficulties, The locations of the measurements were
in the surveillance position, in front of the pressure vessel, and in the cavity behind the vessel. Two
measurements were made in the vessel, and we hope to make comparisons with these loeatiom after
we receive the data. Two different groups made the measurements: one from NRI; the other, from
Skoda Nuclear Engineering, Ltd.

The transport cross sections were taken from the ENDF/B-VI library for iron, oxygen, and hydrogen.
A calculation was also performed using the ENDF/B-V cross-section files for comparison.

The comparison of the spectrum at the surveillance position shows an excellent agreement between
the calculated and measured values. The average discrepancy stays consistently at about 5% below
5.0 MeV and 8% above 5.0 MeV. At the inner surface of the pressure vessel the calculations also
agree remarkably well with the measured values. The average discrepancy stays below 1% throughout
the energy interval 0.4 to 5.0 MeV, and it is about 5% if the energy range is extended to cover 0,1
to 10.0 MeV. At the outer surface of the pressure vessel (cavity), the calculations, using ENDF/B-VI
cross sections, overestimate the measured values in all energy groups below 5.0 MeV. In the energy
from 0.1 to 10.0 MeV, the average discrepancy approaches +30%, while between 1.0 to 5.0 MeV,
it reduces to about 15%. An investigation is under way to identify the source(s) of this discrepancy
in the cavity.

"Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, Division of Engineering,
U, S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 188680415B with the U.S.
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-84OR2i400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
Inc.

The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under
contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexelusive,
royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow other,
to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

"'Louisiana State University, Nuclear Science Center.
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SHORT CRACKS IN PIPING AND PIPING WELDS

by

G. Wilkowski, P. Krishnaswamy, P. Scott, A. Rosen field , C. W. Marschall,
F. Brust, N. Ghadiali, S. Rahman, R. Mohan, T. Kilinski and P. Held

BA'Iq'ELLE

Columbus, Ohio

: amma

This program was initiated in March 1990 and has a duration of four years. The primary
objective of this program is to develop and verify analyses by using existing and new
experimental data for circumferentiaily cracked pipes. As a result of this work LBB and in
service flaw evaluation criteria are being improved.

There are eight technical tasks that involve the behavior of short circumferential cracks in
stainless steel and carbon steel pipes and piping welds under quasi-static loading. The
obj_tives of each of these tasks and significant accomplishments to date are summarized
below.

Titsk 1 Through-Wall,Cracked (_C) Pi_s
Objective: Modify and verify analyses for short TWC pipes using existing and new data on
large diameter pipes.
Accomplishments: All full-scale pipe experiments and material characteriza':ion (tensile,
hardness and C(T) ) tests have been completed. Revised and corrected GE;EPRI functions
for TWC pipes under bending, tension and combined bending and tension loads have been
developed using 3D finite element analyses. The experimental results show that the ASME
Section XI Z-factors are conservative for short cracks typically used in LBB analyses.

T.ask 2 Surface,Cracked Pipes
Objective: Modify and verify analyses for short-surface-cracked pipes using existing and
new data on large and small diameter pipes.
Accomplishments: All material characterization tests and all but one full-scale pipe
experiment have been completed in this task. The existing estimation scheL es to analyze
surface-cracked piping (SC.TNP and SC.TKP) are being revised and a new procedure
LBB.ENG2 is being developed. The data have shown that for experiments where limit-load
failures were expected, the ratio of the experimental maximum loads to the Net-Section-
Collapse analysis predicted loads were dependant on the pipe radius to thickness ratio.
Thinner pipe failed at lower loads than predicted by the Net-Section-Collapse analysis.
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Task 3 Bi-metolli¢_Cracked Pi_oes
Objective: Conduct experiments and develop necessary analytical procedures to assess the
behavior of TWC and SC in bi-metallic welded pipe under combined bending and tension.
Accomplishments: This task was initiated during the last fiscal year (FY '93) and to date
most of the material characterization efforts have been completed. Full-scale pipe
experiments and analysis efforts will begin later this year.

Task 4 Dynamic Slrain Aging
Objective: Evaluate and predict the effects of crack instabilities in ferritic piping believed to
occur due to dynamic strain aging.
Accomplishments: All material characterization tests have been completed in this task. A
screening criterion to predict if a material is sensitive to dynamic strain aging was developed.

't 'This cn ena is based on high temperature hardness tests.

Task 5 Anisotropy__fr,cts
Objective: Assess if anisotropy in fracture toughness can cause failure stresses to be less
than those calculated by current LBB analyses.
Accomplishments: Skewed tensile and C(T) tests at different orientation to the pipe axes
have been completed. A screening criterion to predict anisotropy effects is currently under
development.

Task 6 Crack O_ning Area Evaluatiorls
Objective: improve the crack-opening area predictions used in LBB leak-rate analyses.
Accomplishments: The primary accomplishment in this task has been the development of an
new probabilistic analysis to predict leak rates and failure probabilities of cracked piping
using advanced reliability methods. As part of this effort, statistical data bases were
developed for material properties, N+SSE stresses of piping systems stresses, and crack
morphology parameters for leak-rate analyses. An improved leak-rate analysis was also
developed.

Task 7 NRCPIPE Computer Code
Objective: Improve the existing PC code NRCPIPE to analyze through-wall cracks in piping
and create NRCPIPES to analyze surface-cracked pipes.
Accomplishments: A new and improved version (1.40 of NRCPIPE has been released and a
beta version of NRCPIPF.,Shas also been prepared.

Task8 Additional Technical Task_
Objective: Investigate additional items as a result of the findings during this program.
Several tasks including j-R curve validity limits, fusion line toughness evaluation, pipe
fracture data bases have been undertaken in this task.

Accomplishments: Several of these subtasks have been initiated and will be presented on
when complete in topical and semiannual reports.
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IP.RADIATION-AaSISTED 8T_ CORROSION CRACKING OF MATERIA[_ FROM
COMM]_RCIAL _'S: ROLE OF GRAIN-BOUNDAItY MICROCHEMISTItY'

H, M, Chung, W. E, Ruther, J, E. Sanecki, A. G, Hins, and T. F, Kassner

Energy Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

In recent years, failures of reactor-core internal components in both BWRs and
have increased after accumulation of relatively high fluence (>5 x 1020 n.cm -2, E > i MeV).
The general pattern of the observed failures indicates that as nuclear plants age and neutron
fluence accumulates, various nonsensltlzed austenitlc stainless steels (SSs) become
susceptible to intergranular failure. Some components (e.g., BWR control blade handle and
sheath) are known to have cracked under minimal applied stress. Although most failed
components can be replaced at a considerable economic penalty, some safety-slgnlficant
structural components, such as the BWR top guide, shroud, and core plate, would be very
difficult or impractical to replace. Therefore, the structural integrity of these components
after accumulation of high fluence has become a subject of concern, and extensive research
has been conducted to provide an understanding of this type of degradation, which is
commonly known as Irradlatlon-asslsted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC).

Most of the safety-slgniflcant structural components in present BWRs and PWRs have
been fabricated from solutlon-annealed austenitlc SSs, primarily commerclal-purity Type
304 SS and, to lesser extent, Type 316 SS. Component chemical composition, fabrication
procedures, and reactor operational parameters, such as neutron flux, fluence, temperature,
water chemistry, residual stress, and mechanical loads, have been reported to influence
susceptibility to iASCC. However, results from research at several laboratories on materials
irradiated under a wide variety of in-reactor and simulated conditions are often inconsistent
and conflicting as to the influence of these parameters. Even for materials that have similar
chemical compositions and similar irradiation histories, it is quite common to observe
strong heat-to-heat variations in IASCC Susceptibility,

Intergranular failures of austenitic SS after accumulation of high fluence have been
attributed in the past without convincing evidence to radlatlon-lnduced segregation (RIS) or
depletion at grain boundaries of elements such as Si, P, S, and Cr, However, the exact
identities of the elements that segregate and the extent to which RIS contributes to the
susceptibility of the core-internal components of LWRs to IASCC have been never resolved.
This is particularly true for Type 304 SS, from which the majority of the safety-slgnlficant
In--core components have been fabricated, Since the late 1960s, when failure of stainless
steel fuel cladding was observed frequently, RIS of Si and P has been believed to be the
primary metallurgical process for IASCC. Strong support for _Is belief appeared in the
1980s, when limited experience showed that a high-purity (HP) heat of Type 348 SS
performed better than a commerclal-purity (CP) heat (containing relatively high C, Si, P, S,
and N). The better performance was thought to indicate that l_S of Si is the predominant
process, because IUS of other impurities and Cr depletion in the HP and CP Type 348 SS
were either similar or insignificant, according to analysis by fleld-emlsslon.gun scanning
transmission electron microscopy. It has also been reported that, after irradiation in a test
reactor, Type 316L SS exhibited somewhat better resistance to stress corrosion cracking
than Type 316NG SS, indlcatln_ a possible benefit of low N.

On the basis of experiences with Type 348 and 316 SS, HP Type 304 SS has be_n
suggested as a better alternative to CP Type 304 SS. From subsequent demonstration, at
least in a BWR, there has been an indication of better resistance of neutron absorber tubes

' Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
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(in the uncrcvlced environment] fabricated from an HP heat of Type 304 SS than those
fabricated from CP heats, However, results obtained recently from other BWR swelling-tube
tests and laboratory constant-extension-rate tensile (CERT) tests, conducted on different HP
heats of Type 304 SS irradiated in test reactors or accelerators, indicate either an opposite
or inconclusive trend. Therefore. it seems that the superior performance of HP Type
304 SS, and to a larger extent, the role of graln-boundary chemistry (e.g., concentration of
Si, P, S, N, and Cr) on susceptibility to IASCC has by no means become well established.

In view of this background, and considerlng the strong influence of irradiation
conditions and possible role of transmutation of elements by thermal neutrons, results
obtained from specimens irradiated in test reactors and accelerators must be considered as
tentative, Thus, a benchmark study on a larger number of well-characterized HP and CP
materials from actual reactor components was considered necessary, For this purpose, Type
304 SS specimens were obtained from BWR components fabricated from three HP and two
CP heats and irradiated up to 2.6 x I021 n.cm-2 (E >I MeV) in 4 BWRs, and CERT tests
were conducted in simulated BWR water, Susceptibility to Intergranular failure was also
determined on the BWR specimens that were precharged with hydrogen and subsequently
fractured in high vacuum. Graln-bound_ microchemlstry of the test specimens was
analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and the results were correlated with the
results of CERT and inert_-gas fracture tests to determine the role of graln-boundary
segregation and depletion of impurity and alloying elements on IASCC susceptibility,

No IG fracture could be produced in the irradiated materials in either vacuum or air
without hydrogen-charging, indicating that any effect of helium-lnduced grain boundary
weakening is negligible. Specimens tested in simulated BWR water exhibited significant
heat-to-heat variation in their susceptibility to intergranular SCC (IGSCC) under otherwise
similar irradiation and test conditions. For example, for a fluence of ..2 x i021 n.cm -2,
percent [GSCC observed on the fracture surface of a CP control blade sheath was as low as
-3% and that of an HP neutron absorber was as high as .60%, Whereas the RIS of Si and P
was pronounced in all CP heats at high fluence, RIS of the impurities was negligible for all
fluence levels in all HP heats in which Si and P contents were low, No evidence of grain-
boundary segregation of S was observed, Contrary to the previous belief, susceptibility to
Intergrauular fracture in the specimens tested in simulated BWR water could not be
correlated with grain-boundary concentrations of any of the impurities such as Si, P, Ni, C,
or S, However, good correlation was obtained with grain-boundary Cr concentration that was
measured by the AES depth-profiling technique, Cr depletion in the BWR components was
significant in a zone as narrow as 2-3 nm near grain boundaries,

IG susceptibility of specimens charged with hydrogen and fractured in vacuum could be
correlated well with graln-boundary concentration of an element that gives rise to a
characteristic Auger peak at 58 eV, The characteristic peak, which is believed to be a
combination of the secondary peaks of Ni and Li, was observed only in neutron-lrradlated
specimens or unlrradiated specimens corroded in Li, This indicates weakening of grain
boundaries by a complex synergism between hydrogen and transmutatlon-induced elements.
That is, lithium atoms, produced from transmutation of boron and subsequently segregated
on grain boundaries, interact with hydrogen that is produced on grain boundaries from
transmutation of nitrogen segregated on grain boundaries. In support of this. evidence of
graln-boundary segregation of nitrogen wac observed in neutron absorber tubes fabricated
from HP heats that exhibited relatively higher susceptibility to IGSCC, In summary, rt,sults
of this investigation show that perfo--mance of HP and CP heats of Type 304 SS, and most
likely Type 316 and 348 SS as well, cannot be predicted on the basis of impurity levels such
as Si, P, S, and C. Hence, the superior resistance to IASCC reported for some HP heats of
Type 304, 316, and 348 SS appears to be due not to the low level of these impurities but to
some other factor(s) not identified yet.
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Fatigue of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels in LWR Environments'

O. K. Chopra and W. J. Shack

Energy Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

Plain carbon and low-alloy steels are used extensively in pressurized water reactors

(PWRs} and boiling water reactors (BWRs) as piping and pressure vessel materials, The
steels of interest include AI06-Gr B and A333-Gr 6 for seamless pipe and A302-Gr B,
A508-2, and A533-Gr B plate for pressure vessels, ASME Code Section Ill (Division I,

Subsection NB) includes rules for construction of nuclear power plant Class I components,

It recognizes fatigue as a possible mode of failure in piping materials and pressure vessel
steels. Appendlxl to Section Ill specifies fatigue design curves for applicable structural
materials, The current Code fatigue design curves are based primarily on strain-controlled

fatigue tests of small polished specimens in air at room temperature. To obtain the Code
fatigue design curves, best-flt curves to the experimental data were decreased by a factor of

2 on stress or a factor of 20 on cycles, whichever was more conservative at each point. The
factors were intended to account for uncertainties in translating the experimental data of

laboratory test specimens to actual reactor components, The factor of 20 on cycles is the
product of three subfactors: 2.0 for scatter of data (minimum to mean), 2.5 for size effects,

and 4.0 for surface finish, atmosphere, etc. "Atmosphere" was intended to reflect the

effects of an industrial environment rather than the controlled environment of a laboratory,
The effects of the coolant environment are not explicitly addressed in the Code design
curves.

Recent fatigue strain vs, llfe (S/N) data illustrate potentially significant effects of light
water reactor (LWR} environments on fatigue resistance of carbon and low-alloy steels, In
some cases, failures were observed below the ASME Code fatigue design curve. These

results raise the issue of whether the fatigue design curves in Section Ill are appropriate for
the purposes intended and whether they adequately account for environmental effects on

fatigue behavior. The factors of 2 and 20 applied to the mean-data curve may not be as
conservative as originally intended.

Available fatigue S/N data indicate that the magnitude of the decrease in fatigue llfe
depends on alloy composition, temperature, strain rate, and concentration of dissolved

oxygen (DO} in water. At the very low DO levels characteristic of PWRs and I_WRs with

hydrogen/water chemistry, environmental effects on fatigue llfe are modest at all
temperatures and strain rates, Fatigue life decreases rapidly as DO increases over a rather

narrow range of _.0. I-0,3 ppm, but further increases up to 8 ppm cause only a modest

'Work supported by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U,S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.
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decrease in life. In oxygenated water, fatigue life strongly depends on temperature and
strain rate. At a given strain rate, fatigue life increases by a factor of 5 or more as the
temperature is decreased from 288 to 200°C. For the same environment and strain range,

fatigue lives can be decreased by a factor of _,50 by reducing the strain rate from O.I to
0.O001%/s. Based on existing S/N data, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has developed
interim fatigue design curves that account for the effects of temperature, DO level in the
water, sulfur level in the steel, and strain rate.

The S/N data on carbon and low-alloy steels in water, however, are somewhat limited

and do not cover the range of loading conditions found in actual reactor operation. For
example, virtually all data in LWR water are at relatively high strain ranges. The data also do
not extend over the range of strain rates normally encountered in service, e.g., some

transients may have strain rates as low as O,00001%/s. Extrapolation of available data to
such low values would predict a reduction in fatigue life bv a factor of >300. The relatively

good service experience of carbon steel piping in BWRs suggests that the effect of strain rate

on fatigue life must saturate at some level, although no such saturation has been observed
experimentally. Limited data indicate that environmental effects on fatigue llfe are greater

for carbon steel than for low-alloy steel. However, most low-alloy steels that have been

investigated contain <0.007 wt.% sulfur, it is likely that differences between carbon and
low-alloy steels are caused by the sulfur content of the steels.

The objectives of this program are to (I) conduct fatigue tests on carbon and low-alloy

steels under conditions where information Is lacking in the existing S/N data base,
(2) establish the effects of material and loading variables on environmentally assisted

reduction in fatigue life, and (3) validate and update the proposed interim fatigue design
curves. Fatigue tests are being conducted on AIO6--Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-

alloy steel in water and in air at 288°C.

For both carbon and low-alloy steels, environmental effects are modest in PWR water at

all strain rates. Fatigue data in oxygenated water confirm the the strong dependence of

fatigue life on DO and strain rate. The effect of strain rate on fatigue life saturates at some
low value, e,g., at -0.0004%/s for AIO6-Gr B carbon steel in water containing -,0.8 ppm DO.

The data suggest that the saturation value of strain rate may vary with DO and alloy
composition. Degradation of fatigue life of A106--Gr B carbon steel and A533-Gr B low-alloy
steel with comparable sulfur levels is similar. Although the cyclic stress-strain and cyclic-

hardening behavior of these steels is distinctly different, the reduction in fatigue life of the
two steels is comparable or somewhat greater for the low-alloy steel. Carbon steel also
exhibits pronounced dynamic strain aging, whereas strain aging effects are modest in the

low-alloy steel. Environmental effects on fatigue crack initiation of carbon and low-alloy
steel are also being investigated.
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RELIABILITY OF NDE - CASTSTAINLESSSTEEL, SAFT-UT PERFORMANCE,PISC Ill
PROGRANSTATUSANDEVALUATIONOF COMPUTER-BASEDUT/ISI SYSTEMS1

S. R. Doctor,A. A. Diaz, R. V. Harris, L. J. Angel and G. J. Schuster
PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Richland,Washington

This paper reportson the progress associatedwith three differentNRC-funded
programs. The topics cast stainlesssteel and PISC Ill program status are
activitiesbeing conductedin the programentitled "Evaluationand Improvement
in NondestructiveExaminationReliabilityfor InserviceInspectionof Light
Water Reactors (LWRs)"- FIN No. B2289, the work on SAFT-UT performanceis
part of the program entitled "FieldValidation,Acceptance,and Training of
Advanced NDE Technology"- FIN No. B2913, and the final activity is part of
the programentitled "Evaluationof Computer-BasedNDE Techniquesand Regional
Supportof InspectionActivities"- FIN No. L1100.

This year, the cast stainlesssteel (CSS) work concentratedon determiningthe
effectivenessand reliabilityof ultrasonicinspectiontechniquesfor LWR
componentscontainingCSS material. Low frequencyultrasonictechniques
inherentlyinsensitiveto microstructuraleffects are being investigated.
Developmentof specializedsearch units, employingadvancedsignal processing
techniques,as well as utilizationof a suitablecombinationof frequency,
wave mode, and incident angles are all importantfor the optimizationof
techniquesto inspectCSS materials. The low-frequencyUT has been coupled
with the syntheticaperturefocusingtechnique (SAFT) to improve the resolu-
tion _nd signal to noise in the data. This combinedSAFT and low-frequency
techniquewas evaluated in a blind test as part of an evaluationbeing
conductedby the EPRI NDE Center. This combinationproved to be among the top
performersof the techniquesevaluated. Finally,fracturemechanics calcula-
tions have been performedto estimate "critical"crack dimensions in CSS. The
resultsof these calculationshave been used to supporta basis for the design
of performancedemonstrationCSS test sets for an ASME Code SectionXl
AppendixVIII Supplement.

As part of the programto develop the SAFT-UTtechnology,the technologyis to
be validated. A portionof the validationprocess includesblind testingof
the technologyby participationin the Programmefor the Inspectionof Steel
Components,Phase 3 (PISC Ill) Action 2 concerningfull scale vessel (FSV)
testing. Severalyears ago the SAFT-UT systemwas taken to Stuttgart,Germany
to perform inspectionsas part of the first phase of the FSV to assess the
sizing accuracyaf techniquesand procedures.Followingdestructiveexamina-
tion of the areas to quantifythe defects that had been placed there, data
analysiswas performedand a report prepared for review and comment. It is
not possibleto give the results in comparisonwith the other FSV participants

IWorksupportedby the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission ; Dr. J.
Muscara,NRC ProgramManager. PacificNorthwestLaboratoryis operated for
the U.S. Departmentof Energy by BattelleMemorial Instituteunder Contract
DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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until the PISC Ill programofficiallyreleases them. However, it can be
statedthat the SAFT-UT technologyperformedextremelywell and basicallymet
our expectations. The SAFT-UTperformancein comparisonwith theoretical
estimateswill be the focus of the presentation.

The PISC Ill programhas eight differentactions that involvevarious aspects
of NDE: Action I concerns inspectionson real contaminatedstructures(RCS);
Action 2, the full scale vessel tests (FSV);Action 3, nozzles and dissimilar
metal welds (NDW);Action 4, austeniticsteel tests (AST);Action 5, steam
generatortubing tests (SGT);Action 6, ultrasonicmodelling;Action 7, human
factors; and Action 8, codes and standards. The PISC Ill program began in
1986 and will be completedat the end of the calendaryear 1993. All of the
actions are scheduledto be completedat that time. This involvescompleting
all round rnbin tests this year, performingdestructiveexaminations,data
analysis of the inspectionresults,and preparingfinal reports. This is very
ambitiousand will be a very busy time for the personnelperformingthis work.
The PISC Ill programwill have a final symposiumduring March 1994 which is
planned to be held in Petten,Holland. This paper will present an overview of
the various actions, state the objectiveof each action,work performedto
date, and the status of the remainingwork. It should be noted that this is a
very large program that is and will have a significantimpact on the NDE
inspectionsbeing performedworld wide.

One of the objectivesof FIN L1100 is to evaluate the reliabilityand accuracy
of interpretationof results from computer-basedultrasonicinserviceinspec-
tion systems. In order to conduct this work, a backgrounddocumentwas
prepared that contains a descriptionof what will be evaluatedand the method
to be used for the evaluation. This First volume is a NUREG/CR report
entitledAuditing Computer-BasedUltrasonic InserviceInspectionSystems and
it has gone throughone full review cycle. A revisedversion is being
reviewed by the NRC. This report describesthe general functionsof computer-
based ultrasonicequipment,providesa review of selectedsystems, and
presentsthe evaluationproceduresto be used with specifiedsystems. Systems
that are to be evaluatedwill be reportedas appendicesto this report. The
evaluationprocedurehas been performedon the P-Scan and Intraspect1-98
systems, a presentationof preliminaryP-Scan resultswas made to the NRC
TechnicalAdvisory Group on NDE, and the Appendix for the P-Scan system has
been prepared and submittedto the NRC for review.

The most interestingobservationsto date relate to the differencesin the
objectivesof the two evaluatedsystems,and consequentlyin the gathering,
analysis,and presentationof data they perform. P-Scan is a dedicated
scanning and imaging system for pipes. The imagesproduced are specializedto
the evaluationof weld defects and corrosion. The Intraspectis a general-
purpose system,provided in many customizedvariantsdependingon the applica-
tion. It provides more sophisticatedvisualizationof volumetric positionsof
reflectors. P-Scan normally acquiresonly imagingdata, and by exception,a
limited amount of RF data. Intraspectnormallyacquires full RF data, which
is then analyzedfor image presentation. Both systemsperformed all functions
correctly. Analysis of additionalsystemsmay lead to a classificationof
system types accordingto scanning,acquisition,and analysiscapabilities.
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PROGRESSONRISK-BASEDINSPECTIONGUIDELINES:
APPLICATIONOF SURRY-1PILOT STUDYTO
IMPROVEDINSERVICEINSPECTIONPLANS1

F. A. Simonen, T.V. Vo, M. A. Khaleel, and B. F. Gore

PacificNorthwestLaboratory
Richland,Washington 99352

Pressure vesselsand piping at nuclearpower plants are inspectedfor
structural integrityon a routinebasis followingthe rules of the ASME
Section XI Code. The code prescribesall aspectsof the inspectionprogram
includingthe method,timing and acceptancecriteria for detected flaws. ASME
Section Xl rules for these inspectionsare based on engineeringjudgement,
prior experience,and in large measure,on implicitconsiderationsof risk.
This paper describeseffortsto develop improved inspectionplans by
explicitlyquantifyingthe factors,includinginserviceinspections,that can
increaseor decrease the risk due to failuresof pressure boundarycomponents.
Resultsof ongoingresearchprograms are now being appliedto make
recommendationsto ASME SectionXI for improved inspectionplans. These risk-
based inspectionprogramshave the objectivesof: I) establishinga level of
inspectionsuch as to maintain the contributionfrom structuralintegrity
failuresto be a small fractionof overallplant safety risks, 2) allocating
limited inspectionresourcesto those componentswith the greatest
contributionsto risk, and 3) ensuringthat all prescribedinspectionsare
capableof detectingdegradationon a timely basis and provide a meaningful
reductionin structuralfailureprobabilities.

This paper describesrisk-basedstudiesperformedat the PacificNorthwest
Laboratoryfor NRC as part of the research programentitled "Evaluationand
Improvementin NondestructiveExaminationReliabilityfor InserviceInspection
of Light Water Reactors (LWRs). Plant-specificpilot calculationshave
focusedon the Surry Unit-1 Nuclear Power Station in cooperationwith the
Virginia Electric Power Company. Prior effortswhich ranked individualpipe
segmentson the basis of their contributionsto core damage have been extended
to addresscomponentsof all the importantsystemsof the Surry-1 plant.
Attentionthis past year was directed to the high-pressureinjectionsystem,
the residualheat removal system and the power conversion system. Planning is
underway for a second pilot study, similarto that performedfor Surry-1, but
for a typical boilingwater reactorplant. Cooperativearrangementsare now
being formalizedwith the utilityoperatorof the plant.

Componentswithin the individualpipe segments for the low pressure injection
(LPI) system at Surry-1have been ranked at the same high level of detail

IWork supportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission ; Dr. J.
Muscara, NRC ProgramManager, FIN B2289. PacificNorthwestLaboratory is
operated For the U.S. Departmentof Energy by BattelleMemorial Institute
under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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(welds,fittings,etc.) as currentlyaddressedby ASME Section XI
requirements. In identifyinginspectionprioritiesfor the LPI system, it was
found that less than I% of the 644 total numberof structuralelements
contributedover 50% of the estimatedrisk from the LPI systemdue to
structuralintegrityfailures. The dominantcontributionwas from potential
thermal fatigue failuresat the check valves separatinghot and cold fluids at
the interfacebetweenthe LPI and primarycoolant system.

Having selectedhigh risk locations(basedon both the consequencesand
probabilitiesof failure)as the focus for improvedinspectionprograms,the
effectsof alternativeinspectionstrategieshave been quantifiedusing
structuralreliabilitymodels. These models have used the PRAISE computer
code to simulateultrasonicinspectionsperformedat differenttime intervals
over the servicelife of the component. Each locationwas assumed to have a
statisticalpopulationof initialfabricationflaws ranging from frequently
occurringflaws of very small size to unlikelyflaws of very large size. The
calculationsaddressedultrasonicdetectionreliabilitiesthat covered the
expected range for inspectionteams that could pass the performance
demonstrationrequirementsprescribedby Appendix VIII of ASME Section XI.
The more effectivecandidate inspectionstrategieswere found to reduce the
frequenciesof structuralfailuresby a factor of ten for the critical
componentsof interest.

The studiesat PNL have been carriedon in close cooperationwith efforts by
the ASME ResearchTask Force on Risk-BasedInspectionGuidelines,and with a
newly formed WorkingGroup of ASME SectionXI on Implementationof Risk-Based
Inspection. Complementarystudiesare being performedby Westinghouse
Electric to quantifythe economic aspectsof the candidate inspection
strategies. Strategiesare first requiredto provide acceptablelevels of
safety. The methods of decision risk analyseshave then addressedthe costs
associatedwith inspectionsand also the economic benefitsof inspections
derived from increasedplant reliability. Estimatedcosts associatedwith
each inspectionstrategyhave includedthe costs of not only the inspections
themselvesbut also of costs for repairsand for replacementpower during
unscheduledoutages due to preventablefailures.

Results and recommendationsfrom risk-basedstudiesby PNL and other
contributingorganizationswill be publishedin a futuredocument to be
prepared by the ASME ResearchTask Force on Risk-BasedInspectionGuidelines.
While this document is being prepared,ASME SectionXI has been briefed on
progress and as a result, valuablefeedback has been received to provide
directionto the researchactivities. The Section XI Working Group has sought
a code approachto maximize the benefitsof risk-basedinspectionin a manner
that has the minimum impacton the currentformat of the code. To this end, a
specialworkshop meetingwas held in June 1993 to develop trial revisionsto
some code tables that would bring the revisedcode into better agreementwith
findingsof the risk-basedstudies. In addition,the Working Group has
discussed a much longer term code approachto more fully gain the benefitsof
risk-basedinspection. This approachwould be more plant specific in nature
and would involvedetailedquantitativerisk evaluationsfor each plant.
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EXPERIMENTSIN A SCALED LOOP

Mike Doster and Eric Giavedoni
Nuclear Engineering Department
North Carolina State University

Box 7909
Raleigh, NC 27695-7909

INTRODUCTION

Under loss of forced circulation, coupled with the loss or reduction in primary
side coolant inventory, horizontal stratified flows can develop in the hot and

! cold legs of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). Vapor produced in the reactor
vessel is transported through the hot leg to the steam generator tubes where it
condenses and flows back to the reactor vessel. Within the steam generator
tubes, the flow regimes may range from counter-current annular flow to single
phase convection. As a result, a number of heat transfer mechanisms are
possible depending on the loop configuration, total heat transfer rate and the
steam flow rate within the tubes. These include (but are not limited to), two-
phase natural circulation where the condensate flows co-current to the vapor
stream and is transported to the cold leg such that the entire reactor coolant
loop is active, and reflux cooling where the condensate flows back down the
interior of the coolant tubes counter-current to the vapor stream and is
returned to the reactor vessel through the hot leg. While operating in the
reflux cooling mode, the cold leg can effectively be inactive. Heat transfer can
be further influenced by noncondensables in the vapor stream which
accumulate within the upper regions of the steam generator tube bundle. In
addition to reducing the steam generator's effective heat transfer area, under
these conditions operation under natural circulation may not be possible and
reflux cooling may be the only viable heat transfer mechanism. The SPWR
Facility in the Nuclear Engineering Department at North Carolina State
University is being used to study the effectiveness of two phase natural
circulation and reflux cooling under conditions associated with loss of forced
circulation, mid-loop coolant levels and noncondensables in the primary
coolant system.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The NCSU Scaled PWR Facility (SPWRF) is a Freon based, 1/9 scale model of a
two-loop Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor. The reactor core is
simulated by electrically heated rods with heater power governed by either a
point reactor kinetics model, or set manually at an operator designated power
level. The reactor kinetics model is coupled through the system's
instrumentation such that reactivity feedback effects (Doppler, moderator
temperature, etc.) control the reactor's dynamic response. Both primary and
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secondary sides are represented including such normal balance of plant
components as condensers, condensate and feed pumps, and feedwater
heaters.

REFLUX COOLING EXPERIMENTS

A series of reflux cooling experiments have been run on the SPWRF to measure
steady state heat transfer rates as a function of primary and secondary side
pressure. In the first series of experiments, steam generator level was
maintained such that the tube bundle region was completely flooded and the
steam generator operated in its normal recirculation mode. The primary side
of the SPWRF was drained to mid-loop coolant levels from nominal operating
temperatures and pressures, and stabilized prior to initiation of significant
secondary side steaming. Counter-current, horizontal stratified flow in the hot
leg and stagnant conditions in the crossover leg were verified visuaJly through
the glass viewing windows located in these areas.

The reactor kinetics model receives reactivity inputs from three sources: (1)
simulated control rod motion, (2) moderator temperature and (3) core power.
The SPWRF will "load follow"in a manner similar to an actual power plant,
based upon the average loop temperature as measured by the hot and cold leg
RTDs. For steady state studies, the reactor power is controlled indirectly
through the steaming rate and the corresponding steam generator pressure by
manually opening and closing the main steam throttle valve. The kinetics
model includes a preprogrammed rod worth curve which gives reactivity as a
function of rod position. Primary side pressure and temperature are
determined by control rod position.

Additional experiments have been run at relatively low steaming rates in the
absence of feed flow. Steam generator level was allowed to decrease
continuously while reactor power and primary and secondary side pressures
went to steady-state. The steam generator was then refilled prior to changing
the steaming rate. At no point did the steam generator level approach the
mimmum level necessary for recirculation ;o occur. Variability in the primary
side pressure is much more evident in these results, illustrating the
importance of feed flow rate and feed temperature on the heat transfer rate.
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CORE TO SURGE-LINE ENERGY TRANSPORT IN A SEVEREACCIDENT SCENARIO

M. di Marzo, K. Almenas*
Mechanical Engineering Department

*Nuclear and Materials Engineering Department
University of Maryland

College Park, MD 20742

The thermal transient of a B&W PWR nuclear plant, undergoing core uncovery and clad
oxidation with hydrogen production, is relevant to the assessment of potential failures in
the upper structures and their relation to the reactor vessel lower head failure. The timing
and nature of these failures are the decisive parameters determining the direct
containment heating scenarios. For the plant considered, the hot legs and cold legs do
not constitute complete flow loops since both the once-through steam generators are
completely inactive (i.e. the feed water is unavailable) and their primary side is full of
water up to the cold legs loop seals elevation.

The detailed scaling presented in the paper focusses on the hot legs. These components
are crucial because it is anticipated that a possible failure point is at the weld between
the pressurizer surge line and the hot leg nozzle which is at a significant distance from
the reactor vessel. A scaling methodology for the transient energy transport in the primary
system of a B&W PWR during a severe accident scenario is applied to experimental data
recently obtained at the UMCP facility.

The UMCP experiments are conducted with SF6 to simulate a high pressure, high
temperature steam-hydrogen mixture. A nominal fluid temperature ramp of 1.0 °C/s is
postulated from available TMI-2 event data. This rate is bracketed by temperature ramps
of 0.5 °C/s and 2.0 °C/s to cover the range of potential prototypical transient scenarios.
The ratio of prototypical.to-test-facility temperature ramps is used in transposing the
measured heat-up rates to prototypical conditions at the surge-line nozzle location.
Multiple tests performed at different operational conditions lead to consistent conclusions
regarding the surge line failure time. This lends confidence to the scaling procedure.

The experimental data obtained from the UMCP facility show a bi-furcation at about 500
seconds into the transient regardless of the power input. This bi-furcation is random in
nature and results in one of the two hot legs to receive about twice the heat input of the
other. These results are repeatable and are consistent over 14 tests performed at powers
ranging from 17 to 57 kW.

The temperature in the metal at the hot leg surge-line connection exhibits this bi-modal
behavior and the data extrapolated at the prototypical scale reflect this occurrence.
Therefore, a probability failure at the hot leg surge-line nozzle is characterized for a range
of possible prototypical fluid temperature ramps. In any case, the TMI-2 transient duration
is less than the lowest possible failure time.
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The bi-furcation observed in the UMCP facifi4y is currently being evaluated in terms of its
applicabifity to the prototype. The UMCP experiments are conducted at constant pressure
and a venting system is necessary to achieve these conditions. The effect of the
geometrical configuration of the venting lines is investigated as a possible cause of the
bi-furcation. The venting lines configuration may originate two conditions: a) a pressure
equalizing conditions between the two hot legs and b) a flow balancing condition between
the two legs. The first option could be observed in the prototype while the second is a-
typical. At the present time a definite conclusion has not been reach yet.

in spite of these uncertainties, a non-bifurcating behavior for a different set of boundary
conditions has been observed and compared with similar bi-furcating behavior. The
energy transport into both the hot legs confirms that the non-bi-furcating behavior is
bounded by the two branches of the bi.furcation. Therefore, the results at the prototypical
scale can be considered bounding if the mechanism originating the bi-furcation is found
to be a.typical.

The figure illustrate the prototypical failure probability at the hot leg surge-linenozzle
versus time for fluid temperature ramps of: a) 2.0 *C/s; b) 1.0 *C/s; and c) 0.5 "C/s.
The dashed lines represent a bi-modal distribution of the failure probability while the solid
line refers to the uni-modal distribution with similar associated uncertainties.
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Assessment of the Potential for HPME during a Station
Blackout in the Surry and Zion PWRs a

D.L. Knudsonb

R D.Baylessb
C. A. Dobbeb

F.Odarc

IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory
EG&GIdaho,Inc.

IdahoFalls,ID 83415

The integrity of pressurized water reactor(PWR) containment structures could be challenged
by direct heating associated with a high pressure melt ejection tHPME) of core materials follow-
ing reactor vessel breach during certain severe accidents. Intentional reactor coolant system
(RCS) depressurization, where plant operators latch pressurizer power-operated relief valves
(PORVs) open, has been proposed as an accident management strategy to reduce the radiological
risks associated with potential containment failures by mitigating or preventing the severity of the
HPME. However, decay heat levels, valve capacities, and other plant-specific characteristics
determine whether the required operator action will lead to effective RCS depressurization.

Without operator action, in-vessel, full loop, and hot leg countercurrent natural circulation
flows could develop and redistribute core decay heat during severe reactor accidents, Those natu-
ral circulation flows could heat ex-vessel RCS pressure boundaries (surge line and hot leg piping,
steam generator tubes, etc.) to the point of failure before vessel breach, providing an alternate
mechanism for RCS depressurization and HPME mitigation. SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calcula-
tions have been performed at the Idaho NationalEngineering Laboratory (INEL) to evaluate the
potentials for RCS depressurization and HPME during a station blackout without operator action
in the Surry and Zion PWRs.

The station blackout scenario was selected because it is expected to cover the possible range of
RCS responses during potential HPME sequences. The specific station blackout scenario consid-
ered was a TMLB' sequence, which was initiated by the loss of all AC power and a simultaneous
loss of auxiliary feedwater. The possibility of accident recovery was not considered. Code calcu-

a. Work suplx_rtedby the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, under DOE
Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07.76ID01570.

b. Staff member at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
c. Staff member at the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co!nmission.
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lations from accident initiation through the time of lower head failure were performed with and
without hot leg countercurrent natural circulation, with and without reactor coolant pump (RCP)
seal leakage, and with variations on some of the more important core damage progression param-
eters. Best estimate parameters were used as inputs where there is data or where the effects of the
parameters are well characterized. For core damage progression parameters with a high degree of
uncertainty, values were selected to minimize the time to lower head failure producing a conser-
vative assessment of the potential for HPME. Throughout this assessment, it was assun'_ed that
HPME would not occur if the RCS pressure could be reduced to 1.38 MPa or less before failure of
the lower head.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results indicate that the potential for IqPME during a station black-
out without operator action in the Surry PWR is low. The RCS pressure is controlled by continu-
ous PORV cycling in sequences that progress at full system pressures (without RCS leaks).
Natural circulation of steam and steam flow through the PORVs leads to surge line and hot leg
failures before failure of the lower head. RCS depressurization through the surge line and/or hot
leg breach will depressurize the RCS and eliminate the possibility for HPME in that case. If the
RCS is depressurized below the PORV set point by RCP seal leaks, PORV cycling temlinates and
a reduction in surge line heating follows. However, ex-vessel heating by hot leg countercurrent
natural circulation continues. If seal leaks do not exceed 250 gpm per RCP (the most probable
leak rate), hot leg failures that depressurize the RCS and prevent HPME will occur before lower
head failure. If seal leaks are as high as 480 gpm per RCP (the maximum leak rate in Westing-
house RCPs), the energy dissipated through the leaks reduces the decay energy available for ex-
vessel heating. As a result, ex-vessel failures do not occur. However, leak rates as high as 480
gpm per RCP are unlikely, and if they developed, there is a reasonable likelihood that HPME will
not occur since the RCS pressures could be sufficiently reduced by seal leakage before lower head
failure.

SCDAP/REt, AP5/MOD3 results indicate that the potential for HPME during a station black-
out without operator action in the Zion PWR is low for sequences that progress at full system
pressures (without RCS leaks). Like Surry, natural circulation of steam and steam flow through
the PORVs leads to surge line and hot leg failures with RCS depressurization before failure of the
lower head. A potential for HPME exists, however, for sequences that progress at reduced pres-
sures as a result of RCP seal leaks. Ex-vessel failures do not occur before failure of the lower

head in those cases. The most important factors that contribute to that result include the bypass
configuration and the decay power density of the Zion PWR. Those factors lead to core block-
ages that are not readily cooled by accumulators, which contributes to relatively early core melt-
ing and relocation into the lower head. RCS pressures at the time of lower head failures in
sequences that progress at reduced pre_;sures are expected to be between 1.38 and 6.89 MPa, pro-
viding the conditions that could lead to a potential for HPME.
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PEER REVIEWOF R_5/MOD3 DOCUMENTATION

W. (3. Craddick,D. O. Morris,M. O_ki
P. OrilIith,Y. HLttta, O. S. Lellouche,M. di M=r'zo

M. W. WendeLP. T. William=

OakRidge National Laboratory

A peer rcv/ewwas performedon a portionof the documentationof the R.ELAP$/MOD3
computercode. The reviewwas performedks two phases. The firstphase _ a reviewof
VolumeIILDevelopmentalAss,,tmantPro_, andVolumeIV,Madt_andCanv/at/om.The
rev/ewersforthisphasewereDr.PeterGr/ffith,Dr.Ym/n Hassan,Dr.GeraldS.LeUouche,Dr.
Mar/nodiMarzoandMr.MarkWendeLThesecondphasewasareviewofVolumeVI,Q_y.
Assvranceof Nton_cal Techn_m=in P,ELAPSIMOD3.Thereviewersfor thesecondphasewere
Mr. Mark WendelandDr. PaulT. Williams.BothphasesusedtheNRC's"Charterfor
Evaluation of R_ Code Documentation"as a gu/de for the rev/ev_ Some additionalrenew
criteriafor Volume VI were is,,:ludedthataddressedadequacyof the documentationof the
numer/caltechn/ques.

Whilenot unanimousin thisrei_'d, most of the reviewersfelt that Volume m wasweb written
and organized. H_r, the documenthasseveralst_cant deficiencieswhen comparedto the
cr/ter/afor acceptancedefined in NUREO.1230 for documentationto be used to supportthe
code scaring,appilcabil/tyand uncertainty(CSAU')evsluat/onprocess. Modiflcat/onsin several
key areaswould be requiredbeforethe documentcouldmeet those criter/a. A summaryof the
reviewers'major recommendationsis providedbelow:.

I. All code assessmentactiv/tiesshouldbe performed w/tha frozen version of"the code.
2. A validationplan should be completed. Thisplanwouldset forth the log/cal frameworkfor

testing the code. This would lead to a comprehem/vuset of assessmentcases wh/chwould
demonstratecomprehensiveadequacy.

3. Where code resultsdo not matchexper/mentnldata,more discuss/onshould be offered that
details the reasons'for the discrepancy.Ident/fledcode deficienciesshould be evaluatedand
their impactonthecoderesultsassessed.

4. Thedescriptionof codelimitationsshouldbeexpandedandscalingeffectsshouldbe
i

addressed.
5. Whenevercodefeaturesaredisabled,theimpactonaccuracyandcodeapplicabilityshould

be discussed.
6. Guidelinesforusersfor performingsimilaranalysesshouldbe includedin thereport,

particularlywheredifficultiesareencounteredwithcodemodels.

The reviewers' reactionsto VolumeIV variedfromstronglypositive (Orimth) to rather negative
(Lellouche). The majorityfelt that the descriptionof what was in the code was fairlyclear and
understandable,thoughthere is room for improvement. Certainlycorrectionof numerous
typographicalerrorsis needed. Therewere definite differencesin the reviewers'reactionsto
limitationsin the descriptionof the applicabilityandjusti/]cationof the codes' models and
correlations,some judgingthese to be clear deficienciesin the documentationand others more
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inclinedto attributethemto limitationsin thecodeitselfor in ourknowledgeof thephysical
phenomena.A summaryof'the_rs' majorrecommendationsisprov/dndbelow:.

1. Adopt a consistent set of symbolsand nomenclaturethroughoutthe volume.
2. Prey/de additionalsupport/rigreferences,justificationand explanationfor flowregime maps,

for applicadomof'cormlatlom and models beyond theirofli/nal data bases and for
modificationsmade in implementingcorrelationsand mcx/eh.

3. Providean explanationfor the lie/as placedon variablesandcoeWc/ents, particularlyin
Chapter4, _tion I.

4. Enhance the readabilityof Chapters6 and 7, either bybetterdefining the FORTRAN used
or by adoptingan alternate presentationstram_.

conclusomThemajor i reached/nthereviewof VolumeI/] are:

i. Oenerally speaking, while aft cdter/a are addreued,spec/ficareas requirerevisionand
elaborationto meet documentationrequ/rements.

2. Specifically,Chapters4 and 5 do not meet the rzquirementof being "sufficientlydetailed,'
and there is insuff_,'fentlinkagebetween the theNoreticalstudies prmontedi_ Chapter4 and
the computationalexperimentspresentedin Chapter3.

3. AlthoughVolumeVI isorg_ in a log/cadlash/on,sign/flcantproblemsexistwith regard
to readabilityduoto awkwardsentencestructure,grammaticalandtypo_phtcal errors,and
nomenclatureinconsistency.

4. Considerationshouldbe g/vento retitlingthevolumeor includingsectionsto add_ the
formalrequirementsof quaUtyassurance.

Following from these conclusions,the set of recommendationssummarizedbelowwe identified:

i. Includemore detailed informationin Chapters4 and 3; specificaUy,(i) addresstwo theoretic
issueswhen apply/ngLax'sF.quivalenceTheorem to algorithmsfor two.phase flow, (ii)
prey/dea linkagebetween Chapters4 and 3, and (i/j) includegeometry, and boundaryand
initialconditions(or at least a brief'summaryand appropriatemf'emnce) for the
computationalexperiments in Chapter 3.

2. Adopt a comistent nc_menclaturethroughoutthe volume.
3. Enhance the readabilityof' the volume by correctingnumerous grammaticaland typographical

errors and rev/singawkwardsentence structure.
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BENCHMARKANALYSES WITH RELAP5
FOR USNRC SIMULATORS

John D. Burtt and Robert P. Martin
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho Inc.
P. O. Box 1625

Idaho Falls, ID 83415

Larry Bell
USNRC TechnicalTrainingCenter
OsborneOffice Center, Suite 200

Chattanooga,TN 37411

The U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommissionadoptedKemeny Commission
recommendationsthat all nuclear plants have a plant-specificsimulatorfor
operator training. In supportof this requirementa projectwas initiatedto
examine the capabilitiesof the currentgenerationof simulatorsusing
advanced thermal hydraulicsystemscodes such as RELAP5 and TRAC-B.

Using the advanced systemscodes as a baseline in the assessmentof a
simulatorcode is a unique role for such codes. While these advancedsystems
codes play an integralpart in the safety analysisof nuclearpower plant
systems,their inherentuncertaintyand limitsmust be qualifiedbefore
meaningfulconclusionscan be deduced. One of the difficultiesinherent in
this type of procedureis that some models in simulatorcodes are capable of
better performancethan the best-estimatecodes because they have been
specificallydesigned for a given processor system. Since the advanced
systemscodes involvebuildingmathematicalmodels from a set of "building
blocks", some detail may be lost from complex subsystems.

As part of the project, RELAP5 models of PressurizedWater Reactor simulators
at the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission'sTechnicalTraining Center have
been developed and sets of transientspreformedfor comparisonwith simulator
predictions. One such model was for the WashingtonNuclear ProjectUnit I
Simulator. Thermal-hydraulicanalysesof five hypotheticalaccident scenarios
were performedwith the RELAPS/MOD3computercode, then the same scenarios
performedon the simulator,prior to a scheduledupgradewith $3 Technology's
RETACT simulatorcode. The five transientsperformedwere (I) Loss of AC
power, (2) Small Break Loss of CoolantAccident with Loss of AC Power, (3)
Stuck Open PressurizerSafety Valve, (4) Main SteamlineBreak with Steam
GeneratorTube Rupture, and (5) Loss of Main Feedwaterwith DelayedScram.

Comparisonof code and simulatordata was performedby reviewingeach
transientwith a team of plant analystsand experiencedreactoroperators.The
initialFindings show that both the simulatorsand the system codes'modelling
needs improvement.Comparisons show that the simulatordoes not model natural
circulationand that leak rate guidelinesare in error. The comparisonsalso
showed that the RELAP5/MOD3model's IntegratedControlSystem modeling did not
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Depressurization As An Accident Management
Strategy To Minimize Direct Containment Heatinga

D.A. Brownsonb
F.Odarc

IdahoNational EngineeringLaboratory
EG&GIdaho,Inc.

IdahoFalls,ID 83415

During certain accident sequences, the potential exists for ejection of molten corium from a
high pressure reactor coolant system (RCS) and for the dispersal of this corium into the contain-
ment atmosphere causing direct containment heating (DCH). High pressure melt ejections
account for 13% of the core damage frequency in the NUREG-1150 risk study of the Surry
nuclear power plant (NPP). Accident management strategies have been identified that have the
potential to either prevent or mitigate the high pressure melt ejection that could result in DCH.
These strategies include intentionally depressurizing the RCS prior to lower head failure.

Intentional depressurization of the RCS relies on the operator to latch open the power operated
relief valves (PORVs) at some point during a transient. A station blackout transient was selected
for analysis because station blackout contributes 95% to high pressure melt ejection occurrences
in NUREG-1150. Previous analyses of the Surry NPP during station blackout considered two
intentional depressurization strategies, referred to as early and late depressurization. Early
depressurization depends on the operator latching the PORVs open at the time of steam generator
dryout. Late depressurization depends on the operator latching the PORVs open at the time of a
core exit thermocouple reading of 922 K (1200°1=).A temperature of 922 K ensures that the core
is in the process of uncovering and that fuel damage is imminent. Results indicated that late
depressurization permitted more time for the operator to restore ac power or water sources and
also led to less core damage during the depressurization process. Late depressurization was there-
fore the preferred strategy over early depressurization.

An approach was developed for extending the Surry late depressurization results to other pres-
surized water reactors (PWRs). Based upon this approach, the PWRs in the U.S. were catego-
rized into four groups according to their perceived capability to employ the intentional

a. Work supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, underDOE
Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07-76ID01570.

b. Staff member at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
c. Staff member at the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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depressurization strategy. A representative PWR of each of these groups was chosen for a sys-
tematic evaluation during a station blackout sequence using the thermal-hydraulic/core damage
progression computer code package SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. The four PWRs chosen for analy-
sis were the Babcock & Wilcox Oconee NPP, the Combustion Engineering Calvert Cliffs NPP,
the Westinghouse Surry NPP, and the Westinghouse Sequoyah NPP. (The Surry NPP was re-
evaluated to take advantage of improvements to the SCDAP/RELAP5 computer code package.)
The results of these evaluations have then been extended to the remaining PWRs in each group.

Results of these analyses indicate that the intentional depressurization strategy to minimize
DCH may be successfully employed at all Westinghouse PWRs. For these PWRs, it is likely that
the RCS can be depressurized sufficiently prior to lower head failure either through the PORVs or
surge line failure to prevent high pressure melt ejection. Babcock and Wilcox PWRs may be able
to reduce RCS pressure sufficiently prior to lower head failure, but only if surge line failure
occurs as predicted. These PWRs have insufficient PORV capacity to reduce RCS pressure suffi-
ciently to prevent the likelihood of high pressure melt ejection. Because surge line failure is not
predicted and RCS pressure cannot be reduced sufficiently prior to lower head failure through the
PORVs, high pressure melt ejection and possible DCH will likely occur for Combustion Engi-
neering PWRs.

For all PWRs, some limited modifications and enhancements in plant equipment and operating
procedures may be necessary prior to the implementation of the intentional depressurization strat-
egy. A cost benefit analysis of these modifications and enhancements would be needed before
taking any regulatory action.
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Three Mtle Island Unit 2 Vessel Investigation Project: Overview*

Alan M. Rubin
Office of Nuclear RegulatoryResearch
U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission

Washington,D.C. 20555

James R. Wolf
Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

In October 1988, the NRC, in cooperationwith 10 foreigncountriesunder the
a_Jspicesof the Organizationfor EconomicCooperationand Development's(OECD)
Nuclear EnergyAgency, began a joint researchprogram to examine and analyze
material samplesfrom the lower head of the TMI-2 reactor pressurevessel.
The objectivesof this program,called the TMI-2 Vessel InvestigationProject
(VIP),were to: (I) investigatethe conditionand propertiesof materials
extractedfrom the lower head of the TMI-2 reactorpressurevessel, (2)
determinethe extent of damage to the lower head by chemical and thermal
attack,and (3) determinethe margin of structural integritythat remained in
the pressurevessel. The three major elements of the TMI-2 VIP were' (I) the
extractionof vessel steel, and nozzle and guide tube samplesfrom the lower
head region, (2) examinationsof the samples, and (3) analyticalstudiesto
better understandthe vessel's margin-to-failure.

The steel samples, along with the nozzlesand guide tubes, were examined to
determinethe conditionand propertiesof the samples and the extent of damage
to the lower head during the accident. The resultsof these examinationswere
used to assist in quantifyingpotentialreactorvessel failuremodes, to
estimate the vessel steel temperaturesin the lower head during the accident,
and to develop physicaland mechanicalpropertydata to supportthe analysis
effort. Scoping calculationsand sensitivitystudieswere performedin an
effort to quantify the margin-to-failurefor different reactorfailuremodes
and to identifywhich modes had the smallestmargin-to-failureduring the
accident.

Resultsof the TMI-2 VIP contributedsignificantlyto increasedunderstanding
of the extent of damage to the reactorvessel lower head and the margin of
structuralintegritythat remained in the vessel during the TMI-2 accident,as
well as lower vessel head behaviorduring severe accidentsin general.

The steel extractionwas very successful,and 15 reactorvessel steel
specimens,14 incorenozzles, and 2 incoreguide tubes were extractedfrom the
lower head over a 30-day period endingMarch I, 1990. The prism-shapedvessel
steel samples extendedapproximatelyone-halfway through the 13.7-cmthick
reactorvessel wall.

" This work was done as part of the OECD/NuclearEnergy Agency'sTMI-2 Vessel
InvestigationProject.
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Overall, the vessel steel examinations revealed that a localized hot spot
formed in an elliptical region on the lower head that was approximately
I m x 0.8 m. The hot spot was located in the area where the most severe
nozzle damage had occurred. Metallographic examinations of samples taken from
this region indicated that the inner surface of the vessel steel reached
temperatures between 1075 and IIO0°C during the accident and remained at that
temperature for approximately 30 minutes prior to being cooled. Temperatures
4.5 cm into the vessel wall were estimated to be 100 ± 50°C lower than the
peak inner surface temperature. Away from the vicinity of the hot spot, lower
head temperatures did not exceed 727°C.

Results of analyses of potential reactor vessel failure modes showed that
ex-vessel instrument tube penetration rupture and tube ejection failure have
large margins to failurp. Analyses of global or local creep rupture failure
are strongly dependent on the background vessel temperature outside the hot
spot. Analyses were performed using the lower head temperature distribution
and duration based on information from the vessel steel examination and
companion sample examination data. Without modeling enhanced cooling of the
debris on the lower head, the margin-to-failure scoping calculations indicated
that the reactor pressure vessel would have failed via creep rupture when the
reactor system was repressurized by plant operators at about 300 minutes.
These results indicate that an additional safety margin, not currently
considered within severe accident analyses, may occur due to coolant
circulating within channels or cracks within the debris and within channels or
gaps between the debris and the vessel. If relocated debris contains these
channels, debris coolability is greatly enhanced, and lower head vessel
failure is less likely.
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Resultsof Examinationsof PressureVessel Samples
and InstrumentNozzles from the TMI-2 Lower Head

G. E. Korth
Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory

D. R. Diercks and L. A. Neimark
ArgonneNational Laboratory

The accident at the Three Mile Island,Unit 2 (TMI-2)reactor in March
1979 resulted in the relocationof approximately19,000 kg of molten core
material to the lower head of the reactor pressurevessel. This material
produced significantmetallurgicalchanges in portionsof the lower head,'and
caused extensivedamage to many of the instrumenttube nozzles projecting
through the lower head. The resultsof extensiveexaminationsand
characterizationsof the lower head material and selected instrumenttube
nozzles are summarizedhere.

Fifteen steel sampleswere removedfrom the lower head of the TMI-2
pressure vessel for determinationof metallurgicalcondition and mechanical
propertiesfollowingthe accident. The sampleswere in the shape of inverted
prisms,with a typical length of =165 mm, a width at the top of =70 mm, and a
depth of =65 mm into the 127-n:,n-thickpressurevessel wall. The samples
includedthe Type 308L stainlesssteel cladding (=5 mm thick) weld deposit on
the inner surfaceof the pressurevessel over the A533, Grade B, Class I steel
base metal.

The fifteenlower head sampleswere sent to Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) for initialexamination,decontamination,and sectioning. Full
triangularcross sections from thirteenof the lower head samples, including
the stainlesssteel cladding,were sent to the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL)for metallographicexaminationand hardnessmeasurements.
Becauseof difficultiesencounteredin sample decontamination,only partial
cross sectionsthat did not includethe cladding layer were provided to INEL
for the remainingtwo lower head samples.

Four of the fifteen samplesexamined at INEL showedevidence of exposure
to temperatures in excess of the ferrite/austenite transformation temperature
(727°C) during the accident. The maximumtemperature at the base
metal/cladding interCace for two of these samples was estimated to have been
in the range of I075-II00°C for about 30 minutes; the other two samples were
determined to have reached I040-i060°C For a similar time. At a depth of
45 mmbelow the interface, the maximumtemperature was determined to have been
approximately I00°C lower. These four samples defined the location of an
elliptical "hot spot" approximately 1 m x 0.8 m in size near the bottom of the
lower head. The microstructures and hardnesses of the remaining eleven
samples were essentially unaltered from the as-fabricated condition,
indicating that the maximumtemperature attained for those locations did not
exceed the ferrite-to-austenite transformation temperature (727°C) during the
accident. Results from independent examination conducted by several European
laboratories were generally in good agreement with the INEL results.

During the initial examination of the lower head samples at ANL before
decontamination, cracks were found in the stainless steel cladding of three
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samples,all of which were from the hot spot. The cracks appearedto be the
result of hot-tearing,probably assistedby intergranularpenetrationof
liquid Ag-Cd. Crack propagationinto the A533 vessel steel was a maximum of
:6 mm. Materialsin the cracks suggestthe presenceof control-assembly
debris (Ag, Cd, Zr, Fe, and Cr withoutU) on the lower head before the massive
fuel debris flow arrived.

Tensile tests were conductedat ANL on the lower head material at room
temperatureand at temperaturesof 600-1200°C. A strong dependenceof yield
and tensile strengthson temperaturewas observed,and the data generally
merged well with availableliteraturedata on A533, Grade B, Class ] steel.
However, the strengthsof material from the hot spot in the as-received
condition,when tested at 600°C or below, lay well above the remainingdata,
reflectingthe heat treatmentreceivedduring the accident.

Creep tests were conductedon the lower head material over the
temperaturerange of 600-1200°Cat stress levels resulting in failure times of
1-100 h. The data from the lower head material comparedwell with similar
data obtained earlieron archivematerial at 600°C from the Midland reactor.
However, at higher temperatures,the TMI-2 lower head data fell increasingly
above Midlandmaterial. The TMI-2 data were fit using both Larson-Mi_lerand
Manson-Haferdtime-temperatureparameters.

Charpy V-notch impacttests were conductedon four groups of test
specimens. Specimensfrom the hot spot showed significantlylower upper-shelf
energiesand higher transitiontemperaturesthan specimensfrom regions that
did not exceed 727°C during the accident.

The resultsof the instrumenttube nozzle examinationsconductedat ANL
indicatedthat some nozzleswere melted off by interactionwith molten core
debris,whereas others were only thermallyaffected by contactwith core
debris, some of which attached itselfto nozzle surfaces. The elevationsat
which the nozzleswere melted off suggestedthat the liquid core debris was
atop a crust of solidifiedmaterial that apparentlygenerally insulatedthe
reactor vessel from the hottestdebris. The patternof nozzle degradationwas
consistentwith the locationof the vessel hot spot, i.e., the nozzles in the
hot spot regionwere melted off closer to the vessel. Based upon the observed
severe damage to some 11ozzles and not to others in relatively close proximity,
it can be concluded that the flow of material across the initial debris bed
was in the form of individual rivulets as opposed to massive unified flow.
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RESULTS FROM THE TMI-2 VESSEL
RESPONSE ANALYSIS*

J. Rempe, L. Stickler,S. Ch_vez,and G. Thinnes
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625

Idaho Falls, Idaho B3415-2508

R. Witt and M. Corradini
Universityof Wisconsin -Madison

Departmentof Nuclear Engineeringand EngineeringPhysics
153 EngineeringResearchBuilding

1500 Johnson Drive
Madison,Wisconsin 53706-1687

The TMI-2 Vessel Investigation Project included vessel response
calculationsfor mechanisms,which have the potentialto threatenthe integrity
of the vessel. Those calculationswere performedto improveunderstandingof
events occurringduring the TMI-2 accident and to determinefor which failure
mechanismwhich there existedthe least margin during the accident. Analyses
considered penetrationtube and vessel failure mechanisms using input based
upon data from Vessel InvestigationProjectsample examinations.

Resultsfrom these calculationsallowedthe eliminationof tube rupture
and tube ejection as potential failuremechanismsduring the TMI-2 accident.
Global vessel failureanalyses indicatedthat significantdebris coolingmust
have occurredwithin the first two hours after debris relocationto the lower
head. Although examinationsof companiondebris samples did not provide any
supporting evidence of this cooling, metallurgicalexaminationsdid provide
evidence that this cooling occurred. Localized vessel failure analyses
indicated that it is possible for the vessel to withstand the hot spot
temperaturesfor time periods inferred from VIP metallurgical examinations
providedthat the balanceof the vessel is relativelycool.

Analyseswere performedto quantifythe magnitudeof additionalcooling
needed to obtain thermal and structural analysis results consistent with
metallurgicalexaminationdata indicatingthat the peak vessel temperatures
outsidethe hot spot region remainedbelow 1000 K'and that the vessel steel in
the hot spot region cooled at a rate between 10 and 100 K per minute.
Although there is insufficientTMI-2 data to determine the exact mechanisms
that caused the debris to cool, scopingcalculationresults indicate that a
minimal volume of cooling channelswithin the debris and a minimal size gap
between the debris and the vessel could supply the cooling needed to obtain
vesseltemperaturesand coolingratesdeterminedinmetallurgicalexaminations.

*This work was preparedas part of the OECD-NEA-TMI-2Vessel
InvestigationProjectwith the Divisionof Systems ResearchOFfice of the '
Nuclear RegulatoryCommission,Washington,D.C. 20555 under DOE Idaho Field
Office ContractDE-ACO7-761D01570.
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LESSONSLEARNEDFROM THE CORA PROGRAM

P.Hofmann,G.Schanz,
S.Hagen*,L.Sepold*,

G.Schumacher**

Kernforschun_v_zentrumKarlsruheInstitut f_r Dterialforschung
*Hauptabtellung!ngenieurtechnik

**lnstitut for Neutronen ik undReaktortechnik
Postfach3640,PT_Y(_;21Karlsruhe
FederalRepublicof Germany

A better understandingof the in-vesseldegradedcorephenomenaisimportant
- for riskassessmentsto beabletocharacterizethe conditionsof thecoredebris

asit _ela_esto the Variousaccidentsequencesthat areto beconsidered,

- for the purposesof accidentmanagementto understandthe progressionof
theaccidentandthe potentialimpactof anyproposedstrategies,

- for the designofadvancedor nextaenerationreactors.
In addition, in-vesselcore.melt-progressioninvestigationsprovide important
input for all containmentfailure issues.For example,the quantity.and rate,
temperature,physicaland chemicalstateof the melt releasedfrom the reactor
pressurevesseland the amount of hydrogengenerated as well asthe steam
availability,allcaneffectthe integntyof thecontainmentandthusimpactrisk.
The researchwork whichhasbeenperformedsofar contributedsubstantiallyto
the understanding
- howa severeaccidentprogresses,

. howto mitigateitsconsequences,and
- howtoterminateit.

Important questionsconcerningthe high-temperaturecore material behavior
duringan early-phaseseverereactoraccidenthavebeen:
- whenand howthe corelosesitsoriginalgeometry,
- what configurationsareformed,
- how muchhydrogenis generatedby the steamoxidationof core materials

and

- howthe rate of oxidation(H2generation)isaffectedbychangesingeometry,

- whichinfluenceof coredegradationexistson the releaseof fissionproducts
(sourceterm),

- by what processessolidand liquidcorematerialsare transportedwithin the
coreandto the lowerplenumof the reactorpressurevessel,

i

- coolabilityof partiallyblockedcores,and
- influenceof flooding(quenching)of degradedcores.
Inthe frameof the CORAprogramthe chemicalinteractionsamongfuel element
materialsthat mayoccurwithincreasingtemperatureupto the completemelting
havebeenexaminedin out-of-pileexperiments.The materialsbehavaorof PWR,
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BWRand VVER-I_)O0fuel rod bundles have been studied in large-scaleintegral
experimentsand extensiveseparate-effectstests.

Oxldat!on processesof core components by steam determine temperature
escalation, hydrogen generation and rubble formation, contribute to the core
heatup rate (decay heat), diminish the importance of cladding preoxldation
dunng.service life, and counteract against melting processes,melt release and
relocatton.All of the CORAexperimentsperformedwith an initial heatup rate of
1 K/s showed a temperature escalation above about 1100 °C, driven by the
exothermic Ztrcaloy cladding oxidation by steam. Maximum temperatures of
approximately 2000 °C were reached withtn minutes.The available.tinge for any
accidentmanagement measure istherefore too short during thisacctdentperiod.

Chemical interactions between core components determine liquid phase
formation mainly as a result of eutectic interactions. In most cases,the reaction
products have lower melting points than the original core components. This
results in a relocation of liquefied components, often far below their melting
temperatures. Control rod materials can separate from fuel materials by low-
temperature liquefaction and meltlngprocesses that relocate different matertals
at different temperatures and times. This non-coherent stage-by-stage material
relocation processes may cause recrtticality problems during flooding of a
partially degraded core by unborated water. UO.2can be liquefied by molten
Zircaloy about 1000 K below its meltin_gpoint whtch may result in an increased
fissionproduct releaseand a redistributtonof decayheat sourcesin the core.

Asa resultof the variousexperimental studiesthree distincttemperature regimes
can be defined in which liquid phasesform tn the reactor core in different/arge
quantitiescausangdifferent typesof coredamage

- 1200- 1400°C,localized coredamage,

- 1800- 2000 °C,extended coredamage, and
- 2600- 2850 °C,total core destruction.

The extent of damage depends in addition on the initial heatup rate and the
extent of Zircaloyclacldingpreoxidation.

The experimental resultsof the CORA program have a) contributed substantially
to the understanding of the high-temperature corematerial behaviour In severe
reactor accidents(damage inlttation and progresston),and b) provtded a unique
data base for the development, improvement and verification of models and
codesystems.

One of the important material behaviour phenomena which needs further
experimental examination ts the tmpact of water tnjection or flooding of
uncovered core regions to understand the various causalmechanismsof renewed
accelerated Zircaloy oxidation and correspondingly fast heatup, melting and
strong H2generation during quenching.

Early phase core deqradat!on is relatively well understood. However, code
systemspredicting core clamage propagation still need further development and
verificatton to bring them up to date with the experimental data base. The
experimental data base on late_phase melt progression is much poorer than for
early phase, leading to far greater uncertaonties in calculation of late phase core
melt progression. Therefore, more well designed late phase melt progression
experiments are needed.
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Interpretation of the Results of the CORA-33
Dry Core BWR Test

L. J, Ott'
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge,Tennessee 37831

Siegfried Hagen
KernforschungszentrumKarlsruhe

7500 Karlsruhe1, Federal Republicof Germany

SUMMARY

BoilingWater Reactor (BWR) degradedcore experimentshave been performed in-pile
in the Annular Core Research Reactor at the Sandla National Laboratory (the DF-4
test conducted in 1986) and have been planned for the Canadian National Research
Universal (NRU) reactor (the FLHT-6 test, to be conducted in late 1993). Out-of-pile
BWR core degradationexperimentshave been conductedexclusivelyin the German
CORA test facilityat the KernforschungszentrurnKarlsruhe(KfK) as partof the German
Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) Program,whichis coordinatedby the LightWater Reactor
(LWR) Safety Project Group (PRS). The CORA Program performs out-of-reactor
experiments to provide Information on the behavior of LWR fuel elements under
severe fuel damage conditions, Six BWR experimentshave been conductedIn CORA
duringthe periodfrom November 1988 to October 1992.

All BWR degraded core experiments performed prior to CORA-33 were conducted
under "wet" core degradationconditionsfor which water remains withinthe core with
continuous steaming that can feed metal/steam oxidation reactions on the In-core
metallic surfaces. However, one dominant set of accident scenarios would occur
under "dry" core degradation conditions and, prior to CORA-33, had been neglected
experimentally.

In American nuclear power plants (NPPs), Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)
have been establishedwhose basic functionalgoal is to providethe prudentactions to
be taken by the plantoperatorsin responseto the symptomsobservedby them at any
point in time. Once entry intothe EPGs has occurred,the operatorsare expected to
take the specified actions regardless of equipment design bases, limitations, or
licensingcommitments. The guidelines use multiple mitigationstrategies wherever
possible so that recovery from an abnormal situation does not require successful
operationof any one systemor component.

' "The submitted manuscript has been authored by aResearch sponsored by the Olltce of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S, Nuclear Regulatory contractor 04 the U,S, Government under ¢onlrad
Commission under Interagency Agreement No. i886- No, DE.AC05-84OR21400. A(:cordlngly, theU.$. Government retain= a nonexduslve, royally.
8136.6L with the U.S. Department ot Energy under
contract DE-AC05.84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Iree license to publkdl or reproduce the published

form of this contribution, or allow othenl to do Io,
Energy Systems, Inc, for U.S. Government purposes."
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If parttal uncovering of the core occurs in an American BWR and no injection is
available,the operators,per the EPGs, will initiatethe "steamcooling"maneuver. The
purpose of this maneuver is to delay fuel heatup by cooling the uncovered upper
regions of the core by a rapid flow of steam. Since the source of the steam ts the
remaining inventory of water in the reactor vessel, however, the steam cooling
maneuver provides only a temporary delay (20 to 30 minutes) in core heatup and
concludeswith a vessel water level below the core 'plate. (The core plate provides
lateral supportfor the core assembliesand is locatedapproximately23 cm below the
active fissile region of the core.) The characteristics of a BWR severe accident
sequence, following a steam cooling maneuver, are (1) no injection, (2) vessel
depressurized,(3) boiloffwith flashingduringdepressurization,and (4) steam-starved
core degradation. This is termed a "dry" core degradation scenario because core
degradation occurs under minimal steaming conditions with essentially a stagnant,
steam-starvedcore atmosphere.

The CORA-33 experiment was designed specificallyto address this dominant set of
BWR "dry" core severe accident scenariosand to partially resolve phenomenological
uncertaintiesconcerningthe behavior of relocatingmetallicmelts which are draining
into the lower regions of a "dry" BWR core (the ex-reactor experiments at Sandla
National Laboratories will further address these uncerta!ntles). CORA-33 was
conductedon October 1,1992, in the CORA test facility at KfK. Initial review of the
CORA-33 data indicates that the test objectives were achieved; that is, core
degradation occurred at a core heatup rate (characterized by the absence of any
temperature escalation due to oxidation) and a test section axial temperature profile
(at incipientstructural melting)that are prototypicof full-core NPP simulationsat *dry"
core conditions.

In all BWR degraded core experiments conducted under "wet" core conditions,the
metallic melts formed partial blockages above the bottom of the active fuel, that is,
withinthe core. CORA 33, however, was conductedunder near-prototypic"dry" core
conditions. A preliminaryassessmentof the posttestCORA 33 bundleconditionand
the experimentalthermocoupledata indicatesthat more metallicmelt relocated further
than was observed in any previous test. In fact, in CORA 33, a massive partial
blockage occurred _ the bottomof the active fuel; that is, in a reactor the melt
could have drained into the core plate region.

Simulationsof the CORA 33 test at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) have
required modificationof existingcontrolblade/canistermaterialsinteractionmodels to
includethe eutecticmelting of the stainlesssteel/Zircaloyinteractionproductsand the
heat of mixing of stainless steel and Zircaloy. The timing and location of canister
failure and melt intrusioninto the fuel assemblyappear to be adequately simulatedby
the ORNL models.

This paper will present the results of the posttest analyses, based upon the
experimentaldata and the posttestexaminationof the test bundleat KfK, whichwere
carried out at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The implicationsof these results
with respectto degraded core modeling and the associated safety issues will also be
discussed.
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The MP.2 Late Phase Melt Progression Experiment in ACRR
I

R. O. Gauntt and R. D. Gasser
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The MP-2 melt progression experiment was conducted in the Annular Core Research
Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratories on November 7, 1992. This
experiment addresses the later stages in commercial light water reactor core melt
progression and provides unique information on these processes for use in the
development and validation of models and codes predicting the response of nuclear
reactor meltdown accidents. The experiment investigated the melt progression of a
debris bed of UO_ and ZrO_ overlying a blockage of metallic control and structural
materials (Ag, In, Zr and stainless steel) formed around zircaloy-clad UO_ fuel rc_ds,
This geometry approximates conditions at the interface of a molten pool/crust region

V'that is migrating through relatively intact rod structures, mo mg toward a core
boundary. Nuclear heating provided by the ACRR driver core simulated the internal
decay heat source in the fuel debris, and led to the formation of a molten UOu/Zr()2
pool region that attacked and migrated into the underlying crust/thel rod geometry.
The metallic crust and much of the fuel rod cladding melted and ran away fi'om the
advancing ceramic crust which contained the molten fuel. Peak fuel temperaturesjn
the pool are estimated to have reached 3400 K and were sustained for a period of
about an hour. The experiment package has been disassembled and examined
metallurgically. Details on this examination are presented in this paper, as well as
the results of post-test analyses performed with the DEBRIS porous media melt
relocation model.
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Turbulence Model for Melt Pool Natural Convection Heat Transfer

Kanchan M. Keikar, Innovative ResearchInc., Minneapolis, MN 55414
$uhas V. Patankar, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455

, ABSTRACT
!

In severe reactoraccident scenarios, pools of molten core material may form in the
reactor core or in the hemispherically shaped lowt;rplenum of the reactor vessel. Such
moltenpools arc internallyheated due to the radioactivedecay heat and arc actively mixed
due to the resulting turbulentbuoyant flow. The variation of the local heat flux over the
boundariesof the molten pools is importantin determiningthe subsequent melt progression
behavior. This study presents the first phase results of an ongoing effort towards
development of a well-validated mathematicalmodelfor the prediction of buoyant flow and
heat transfer in internally heated pools under conditions expected in severe accident
scenarios.

In this study, a low.Reynolds numberversionof the k-e turbulence model is utilized
as the basis due to its i economy, successful for ageneral ty, computational and its use wide
variety of problems.This basic turbulencemodel is refined by incorporating the effect of
buoyancy on turbulenceusing the Eddy viscosity model or the Generalized Gradient
Diffusion Hypothesis. This is important in accurate prediction of turbulent mixing in
buoyancy driven flows. In addition, a near-wail correctionterm has been incorporatedin
the turbulencedissipation equation, as proposed by Yap (1987), to properly predict the
lengthscales in the near wall region.Five different permutationsof the Jones and Launder
low-Reynolds number turbulencemodel are validated against the experimental data for
three buoyant flow problems available in the literature.These three test problems are the
buoyant flow in a squarecavity with hot left wall and cold right wall, internallyheated fluid
layer, and an internally heated semicircular cavity. The results indicate that the low-
Reynolds number k-e turbulencemodel accurately predicts the experimentally observed
heat transfercharacteristics for the first two test problems considered when the effect of
buoyancy on turbulenceand the Yap correctionarc included. For naturalconvection in a
semicircularcavity, computations show that, as the Rayleigh number is increased, the heat
transferrateson the flatand the curvedsurfacesapproacheach otherdue to strongermixing
throughoutthe cavity - a behavior that is differentfromthat at low Rayleigh numbers.

In subsequent:phasesof the work,the turbulencemodels will be furthertested against
experimentaldata available forother geometriesand refined further.It will then be applied
for the prediction of natural convection in internally heated pcx)lsof shapes and heating
conditions expected undersevere accident conditions.
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Detection and Effects of Pump Low-Flow Operation*

R. H. Greene and D. A. Casada

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8038

ABSTRACT

Operating experience and previous studies performed for the Nuclear Plant Aging Research
Program have shown that a leadint; cause of pump problems and failures is associated with
hydraulic instability phenomena reduced by low.flow operation. Operafi.on at low-flow
rates can create unsteady flows within the pump tmpeller and casing, This condition can
result in an increased radial and axial thrust on the rotor, which in tu.m causes higher shaft
stresses, increased shaft deflecuon, and potential bearing and meehantcal seal problems.

Two of the more serious maladies of low-flow pump operation are cavitation and
recirculation. Both of these conditions can be characterized by crackling sounds that
accompany a substantial increase in vibration and noise level, and a reduction in total head
and output capacity. Cavitation is the formation and subsequent collapse of vapor bubbles
in any flow that is at an ambient pressure less than the vapor pressure of the hquid medium.
It is the collapse of these vapor bubbles against the metai surfaces of the impeller or casing
that causes surface pitting, erosion, and deterioration. Pump recirculation, the reversal of a
portion of the flow back through the impeller, can be potentiall,y more damaging than
cavitation. If l_ated at the impeller eye, reeirculauon damages the inlet areas of the casing.
At the impeller tips, recirculation a!ters the outside diameter of the im,peller.. If recirculation
occurs around impeller shrouds, it damages thrust bearings. Rectrculatton also erodes
impellers, diffusers, and volutes and causes failure of mechanical seals and bearings.

ORNL has continued to investigate low-flow pump phenomena by evaluating the types of
measurements and diagnostic techniques that are currently used by licensees to,evaluate
pump degradation. Two independent analysis techniques have been identified that could
potentially lead to improved ways to dynamically determine the onset of hydraulic
instability. A new, enhanced application of motor current signature analysis has been
developed that uses a signal comparison technique to produce an instability ratio indicative
of normal or unstable flow conditions. Secondly, applications of deterministic chaos
theory using mutual information analysis techniques have been shown to also prowde
insight in detecting aperiodic or chaotic behavior in stable and unstable pump and flow
system operations.

Examples of both types of low-flow detection techniques are presented in this paper along
with a brief discussion of the various types of techniques currently being used by licensees
to evaluate pump operation and determine possible degradauon.

*Researchsponsoredby theOfficeof NuclearRegulatoryResearch,U.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommission
underInteragencyAgreementIX)E 1886-_82.8B withtheU. S.Departmentof EnergyundercontractNo.
DE-AC05.g4OR21400with the MartinMariettaEnergySystems.
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Understanding Aging in Containment Cooling Systems

Robert J. Lofaro

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Department of Advanced Technology

An aging assessment of containment cooling systems in commercial nuclear

power plants has been performed as part of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research.

(NPAR) program. The containment cooling function is performed by several
different systems, depending on the type and design of the plant. The two

systems focused on in this study are the containment spray system, which is used

in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs), and the

fan cooler system, which is used in PWRs. These systems were selected since they

are the primary means of removing containment heat during accident conditions.

One of the national databases used for this study is the Nuclear Plant

Reliability Data System (NPRDS). Over 50% of the approximately 2200 NPRDS

records reviewed (data for all U.S. IrgRs and BWRs from 1986 to 1991) were related

to degradation caused by aging. These failures typically result in a degraded

operating state for the system, or a loss of redundancy. Other findings from the
data analysls are summarized in Table S.1. The results of this work show that

aging is a concern for the containment cooling system and should be addressed in
plant programs.

Table S.I Summary of Data Analysis Results
, '"' 'i' ,m,, , ' , , "' , ,,

I IAnalysis Finding Containment Spray System Fan Cooler System
i i,

Sample size 1368 records 808 records

Percentage of failures 59% 52%

related to aging

Most frequently Valves Circuit Breakers

failed components (47%) (32%)

Predominant failure Normal Service Normal Service

cause (74%) (60%)

Predominant effect of Degraded Operation Loss of Redundancy
failure (60%) (57%)

System status during Test In Service

failure de_ectlon (57%) (64%)

Predominant failure Test Results Abnormal Operation

detection method (58%) (31%)
,, ,, ,,,

From the unavailability analysis performed on one common PWR containment

spray system design, the dominant contributor to system unavailability was found

to be a non-aglng related event; namely a human error involving failure to

reposition manual valves following surveillance testing. For components that

could be affected by aging, pumps and MOVs were found to be import_fnt to system
unavailability. Increases in their failure rate produce a noticeable increase

in system unavailability. For example, a ten fold increase in pump failure rate
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increases system Unavailability by a factor of three, and the pump contribution

to system unavailability exceeds that of the human error.

The unavailability analysis of one common PWR fan cooler system design

showed no dominant, single contributor to system unavailability. The largest
single contributor was a common mode failure of the fan motors. Based on

cumulative contributions from all potential failure scenarios in which it

appears, unavailability due to maintenance was the largest contributor to system

unavailability, followed by dampers failing to open, circuit breaker malfunction,

and fan motor failures. The parametric analyses showed that for a ten fold

increase in damper failure rate, system unavailability increases by a factor of

approximately 66. The exponential increase in unavailability is due to the

redundancy of the components in the system design. When circuit breaker failure

rate increases by a factor of i0, system unavailability increases by a factor of

approximately 13. Therefore, proper aging management of dampers and circuit

breakers in this specific system design is important and should be addressed in

plant programs.

This phase I aging analysis has provided a basis for understanding the

effects of aging in containment cooling systems. Conclusions and recommendations

resulting from this study are summarized below:

- Aging degradation exists in containment cooling systems and is a significant

contributor to failures. Since these systems play an important role in accident

mitigation, plant programs should specifically address the proper management of

aging in containment cooling systems. Each of the aging mechanisms identified

in this study should be addressed by at least one monitoring technique.

- The failure data show that most containment spray system failures are detected

by surveillance tests and inspections. This is significant since it shows the

importance of performing tests and inspections on standby systems to detect

degradation before it results in an operational failure. It should also be noted

that for standby systems, testing can be a significant contributor to aging

degradation.

- The failure data show that the most common human error type failure occurs

during or as a result of maintenance activities. It is recommended that, if

efforts to reduce human errors are made, they should be concentrated in the area

of maintenance. In addition to improving human performance, one possibility that

should be considered is the elimination of unnecessary maintenance activities.

- The review of industry and plant specific data has shown that the failures

occurring in the containment cooling systems were not severe enough to result in

a complete loss of system function. Typically, the most severe failure will

result in a loss of redundancy, however, the system is still able to perform its

design function.

- Failure trends identified from NPRDS for most of the major system components

show a trend for increasing failures with age. This increasing trend will result

in a corresponding increase in system unavailability with age, if the trend is

not properly controlled. Therefore, plant programs should include a similar

plant specific analysis to identify any time-dependent trends in component

failures so they can be properly managed.
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PHASEI AGINGASSESSMENTOF NUCLEAR
AIR-TREATMENTSYSTEMHEPAFILTERS ANDADSORBERS

W. K. Winegardner
PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Richland,Washington,99352, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

A Phase I aging assessmentof high-efficiencyparticulateair (HEPA)
filtersand activatedcarbon gas adsorptionunits (adsorbers)was performedby
the PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL)_aJas part of the U.S. Nuclear
RegulatoryCommission's(NRC) Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) Program.
The filters and adsorbersare key componentsof nuclear air-treatmentsystems,
systemswhose failurecan impact both plant and public safety. The two
componentsare designed to captureradioactivegaseous and particulate ,
contaminantsand, followingan accident,can serve as the last barrierbetween
a radioactiverelease and the public. As part of the aging assessmentof
these two key components,informationwas compiled concerningdesign features;
failureexperience;aging mechanisms,effects, and stressors;and surveillance
and monitoringmethods.

U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) sites had earlier been surveyedto
investigatethe reasons for filter changeouts. Based on the survey,Carbaugh
(1983) reportedthe occurrenceof over 1100 filter failuresor 12% of the
installedfilters. Investigatorsfrom other national laboratorieshave
suggestedthat aging effects could have contributedto over 80% of these
filter failures (Johnsonet al. 1989). The report by Johnsonet al. (1989)
also includedthe resultsof an experimentalevaluationof the tensile
breaking strengthof aged filter media specimens: 42% of the samplesdid not
meet specificationsfor new filtermaterial.

Although less than I% of over 60,000 licenseeevent reports (LERs)
appearedto be relatedto filtersand adsorbers,severalinstanceshave been
describedof the prematureaging of carbon from error-inducedconditions
(Moellerand Kotra 1985). Low radioiodinedecontaminationfactors associated
with the Three Mile Island (TMI) accidentwere attributedto the premature
aging of the carbon in the adsorbers (Rogovinand Frampton 1980). Inspection,
surveillance,and monitoringmethods (ISMMs)have been establishedto observe
filter pressuredrop buildup,check HEPA filtersand adsorbersfor bypass,and
determinethe retentioneffectivenessof aged carbon. Exemptionsto TMI
technicalspecificationspostponedthe surveillancetest, (laboratorytests of
adsorbent)that could have revealedthe extent of carbon aging.

Aging mechanisms associatedwith filters range from particle loadingof
the media to corrosionof metal members, and physicochemicalreactionsthat
alter propertiesof sealants,gaskets,and water repellents. Also, filter
media may become embrittledfrom prolongedexposureto air. In the case of

(a) Work supportqdby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommissionunder U.S.
Departmentof Energy Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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adsorbers,aging mechanisms lead to impairedperformancein terms of the
capture of volatile iodine species. The deteriorationin performanceis
caused by oxidationas well as the competitiveloadingof other airborne
constituents. Many airborneconstituents,includingmoisture, can react with
or be adsorbedby carbon beds, reducing the number of active "sites"on the
carbon bed that otherwisewould be availablefor radioiodineadsorption.
Stressorsincludeheat, humidity,radiation,and airbornecontaminantsand
pollution.

While adequate ISMMs exist for normal filter and adsorber service
conditions,it is recognizedthat, excludinglocal rupturesand tears, neither
pressure drop monitoringnor surveillanceleak testingof installedHEPA,
filters indicateaging in terms of reducedfilter media strength. However,
aged, intact filterscan continueto effectivelyremove particlesunder normal
conditions. On the other hand, this lack of indicationmay be importantwhen
consideringreactor accidentconditions. HEPA filtersand adsorbersare
consideredto have a long service life, especiallythe filters. Thus, if a
severe accidenthappens, it is likely to occur when these two final
confinementbarriershave been in use for an extended period,even years.

i Even with existing ISMMs aged or possibly degraded components could fail to
provide the radiation protection needed for safe shutdown or could be the weak
link that allows the release of radionuclides to the environment.

The Phase I aging assessment revealed that better evaluation of filter
and adsorber effectiveness during severe accidents will require an improved
definition of accident conditions, and possibly, additional information to
evaluate the performance of aged components under such conditions. Although
beyond the scope of the NPARprogram, additional insights into accident
conditions should become available as a result of recent regulatory efforts to
provide improved source term definitions. Use of these improved definitions
should provide better estimates of accident conditions and the associated
challenges to filters and adsorbers.
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PRIORITIZATION OF MOTOR OPERATED VALVES BASED ON RISK

IMPORTANCES

W. E. Vesely (SAIC)

G. L. Weidenhamer (NRC)

In response to Generic Letter 89-10 requiring testing of motor operated valves (MOVs),

the use of probabilistic risk assessments is proposed as one means for prioritizing the

specific MOVs to be tested. PRA-based prioritization of MOVs could potentially

identify those MOVs which are important to risk and those MOVs which are not

important to risk. In previous research carried out under the Nuclear Plant Aging

Research (NPAR) Program, approaches were developed to prioritize components when
I

multiple degradations and common cause failures could exist. These scenarios are

similar to those described in Generic Letter 89-10. Using the NPAR work as a basis,

different prioritization approaches are evaluated and are compared. Validation and

checking procedures are described. Criteria for prioritization procedures to achieve

given risk levels are also described. Specific demonstratiDns are provided to illustrate the

findings.
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AGING MANAGEMENTOF LIGHT WATER REACTORCONCRETECONTAINMENTSa

V. N. ShahI, C. J. Hookham2, U. P. SinhaI

i Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory
2 ConsultingEngineer

Summary

The paper presentsinsightsfor effectiveagingmanagementof lightwater reactor
(LWR) concretecontainmentsand foundationelementsto maintaintheir integrity.
These insights have been gained from a comprehensivereview of the technical
literature related to containment designs, to degradation of containment
materials including concrete and steel, and also to inspection, testing,
monitori;ig,and mitigationof aging damage.

The operatingexperiencewith LWR concretecontainmentsin the United States is
lessthan 25 years and has not revealedany significantor genericaging concern.
A review of documentedhistoryof the U.S. containmentstructuressupportsthis
observation;it has revealedonly a few instancesof age-relateddegradation.
However, there are some degradation mechanisms associated with reinforced
concrete containme6tsthat could cause degradationafter years of satisfactory
performance. Three such mechanisms are sulfate attack on concrete, alkali-
aggregatereactionsin concrete,and corrosionof reinforcingsteel. The paper
focuses on these mechanisms and brieflydiscusses.otherpotentialdegradation
mechanisms.

Sulfate attack produces an expansive product called ettringite that leads to
concrete cracking. Sulfate attack also forms gypsum, which reduces concrete
stiffnessand strengthand could leadto concretecracking.The extentof damage
depends on concrete permeability, cement type, and sulfate type and
concentration. Becausethe concretein U.S. LWR containmentsis made with Type
II cement,which has low tricalciumaluminatecontent, it resiststhe cracking
caused by ettringite formation. However, even in the absence of tricalcium
aluminate,sulfateattack can form gypsum,and in the case of magnesiumsulfate
attack,concretelosesits cementitiouscharacteristicsafterprolongedexposure,
which could lead to disintegrationof the concrete. The specificconsequences
of gypsum formationare not yet well established. Monitoringof physical and
mechanicalpropertiescould identifyany delayedactivities,like expansionand
strengthdrop, that are common in sulfateattack. Chemicaland microstructural
studies could assist in identifyingthe events associatedwith sulfate attack
that trigger these delayed activities.

Alkali-aggregate reactions are the internal reactions between the alkali
hydroxidesin the concreteand certainmineralsin aggregatesthat form expansive
products in the presence of moisture. These expansiveproducts could produce
concrete cracking and significantlyincreasethe concrete permeability. The
alkali-silicareactionhas beenthe mostdisruptiveof the reactionsobserved in
general industry. It can cause degradation after years of satisfactory
performance. Certain siliceousaggregateshave exhibitedslow reactivitywith

a. Work supportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission,Officeof Nuclear
RegulatoryResearch,under DOE ContractNo. DE-ACO7-761D01570.
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alkalies that is not detected until after about 20 years. These aggregates
passed the ASTM test methodsin effect at the time theywere selected. The slow-
reactingaggregates,which appearto be most common in the eastern states,pose
a potentialproblem for the concretecontainmentsthat used such aggregates in
their constructionand that have sufficientalkaliespresent in the concrete to
sustainthe alkali-silicareaction. The ultravioletradiationtechniquecan be
used to detect the presenceof any alkali-aggregatereact!on.

Corrosionof the reinforcingsteel is unlikelyunlessthe steel is depassivated
as a result of one of the followingthree conditions' (a) chloridesin the pore
solution in the hydrated cement paste, (b) reduced alkalinity of the pore
solution caused by carbonation of the concrete or by leaching of calcium
hydroxide from th_ concrete, or (c) presence of stray electric current.
Corrosionof reinforcingsteel eventuallycauses the concrete cover to expand,
crack, delaminate,and spall because the corrosion products occupy a larger
volume than the original steel. Corrosion associatedwith chloride ions or
carbonationwill not be initiateduntil these corrosion-inducingagents have
penetrated through the concrete to the reinforcement. Once corrosion is
initiated by chloride ions, concrete cracking may occur within about 5 to 10
years. Carbonationwill requireabout 100 years to reach the reinforcementin
concretecontainmentsconstructedwith a low permeabilityconcreteand a concrete
cover of 50 mm or more thickness. After that, crackingwill likelyoccur within
about 10 to 20 years. The half-cellpotentialmethod can be used to detect
corrosionof reinforcingsteel. Cathodicprotectioncould be used to protectthe
reinforcingsteel. i

Other nondestructivetestingtechniquescan be used for estimatingthe condition
of concrete. Some examples includethe rebound hammer test (to estimate the
compressivestrengthof concrete),infraredthermogl_aphy(to locate subsurface
voids and delaminationsin concrete),the impulseradar technique(to estimate
the depth of the defectonce it is located),and the capacitancetest (to measure
the moisture content of concrete). Conditionmonitoring of the containments
using periodic visual inspectionand testing,and the use of proven repair and
maintenancetechniquescan help in maintaininglong-termcontainmentintegrity.
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Assessing Functional Diversity by Program Slicing

Kelth B, G_llagher 1, James R. Lyle, Dolores Wallace_ Laura Ippolito

U.S. Department of Commerce
Technology Administration

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Computer Systems Laboratory
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

One ofthe most commonly invokedsafeguardsagainstdesignbasiseventsinnuclearpower plantsisthe

use of functionaldiversity.When auditorsforthe UnitedStatesNuclearRegulatoryCommission (NRC)

examinesafetysystemsfornuclearpower plants,theyalsoinspectthesoftwareembedded withinthesafety

systemsto ensurefunctionaldiversity.For computer software,thismeans thatthereisno commo_ code

sharedamong diversecomputations.The stepstheauditormust takeincludeidentifyingthetypesofsystem

hazardsthatcouldoccur,usingtechniques,likefaulttreeanalysis,tolocatesoftwarethatshouldbe examined

! further, and then inspecting the code for diversity. This paper describes an approach using a concept called
program slicing to support auditors.

Program slicing is a family of program decomposition techniques based on extracting statements relevant
to a computation in a program. Program slicing as originally defined produces a smaller program that
reproduces a subset of the original program's behavior. This is advantageous since the slice can collect an

algorithm for a given calculation that may be scattered throughout a program, excluding irrelevant state-
ments. It should be easier for a programmer interested in a subset of the program's behavior to understand
the corresponding slice than to deal with the entire program. The utility and power of program slicing comes
from the potential automation of tedious and error prone tasks. Program slicing has applications in program

debugging, program testing, program integration, parallel program execution and software maintenance.
Program slices fit in with the way programmers understand programs since after trying to understand an
unfamiliar program, programmers recognize slices from the program better than random chunks of code from
a program.

Once the system hazards have been identified, the objective is to mitigate the risk that they will occur.
One approachtoachievingthisobjectiveistouse systemfaulttreeanalysis.Under theassumptionthat

therearerelativelyfew unacceptablesystemstatesand thateach ofthesehazardshas been determined,

theanalysisprocedureisas follows.The auditorassumesthata hazardhas occurredand constructsa tree
withthe hazardousconditionas the root.The nextlevelofthetreeisan enumerationofallthe necessary

preconditionsforthehazardtooccur.These conditionsarecombinedwithlogicalandand orasappropriate.

Then eachnew node isexpanded asfaraspossible.

Aftersystemfaulttreeanalysisgivestheauditorthesub-componentsofthesystemthatmust be carefully

examined,thensoftwarefaulttreeanalysiscan refinethe identificationofcomponentsfurther.Partof this
examinationisthevalidationthatthereareno interactionswithnon-criticalfunctions.The determination

ofthespecificcomponentsthatwillbe examinedisup totheauditor.Thisinformationshouldbe obtainable

fromthe designdocumentation.

At NIST we are developinga program slicingtoolcalledunravel,adapted forNRC auditoruse in

softwaresafetyauditsofvendorsoftware.Unravel isbeingdevelopedon a PC)SIX compatiblelap top

systemtoallowan NRC auditorto examinevendorsourcecodewritteninANSI C.

t also at Loyola College in Maryland
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SOFTWARE RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

AEA Technology
Consultancy Services (SRD)

The increased usage and sophistication of computers applied to real time safety- related systems
in the United Kingdom has spurred on the desire to provide a standard framework within which
to design, build, and assess dependable computing systems. Recent accidents and ensuing
investigations and legislation have acted as a catalyst in this area. The approach to producing
dependable computing systems within the UK varies widely across the different user sectors.
Various significant organisations have recognised this shortcoming and have taken initial steps
to overcome the problem. This paper relates some of the author's experience of the approaches
to software reliability and safety achievement, since this is the most onerous area.

In particular, the paper focuses on the assessment of software reliability, based on the
experiences gained from commercial and research projects undertaken by the Programmable
Electronic Systems (PES) Department of AEA Technology, Consultancy Services (SRD).

The topic of software reliability assessment is discussed here in two contexts:

(i) that for safety-critical software where there is a requirement for the software to be
licensed for high-integrity applications, such as nuclear reactor protection systems;

(ii) that for commercial grade software (eg proprietary software, where the manufacturer is
reluctant to provide information about its development), which might or might not need
to be licensed, depending upon its application, and which might be used in safety related
applications, or where system availability is crucial.

1 THE ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE

Assessment is a necessary pre-cursor to licensing; the objective of licensing software for safety
critical applications is to provide a judgement on the adequacy of the safety aspects based on
documentary information submitted by the developers. This judgement will be influenced by
approaches to licensing in other industries and emerging and established standards/guidelines.

The Assessor is seeking by objective argument to convince, or otherwise, the Licensor that:

• the correct safety functions have been specified in the software requirements
• these functions have been correctly implemented in the design and development
• safety will continue to be maintained in operational life, via the integrity of the software

maintenance and change mechanisms

Hence the requirements specification is a vital document to the licensing and assessment
functions.
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Numerous problems encountered in the assessment and licensing process arise from interaction
problems between the assessor, licensor, and developer. These can be minimised by providing
a genetic, structured framework to ensure that the relationships and responsibilities of the
assessor, licensor, customer and developer are well-defined. The framework also requires that
the development, justification and licensing activities are planned and scheduled togetherso that
problem areas are rapidly detected and licensing delays are minimised.

From the above, it is obvious that the assessment and licensing task should be consideredas an
exercise in communication, but more specifically, it should be considered as an exercise in
formal written communication. This latter aspect canno.t be over-emphasized, and has caused
major problems in the experience of AEA Consultancy Services.

2 THE ASSESSMENT OF COMMERCIAL GRADE SOFTWARE

The success of the assessment of commercial grade software depends heavily on the software
manufacturer to provide information on:

• the software development process, eg the standards and procedures used, the software
QA applied, verification activities, and configuration management

• and the software product, eg: dynamic testing and static analysis, and the extent of
validation undertaken.

This conflicts with the desire of the manufacturer to protect commercial secrets. Hence, the
manufacturer is very careful as to whom information is released to. Our experience shows that
a manufacturer is much more amenable to releasing information to a 3rd party independent
consultant, than to the end user, and even then signed agreements of non-disclosure are required.

But what if the manufacturer does not wish to release such information? There are ways of
establishing (limited) confidence in the software based upon high level information, eg pedigree
of the company, stability of the software product, and use of the software in similar applications.

The SCOPE (Software Certification Programme in Europe) Project (an ESPRIT II project) was
triggered by an EEC resolution to aim for a global approach for conformity and assessment, and
it has addressed the above and other issues for a range of software categories. The evaluation
methodology developed in this project has been accepted by the ISO IEC 9126, and it will soon
be voted upon, to become a "DIS" - Draft International Standard.

Evaluation "bricks" have been applied to a number of case studies, and the results from these
case studies have been fed back into the methodology. It is thus now possible to carry out an
objective product assessment of commercial grade software in accordance with emerging
European standards. This could be carried out at the lowest' level if solely the documentation
were available, or if the code were available, it could also be carried out as a much more
detailed study via analysis tools, eg metrics.
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Class 1E Software V&V: Past, Present and Future

J. Dennis Lawrenceand Warren L. Persons

Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
FissionEnergyand SystemsSafety Program

ComputerSafety & ReliabilityGroup

What Is the problem?

Nuclear reactors, like any complex industrialplant, routinelyexperience equipmentor
operationalfailures,some of whichcould lead to seriousconsequences, Unlike many
industrial plants, one potential consequence of reactor accidents is the release of
radiationor radioactivematerial into the environment. Until the mid 1970s, software
was not used in Class 1E systems,but a rapidtransitioninto an era of computerand
softwarecontrolof these Class 1E systemsis nowoccurring.This movementhas been
accelerated by the President's Commission's report on Three Mile Island, which
recommendsthat usingcomputerscouldimproveplantsafety, The problemspecifically
addressed in thispaper is howto gainthe trustnecessaryto licenseClass 1E software.
What Is Class 1E Software?

IEEE Standard 379 defines Class 1E as, "The safety classification of the electrical
equipmentand systemsthat are essentialto emergencyreactorshutdown_containment
isolation, reactor core cooling and containment and reactor heat removal, or are
otherwise essential in preventing significant release of radioactive material to the
environment." In this paper, software used in Class 1E systems is referred to as Class
1E software. Class 1E softwarecurrentlyis beingused in reactortripsystems,ESFAS,
and in some emergencygeneratorloadsequencers.

What Makes Class 1E Software Different?

Considering the use of computers and software during the last 20 years, why is there
concern over the application of this technology to Class 1E systems? First, software
does not wear out and hence fail as hardware does; but it can contain manufacturing or
design defects which will produce hazards and failures in operational use. Second,
software development is a labor-intensive,intellectual activity. A note_ software expert,
E. Dikstra, has stated that software development is one of the most intellectually
challenging activities in which humans can engage. Errors can be very subtle and
completely overlooked during implementation but can cause catastrophic failure after
years of apparently successful operation. A large body of opinion, however, believes
that with proper use of modern software engineering techniques, the number of residual
defects in delivered Class 1E software can be reduced to an acceptable minimum, and
these remaining defects will not have severe consequences.

This paper compares current electro-mechanical Class 1E systems to software-based
Class 1E systems and identifies new issues related to the use of software in these
systems, including: lack of experience in developing safety-critical Class 1E software,
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inability to measure the required ultra-high reliabilityof software, Immature mathematical
theoryor basis for softwareconstruction,difficultyin provingsoftware correctness,new
potentialsfor common-modefailures, lack of operationaldata, unproveddevelopment
methods,and an environmentin whichsmallerrorsmay havesignificantconsequences.
In spite of this, software-based systems may be the only reasonable alternative for
replacingaging protectionsystemcomponents. Traditionalanalog/relay equipmentis
becomingmuchmoreexpensiveand, in somecases, is totallyunavailable. If substitute
equipmentis available,it often containsembeddeddigitalhardwareand software.

What is Software Verification and Validation (V&V)?

This paper addresses the processof software verificationand validation (V&V) which
mustbe employedover the full software lifecycle. It describesthe variousactivitiesto
be performed, specifiesthe inputsand outputs of these activities, and addresses the
planningand managementof the V&V effort. SoftwareV&V is a primaryqualitycontrol
activityand is one of the state-of-the-practicetechniquesthat enables confidenceand
trustto be placed in Class 1E software systems. IEEE Standard 610.12-1990 defines
software verification and validation as, "The process of determining whether the
requirementsfor a systemorcomponentare completeand correct,the productsof each
development phase fulfill the requirements or conditions imposed by the previous
phase,and the finalsystemor componentcomplieswithspecifiedrequirements."

Verification and Validation Audits--What Are They?

The goal of the auditprocessisto protectthe healthand safetyof the publicbyensuring
that the Class 1E system beingauditedwill infact bringthe reactorto a safe shutdown
conditionwhen appropriate. An objectiveof any V&V audit is to providean unbiased
complianceconfirmationof software processesused and softwareproductscreated by
these processes, in order to certify adherence to required standards, guidelines,
specificationsand procedures, it is very difficultfor a singleaudit to provideadequate
assurancethat Class 1E softwarewill reliablyperformits requiredfunctions. Ideally,the
auditprocessshouldbeginwhenthe projectbeginsand continuewithauditsscheduled
throughoutthe design,implementation,testing,and installationstagesof the project.

This paperaddressesthe variousV&V auditscalled for in ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2. The
standard requires software verificationaudits to be performed on both the software
development processes and interim software products at several points in the
development life cycle, and requires execution of both a validation audit and an
installationaudit. This paper describes which processes and products should be
evaluated in each audit and discusses evaluationcriteria to be used in establishing
confidence in the Class 1E system being audited. Finally, this paper lists several
referencesand standards that can be usefulduringauditsof Class 1E systems.
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EVALUATION OF THE COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURES MANUAL (COPMA-II)

Sharolyn A. Converse and Pedro B. Perez
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA

Abstract

The Computerized Procedure Manual (COPMA-II) is an advanced
computer system that can be used to select and execute procedure s
in nuclear power plants, and to display system parameters and
graphics. The effectiveness of COPMA-II was evaluated in a study
that was conducted at the Scaled Pressurized Water Reactor

Facility (SPWRF) at North Carolina State University. Sixteen
operators (eight SROs, eight ROs) were trained to operate the
SPWRF with traditional procedures and with the COPMA-II system.
Each team then performed one change of power with each procedure
system. Teams then performed one of two accident scenarios
(small break loss of cooling accident and steam generator tube
rupture) with traditional procedures, and the remaining scenario
with the COPMA-II system. Error rates, performance times, and
subjective estimates of workload were collected for each
scenario, and were calculated for each combination of proced_-_'e
type (Paper vs. COPMA-II) and trial type (Normal vs. LOCA %_
Steam Tube Rupture). Study results revealed that change of power
errors were lowest for COPMA-II procedures. For the accident
scenarios, performance was significantly faster for paper (M =
21.65) than for COPMA-II procedures (M = 28.23) for the first
trial of both accident scenarios. However, for the second

accident scenario, COPMA-II performance was the most rapid.
Thus, it appears that operators employed COPMA-II with relatively
little training to increase their performance speed and reduce
their error rates. These results are discussed in relation to

implementation of the COPMA II system into operational control
rooms.
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VALIDATIONOF THE USE OF NETWORKMODELINGOF NUCLEAR
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

M. Lawless
R. Laughery

Micro Analysis and Design, Inc.

J. Persensky
US NuclearRegulatoryCommission

This effort is an attempt to explore the feasibility of using task
network modeling to study human factors issues in a nuclear power plant
control room, Task network modeling extends human factors engineering task
analysis into a computer model. This technology has been used increasingly by
human factors engineers over the past decade to predict human and system
performance. However, its efficacy has never been proven in the nuclear
operations environment. This study seeks to determine the practicality as
well as validity of task network modeling as a tool for the analysis of human
factors in nuclear systems.

Previous applications of task network modeling support the notion that
individual tasks within a model can be varied in such a manner as to predict
the effect of workstation or control room changes on human performance, Such
variations may include control room design changes, task automation, and the
consideration of humanperformance.stressors, Task network modeling permits
researchers to vary attributes of the human operator and/or control room
design without the expense of physical modifications and without intrusion on
operations.

In this study, nuclear operators performed Various tasks with standard
paper procedures and with a computerized version, the Computerized Procedures
Manual (COPMA.,II). Task network models were used to predict operator
performance during critical tasks with the COPMA-II condition and then
compared to actual COPMA-II performance. The effectiveness of the task
network model to predict operator performance using computerized procedures
will be discussed.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN NRC-SPONSORED FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
RESEARCH AT ORNL

R. A. Lorenz and M. F. Osborne

Chemical Technology Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Post Office Box 2008

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6221

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has sponsored high-temperature fission

product release research at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) since 1981. Fuel used in this

testing program came from full burnup bundles of standard ,fuel used in light-water reactors:

H. B. Robinson, Peach Bottom-2, Oconee, Monticello, and a Belgian reactor, BR3. Atmospheres

have been steam, limited steam, or hydrogen. Test temperatures ranged from 1675 to 2700 K.

Recent advances in our knowledge about fission product release and behavior under severe

accident conditions have centered on the less volatile elements, especially their response to different

atmospheres. Most previous research has concentrated on the volatile fission product_: the fission

gases xenon and krypton, cesium, and iodine. The releases of these volatiles are generally agreed to

be about equal on a percentage basis, with some evidence that the release of iodine may be slightly

lower. Tests at ORNL have shown that the effect of atmosphere (steam, limited steam, or hydrogen)

is relatively small. The possibility of the reaction between Zircaloy and fuel causing an enhancement

of fission product release was first suggested at a meeting of the President's Commission at ORNL

2 months after the TMI-2 accident. This reaction is often referred to as "liquefaction," but the

ORNL tests have shown that volatile fission product releases in the reducing atmosphere that permits

this reaction are not different from those in steam atmospheres within the experimental error band.

The small effect on volatile fission product release is partly the result of a large part of the Zircaloy

running off the fuel and the remainder being quickly oxidized by the excess of UO 2.

The atmosphere does have a strong effect on the release rates of many of the less-volatile

fission products. Several of the important effects of atmosphere were first observed in the early

1960s and were reported in ORNL-3981. These were that oxidizing atmospheres enhance the release

of ruthenium, and that melted unoxidized Zircaloy inhibits the release of tellurium while

simultaneously increasing the releases of barium and strontium. It is only recently that these and

other atmospheric effects on the less-volatile fission products have been quantified using commercial-

type Zircaloy-clad UO 2fuel under severe accident conditions. The capture of tellurium by unoxidized

Zircaloy cladding results in an effective release rate from the fuel-cladding combination 1/40 of that
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which occurs when the cladding is completeJy oxidized. Several laboratories have investigated the

trapping mechanism. The recent ORNL tests have shown that fission product antimony is also

trapped by unoxidized cladding. This effect has not been included in the various fission product

release models.

In many reactor accidents, part of the core may become steam starved. The resulting

hydrogen atmosphere allows Zircaloy cladding to melt and react with UO z and chemically reduce

many of the fission products. The effect on barium, strontium, and europium is to form chemical

species that are more volatile than those that exist in a neutral or steam atmosphere. These

differences have been quantified, with europium showing the greatest change in volatility.

Oxidizing atmospheres such as steam or air form oxides of fission products ruthenium and

molybdenum that are more volatile than those that normally exist in the fuel. With stflall pieces of

unclad fuel, the oxidation effect on ruthenium occurs rapidly, but the ORNL tests with 15-cm-long

segments of Zircaloy clad fuel do not show this effect. Either kinetic restriction or trapping of the

volatile ruthenium oxide by the oxidized cladding or other ceramic materials is believed to occur.

Release rates that include the atmosphere/cladding effects have been quantified for all of the

above-mentioned fission products. Preliminary results from similar tests performed in France and the

results from two in-reactor tests at Sandia National Laboratory confirm these behaviors.

Fractional release rate models, such as CORSOR-M, do not correlate experimental results

as well as simple diffusion-based models. Examples of the latter are the ORNL Diffusion Release

Model and a similar but expanded model, CORSOR-BOOTH. Both CORSOR-M and CORSOR-

BOOTH include release expressions for most of the above-mentioned fission products and for some

others based on similarity of chemical properties. Minor or major corrections are needed for most

fission product elements in both models based on recent release data.

Fission product release occurs through many simultaneous mechanisms, but CORSOR-

BOOTH provides surprisingly good predictive ability for a simple diffusion model. Diffusion models

can also be used to predict the vaporization of structural, cladding, and control rod components. A

suitable artificial grain size must be used in the diffusion equations for these materials.
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Corium Vessel Interaction Studies - Status of the CORVIS Project

J. Peter Hosernann, Harald Hirschmann
Paul Scherrer Institute, Program LWR Safety,

Wtirenlingen-Villigen, Switzerland

Although they are extremely unlikely to occur, reactor core melting accidents, Whether in present-
ly operating or in future plat ,: "'_"nuclear reactors, will always rank at the top of the public in-
terest in reactor safety, since by _ _aws of physics they produce the largest source terms. Despite
possible severe accident management provisions, the course of the core melting accident in which
the reactor pressure, vessel (RPV) fails will have the worst impact on the environment around
nuclear reactors. The safety of present and future reactor plants will always be 'assessed on the
basis of the source terms produced by accidents of this type, even if the estimated probability of
occurrence is further reduced by technical improvements and in new constructions.

It is important to be able to show that a RPV failure can be prevented even in the last minute, if
only the cooling becomes available again (see the TMI-2 case). Possible interventions (whether
automatic or manual) during various core melting processes can significantly reduce the radio-
toxic effects on the reactor environment. The OECD project RASPLAV will obtain an experimen-
tal data base and will provide recommendations on practical measures to prevent the melt-through
of a RPV during a severe accident by water cooling from outside. Nevertheless, it remains an
open problem, how a core melting accident would develop, if all possible measures to prevent the
melt-through of the RPV fail or are not executed at all. One can envisage both passive (inherent to
the construction) and active measures to reduce the source term, which would be effective even
after the destruction of the RPV. The integrity of the safety containment (SC) will always be of
the utmost importance, since it usually is the last barrier against the release of fission products to
the exterior. The SC can fail due to the pressure or to other mechanical loads, static or dynamic;
or else it might melt through (erosion of the concrete base material). Therefore, a basic point con-
ceming the determination of the source term is if and for how long the integrity of the SC can be
maintained. It depends on the measures actually executed if the SC full'rib, its purpose notwith-
standing an RPV failure, e.g. cooling of the molten materi',d outside the P,PV and removal of the
excess heat from the SC. Furthermore, the SC integ,fty depends on the leading which might occur
if the RPV fails under high pressure. In this case, the t,_'oss-sectional area of the leakage is an im-
portant measure, since it determines the speed at which Thepressure buJ2-a_t i_ inside the SC and
governs the duration of shear and pressure forces on the RPV itself. The leakage size also de-
termines if and how molten material might also be ejected, Lesides the steam.

According to present-day knowledge, core melting under high pressure is more probable than un-
der low pressure. Since severe accident management steps comprise a timely pressure reduction,
before the RPV failure, the problem posed by a RPV failure under low pressure remains relevant,
if no auxiliary cooling can be provided. The destruction of the core in the interior of the RPV fol-
lows the same pattern both in the high as in the low pressure case, up to the evaporation of the
remaining water. Thus, due to the pressure, the possible states before the RPV failure only differ
by the additional stresses in the RPV material and - if there are penetrations inthe bottom - in the
weldings for example. The failure pattern is determined by the temperature and stress distributi-
ons. After the RPV failure the pressure governs the efflux of material out of the RPV interior. It
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depends essentially on the failure pattern whether it is possible to cool down the mo!ten material
beneath the RPV without endangering the SC. In some core melting scenarios there is pool water
under the RPV. It depends on the consistency of the molten material, on its temperature and on its
efflux zate w!,,._er the material flowing out of the RPV can be cooled; in particular, the efflux rate
dominates the ensuing development of the accident. The RPV failure pattern thus also governs the
pressure loading of the SC due to evaporation or in extreme cases to possible steam explosions.•' 6

The same parameters :determine success or failure of the cooling even if no ix_!3vater is available
immediately, but a subsequent flooding is provided for. This is k,atensively investigated in the
MACE project.

It can thus be stated that the prediction of the failure pattern of an RPV at core melting is the crux
in the field of source term studies. Models and computations for its validation are direly necessary.

The purpose of the CORVIS (Corium Reactor Vessel Interaction Studies) project is both to pre-
pare experimental data and to develop computational models. With the knowledge obtained from
these efforts it will be possible to develop the phenomenology which is necessary to support the
current research for a quantitative description of the failure mode of the RPV lower head carrying
penetrations. The experiments will be performed under atmospheric pressure in a cylindrical steel
container, the bottom of which represents a piece of the RPV bottom carrying typical penetrating
tubes to a scale of 1:1. The substitute of the core melt is either the metallic or the oxidic part of a
thermite melt or aluminum oxide on top of iron (up to 2000 kg at 2400 "C). A sustained heating
with a submerged electric; arc prevents the melt from resolidification in the test section. The
computational model will simulate the observed phenomena with respect to the heat transfer and
the flow pattern in the melt as well as to stresses and deformations of the structure. The purpose
of this effort is to produce a model of RPV-failure which can be applied for predictive analyses.
Four modes of lower head failure can be distinguished: heat-up and failure of penetration tubes,
tube ejection, lower head global failure and jet impingement. The initial conditions of the melt-
,'brough experiments simulate a pool of molten corium in the lower plenum of the RPV. The
following phenomena which characterize the process of heat-up and failure of the lower head will
be quantitatively or qualitatively registered:

Heat-up of the vessel wall and temperature dependent deformations due to the weight of the
structures and of the melt; the location of a first melt release from the test vessel, i.e. melt-through
of a penetration tube above the welded joints to the vessel, failure of the welded joints or failure
of the lower head itself; the type of vessel leakage, i.e. growth of a single hole, formation of fur-
ther holes or a large break in the vessel wall; the rate and the constitution of the melt released

from the vessel; a possible solidification of the melt inside the tubes and tube blockage; a possible
s_3iidification of the melt outside the tubes below the vessel which would partially inhibit a fast
release into the SC.

The finite element model under present development shoulcl be able to take internal pressure into
account. This is necessary for the extrapolation of the experimental results to high pressure core
melt scenarios.

The paper will describe the CORVIS test facility and will report about the experiments carded out
so far. It will also summarize the work done by the international CORVIS Task Force.
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CURRENTSTATUSAND VALIDATION OF RASPLAV CODE.

V.Strlzhov,V.Chudanov, V.Vablshchevlch

Institute of Nuclear Safety, RussianAcademy of Sciences

Computer code RASPLAVwhich was initially developed to model molten c_e_concrete
interactions is being developed to consider the interactions of melt with desTgn materials
including the interaction of molten pool with the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). This paper
presents some results obtained for the heat transfer pro'blem in heat generating fluids as
well as comparison of the results against different types of experimental data.

Introduction. RASPLAVcode to model MCCI 1 was successfully used for analysis of several
large scale tests2. Initially this code allowed to model heat conductivity probJem in
complex geometry including different design materials. Further development of RASPLAV
code to model LHF problem leads to the necessity of the implementation of several new
models namely hydrodynamic behavior of the molten pool for applications of the code to
analyze heat transfer due to natural convection and hydrodynamic spreading of molten
materials on the concrete basemate. Thus to day this code consists of three parts that allow
to analyze several phenomena in course of severe accidents namely MCCI, LHFand core
spreading 3.

Description of the code. To model interactions of molten fuel with vessel steel the model
based on the solution of the 2D set of hydrodynamic equations was developed. Governing
equations may be written in the dimensionless form:
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Two demensionless parameters Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers c'naracterize heat transfer of
circulating fluid. Other parameters which may be introduce present the shape of the cavity
and heat exchange from melt boundaries. Typical values of these parameters for reactor
case are as follows: Ra = 1014-101-5, Pr=0.5 for the temperature of about 3100 K. The flow
pattern for this value of Ra number is strongly turbulent so special models are needed to
analyze flow. Standard k-c turoulence model was considered for this case.

Different boundary conditions may be defined to complete the problem definition. In the
case of crust formation taking into account that the thickness of crust is small compared
with the chal'acteristic dimensi, ns of the molten pool we consider heat transfer problem
with isothermal boundary conditions assuming that heat flux can be removed from the
interface boundaries. In this case only aspect ratio influence heat transfer.

Combination the models of natural convection together with the heat conductivity model
in the vessel steel allows to specify and solve the thermal aspects of the lower head failure
problem.
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Validation of code. There exists relatively large amount of data concerning the problem ol:
natural convection in different geometry and flow regimes. To validate numeric models as
well as to check the possibilities it is necessary to describe precisely the boundary layers in
different flow regimes as well as bulk convection of molten materials including both laminar
and turbulent convection regimes. Thus the following tests were chosen for analysis :

- To check the consistency of the boundary layers description the standard "c_ld-hot" tests4
were considered. In this case the heat transfer is mainly due to the properties of the
boundary layers thus use of this kind of tests allows to validate the boundary layers
description.

- To validate the code in the case of natural convection due to the internal heat

generation in the laminar case Kulacki 5 and Mayinger 6 experiments were considered.

- Applications to the reactor case were checked by the use of the results of COPO 7 tests for
Rayleigh number about 1015

Detailed analysis of the natural convection modeling in different situations allows to make a
conclusion that reasonable agreement was obtained for all considered cases.

Further development. RASPLAV code seems to be relatively adequate for modeling of the
thermal aspects of LHF problem. On the other siae the following items should be
investigated and corresponding models should be implemented:

• mechanical behavior of the vessel due to high thermal and pressure loads;

• external cooling of the vessel in the case of reflooding of reactor concrete cavity;

• the role of chemical interactions of vessel steel and core materials especially in the
case of long term confinement of the melt.
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An Overview of the

Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability Issue

Sudhamay Basu
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555

One of the unresolved issues in severe accidents research is whether sufficient heat
can be removed from the molten core debris on the containment floor by adding water
and thus bringing the debris to a coolable state. The progression of severe accidents
that results in core debris on the floor involve in-vessel core melting followed by
relocation of molten core into lower head, subsequent failure of reactor vessel
pressure boundary, and subsequent discharge of molten debris from the failed vessel.
Ultimately, the molten debris spreads on the containment floor and poses a threat to
containment integrity by basemat penetration and containment overpressurization.
Adding water to molten debris under the circumstances is considered the most
practical accident management strategy, the intent being to cool the molten debris
sufficiently such that the basemat ablation is arrested. The issue of such long term
debris coolability is particularly significant in the context of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's certification program for advanced !ight water reactors (ALWR).

NRC sponsored a limited number of small-scale coolability experiments in the mid
1980s at the Sandia National Laboratories. In two tests in the FRAG series, the long
term interactions of hot stainless steel shots (simulating initially quenched and
fragmented debris) with concrete were examined in the presence of water. In two
other tests in the SWISSseries, the effect of the timing of water addition on the long
term interactions of molten steel (simulating unquenched debris) with concrete was
examined. More recently, NRC sponsored the WETCOR program at Sandia under
which the effect of an overlying water poc_lon an oxidic debris interacting with
concrete was investigated. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), through the
cooperative Advanced Containment Experiments (ACE) program with participation
from NRC, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and a score of other international
agencies, has also sponsored in recent years a series of Melt Attack and Coolability
Experiments (MACE) involving prototypic debris materials. The objectives of these
experiments are to investigate the conditions for debris coolability and to develop a
data base for analytical modeling. Most recently, the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) has performed a series of coolability tests with thermite simulant on a
magnesium oxide basemat (simulating a non-reactive containment floor) at a scale
smaller than that of WETCOR and MACE tests. This paper gives an overview of the
debris coolabil!_ research (both past and ongoing activities) mentioned above, an
account of progress made in the understanding of the ex-vessel debris coolability
phenomenon, knowledge gained, and recommendations for future research.
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ABSTRACT

Simulator Benchmarking Studies tbr ATWS Scenarios.

M. A. Chaiko and C. A. Kukielka

Pennsylvania Power and Light Co.

There is much interest in the nuclear industry concerning the ability of training simulators
to adequately model severe accident conditions, specifically ATWS events. The
Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. has recently installed a new simulator which was
provided by $3 Technologies. As part of the licensed operator training program, PP&L
provides training on Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). Since the ATWS event is
challenging from both a computational and operational point of view, the Engineering
Department was asked to benchmark the new simulator performance. The purpose of this
benchmark was to ensure simulator fidelity with EOP basis calculations which are
numerically more rigorous. Once acceptable simulator fidelity had been demonstrated,
EOPs were evaluated to ensure they could be implemented by the operators.

This paper examines the details of the new simulator response for ATWS events, and
exposes the PP&L ATWS procedures to further examination. The simulator benchmark
was carried out using the PP&L developed SABRE _code. For many ATWS scenarios,
the new simulator, which is based upon first principles, provides predictions consistent
with SABRE. Reactor power levels, consistent with SABRE results, are significantly
higher than predicted by the old simulator, and containment pressurization occurs much
more rapidly than previously simulated. Additionally, the new simulated reactor water
level, pressure and power are far more responsive to perturbations than predicted by the
old simulator. This responsiveness is consistent with SABRE predictions and has helped
to define modifications to the ATWS emergency operating procedures. The modified
procedures enhance the operators ability to respond to ATWS given the much more
realistic reactor model. In other ATWS scenarios, inconsistencies between SABRE and
the new simulator were discovered. As a result of these inconsistencies, areas of
additional investigation for benchmarking are identified in order to provide a more
complete assessment of simulator capability for ATWS events.

This effort was very beneficial to the company. It brought together the expertise of
operators, trainers and engineers. As a result of this cooperative effort, we are confident
that the new simulator provides realistic representation of the ATWS event and thereby
provides an optimal platform to test PP&L's ATWS strategy and operator proficiency.

1TheSABREcodehasbeenbenchmarkedto RETRANandTRACGresults.
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Irradiated Fuel Behaviour During Reactivity
Initiated Accidents in LWR's: Status of Research

and Development Studies in France

J. Papin*, J.P. Merle**

Atomic Energy Commission
Nuclear Safety and Protection Institute

*Security Research Department
**Safety Evaluation Department

Cadarache, France,

A new emphasis has been given in FRANCE to the study of reactivity initiated accidents in
Light Water Reactors after the Chernobyl accident and in the frame of the future increase of
mean fuel burn-up to 52 GWd/t linked to the implementation of a new fuel management
system.

In particular, in the case of the design basis accident of control rod ejection, new safety
evaluation is needed to check the validity of the criteria presently used for irradiated fuel and
which are the absence of fuel dispersion and mechanical energy release for a maximum fuel
enthalpy of 200 cal/g together with a molten fuel volume lower than 10% and a maximum
clad temperature of 1482°C.

Indeed, these criteria have been established based on SPERT experiments using fresh and low
burn-up irradiated fuel (only two tests at 30 GWd/t) and in the range of such high burn-up as
foreseen, experimental basis and knowledge are still lacking.

We discuss in this paper the specific aspects of high irradiation level on the behaviour of fuel
rods submitted to a reactivity initiated accident (RIA) taking into account the main outcomes
from the experiments already performed and we present the status of the current French
Research and Development studies.
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PHEBUS-FP: Analysis Program end Results of Thermal Hydraulic Tests

I. Shepherd,* A. Jones,* C. Gonnier,** S. Galliot**

*Safety Technology Institute
Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy

**lnstitut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, CEA
Cadarache, France

The Phebus-FP experimental programme is an ambitious one. It aims to degrade a bundle of
20 short but otherwise representative PWR fuel rods plus a control rod in the Phebus reactor,
and to pass the fission products and structural materials released in the process through a
model circuit into a volume representing the reactor containment on a volumetric scale of
1/5000, for the study of aerosol physics and iodine chemistry. The first experiment, FPTO,
will take place in Autumn this year. The analytical preparation of the experiments is also an
ambitious undertaking. Led by teams from CEA and the CEC.JRC, participants from all
countries taking part in Phebus (including USNRC) have contributed to calculational
benchmarks, analytical investigations of the behavior of the various components of the Phebus
experimental system and scaling and dimensioning studies to define the overall layout, the
geometry of FPTO, and the detailed boundary conditions (including neutronic power and steam
flow histories, containment component temperatures, sump pH etc) for that test. Intensive
work is now in progress to define in the same way the geometry and conditions of the
remaining five tests, stimulated in part by a recent proposed revision of the test matrix which
puts more emphasis on the conditions and releases associated with the later phases of a
severe accident. This paper describes the current status of Phebus preparation, emphasizing
the problems arising with the later tests and how they are being addressed.

In preparation for the tests a series of thermal-hydraulics tests have been performed in which
steam is injected into the containment vessel in a series of steady states. Before these tests
a series of calculations were performed by various teams using codes that are currently used
for reactor calculations (CONTAIN, MELCOR, JERICHO etc.) and some that have been
specially written for the Phebus tests. A preliminary comparison of these double blind
calculations with the experimental results in presented in this paper as an example of the
process of test preparation through calculation.
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A REVIEW OF POTENTIAL USES FOR FIBER OPTIC SENSORS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, WITH
ATTENDANT BENEFITS IN PLANT SAFETY AND OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY'

David E. Holcomb

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6010

Christina Antonescu

NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Fiber-optic-based sensing has a wide range of potential applications in nuclear power plants, and a fiber
optic analog now exists for virtually every conventional nuclear power plant sensing system. Fiber-
optic-based sensors are likely to eventually supplant many conventional sensors due to their inherent
advantages (reduced mass and size, ruggedness to vibration and shock, physical flexibility, high
sensitivity, electrical isolation, EMI immunity, resistance to high temperatures, reduced calibration
requirements, passive operation, and resistance to radiation). In addition, fiber-optic-based sensors
exist which are capable of measuring reactor and performance parameters that cannot be measured
by conventional means (in high EM fields, in-core, and distributed measurements).

However, fiber optic sensors remain at too low a level of development for immediate application in
safety-critical systems. Moreover, fiber optic sensors have different failure modes and rqechanisms
than conventional sensors and therefore considerable regulatory research will be necessary to establish
the technical basis for the use of fiber optic sensors in safety-critical systems.

Since fiber optic sensors rely upon developed fiber optic communication components, they have onlyi

been introduced as the fiber optic communication industry has matured. These advanced fiber optic
sensors range in state of development from conceptualization to small-scale commercialization, with
none yet having been ruggedized sufficiently for use in safety-critical systems.

Temperature is a key process parameter throughout nuclear power plants. While conventional
temperature sensors have been extensively studied and in general perform quite well, they suffer from
a variety of limitations: need for calibration, unwanted sensitivity to EMI and radiation, single-point
measurement, slow response time, and need for isolation from the process fluid. A fiber optic
temperature sensor exists in some state of development based upon virtually every known thermo-
optical property. The temperature-dependent optical properties that have been seriously considered
to date include changes in: fluorescent properties; optical absorption, reflection, and scattering; optical
path length (resulting in interference); birefringence; thermally generated radiation (blackbody radiation);
and fiber light loss due to thermally induced microbending0

Pressure is likewise a fundamental process parameter that requires accurate and reliable measurement
throughout nuclear power plants. Conventional pressure sensors have been studied extensively, yet
significant areas remain for performance enhancement. Many conventional pressure sensors use oil
to buffer the gauge mechanism from the process fluids and are subject to insidious failures if an oil leak
occurs. Also, conventional pressure sensor performance verification and calibration require significant
periodic effort. Moreover, the accuracy provided by conventional pressure sensors during accident
conditions is limited, and they provide only a single-point pressure measurement. Fiber optic-based
pressure sensors have the potential for overcoming all of these limitations. Fiber optic pressure sensors
being seriously considered for industrial applications are based on: diaphragm deflection (both intrinsic
and extrinsic), Fabry-Perot interferometry, Mach-Zehnder interferometry, and piezoluminescence.

'Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, und,_r Interagency Agreement 1886-8179-8L and performed at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract DE-ACO5-84OR21400.
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Radiation measurements are another area of potential usefulness for fiber-optic-based sensors. Optical
fibers are well suited to transmit scintillator light back from a harsh process environment to the control
room environment, where sensitive detection electronics can survive. Fiber-optic.based radiation
measurements can also be made in a spatially distributed manner. One possible arrangement would
be to segment an optical fiber by interleaving small scintillator pieces within an otherwise continuous
fiber.

Fluid level measurement is required throughout the primary and secondary coolant systems, with
several of the measurements being safety-critical. One method to determine fluid presence is to couple
the output light from a fiber segment into a prism. Using the proper prism angle and material, the light
is totally internally reflected when the prism is in air and lost into the liquid when the prism is
submerged. Other, more advanced, continuous liquid level monitors have also been proposed.

The status of high-voltage electrical components is difficult to determine electrically, due to the high
t

levels of electromagnetic interference present.. Fiber optic current and voltage measurements have
been under investigation for over a decade and a wide variety of electro-optic and magneto-optic based
devices have been proposed.

A wide spectrum of chemical measurements are made at nuclear power plants (water chemistry,
effluent monitoring, hydrogen in containment, etc.). Fiber optic chemical sensors are commercially
available from several manufacturers. In these sensors fibers are used to enable remote fluorescence,

absorption, index-of-refraction, and spectroscopy measurements. Fiber optic chemical sensing is
winning rapid acceptance in the medical, industrial process, and environmental fields.

Vibration measurements can be implemented optically and non-invasively. Pointing an optical fiber
bundle at a reflective surface on the monitored equipment, illuminating the surface with fibers from the
bundle center, and measuring the time and spatial location of the light back-coupled into the
surrounding receiver fibers yields an equipment vibration spectrum.

Improved strain measurements on high-pressure components and welds in nuclear power plants would
be of significant benefit since strain increase may provide an indication of incipient cracking and failure.
Three different optical interferometric approaches to strain measurement appear to be particularly
promising. Sagnac, Mach-Zehnder, and Fabry-Perot based strain measurement show great promise;
however, all still require considerable development effort before being ready to install in safety-critical
applications.

Several different fiber-optic-based measurements schemes have also been proposed for flow
measurements, position measurements, and leak detection. These advanced fiber optic sensors range
in state of development from conceptualization to small-_'cale commercialization,with none yet having
been ruggedized sufficiently for use in safety-critical systems.
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Engineering the Development of Optical Fiber Sensors for Adverse Environments

Mardi C. Hastings, P.E., Ph.D.
The Ohio State University

Department of Mechanical Engineering
206 West 18thAvenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Optical fiber sensors offer immunity to electromagnetic interference and inherent
electrical isolation which give them many advantages over their electromechanical
counterparts where noise, high voltage, and ground loops are problems. Moreover,
these sensors may be installed in previously inaccessible areas because of their
relatively small size and small, flexible connecting fiber. Thus they have significant
potential for use in harsh environments, high-speed rotating machinery, biomedicine
and other applications that require remote sensing.

Over the last decade, many sensors have been developed for particular applications in
these areas with limited success. Off-the-shelf optical fiber sensors and measurement
systems are not available, partly because they have not been engineered to meet the
environmental requirements necessary for applications outside the laboratory.
Furthermore, no generalized computer-aided tools exist to help advance their
development, design, and use.

Such computer-aided tools are currently being developed. Structural finite element
analyses have been coupled with optoelastic analyses of both all-fiber interferometers
and serial microbend sensors for distributed measurement of various physical
quantities. The combined analyses have been parameterized and implemented on
microcomputers for use as design/development tools that can be used to determine the
performance of different sensor configurations in various environments. Potentially,
these computer-aided design/development tools could be used for failure diagnosis
and redesign of existing optical fiber sensors. Performances predicted by the computer
simulations are verified with experimental data and numerical analyses from the
literature. In addition, current experimental work to evaluate performance predictions,
determine appropriate signal processing, and identify key issues for application in high
temperature, radiation environments is presented. The long-term goal is to develop
user-friendly software packages for both sensor manufacturers and end users.
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On-Une Calibration Monitoring for
Instrumentation Channels in Nuclear Power Plants

H.M. Hashemian
K.M. Petersen
D.W. Mitchell
J.L Riner

Analysisand MeasurementServices Corporation
AMS 9111 Cross Park Drive

Knoxville,Tennessee 37923 USA

Phone: (615) 691-1756
Fax: (615) 691-9344

ABSTRACT

This paper reportson the progressof a research and development(R&D) projectwhich
has been underwaysinceOctober 1991 to determine the validityand establishthe accuracy of
on-line monitoring techniques for detection of any significant calibration drift in the
instrumentationchannelsof nuclearpower plants. A feasibilitystudyhasbeen completedunder
a Phase I project and the results have been documented in NUREG/CR-5903 published in
January 1993. A comprehensivePhase II project is underway and is due forcompletionin the
fall of 1994.

The Phase IIwoject includesboth laboratoryand in-plantvalidationworkon typicalnuclear
plantsensorandsignalconversionandsignalconditioningequipment.The laboratoryvalidation
tests are being performedin a test loop in which a number of nucleargrade temperatureand
pressure sensors have been installed. They are connected to a WestinghouseModel 7300
instrumentationsystem of the type used in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). The study
includesthe comparisonof data from empiricaland physicalmodelsdevelopedas a part of this
project with data measuredin the test loop. The loop is used to determineif simulateddrift in
the sensorscan beeffectivelydetected byon-linemonitoringmethods. It is alsousedto perform
verificationand validationof the on-line monitoringsoftwarepackages being developed for the
commercialaspectsof this project.

The in-plant validation work is a joint effort with Duke Power Company and is being
performed at the McGuire Nuclear Power Station where 170 processsignalsare continuously
being monitored. These signals include the primary coolant RTDs,core exit thermocouples,
neutronfluxdetectors,the reactorvessel levelindicatingsystem(RVLIS)and pressure,leveland
flow transmitters. The signalsare analyzed to identifyany channelsthat may have driftedout of
tolerance. Afterthe completionof data acquisitionfor a completefuelcycle, the resultsof this
workwillbe comparedwiththe resultsof theconventionalhands-oncalibrationsthat arenormally
performed during refuelingoutages. This comparisonwillhelp determine if on-line monitoring
techniquescan identifythe same driftthat is detected by conventionalcalibrationmethods.

The results of the laboratory and in-plant research completed to date have shown that
on-linedriftmonitoringtechniqueswillbe successfulin identifyingthe instrumentationchannels
that must be calibrated. Thiswillhelp limitthe calibrationactivitiesto those channelswhich need
to be calibrated,as opposedto calibratingallsafety-relatedchannels,as ispresentlybeingdone.
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RELIABILITY ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF
MICROPROCESSOR-BASED PROTECTION SYSTEM HARDWARE

IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS"

Kofi Korsah

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6010

Christina Antonescu
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

In some countries, digital technology has been utilized in nuclear power plant control and protection

:systems for more than a decade. However, exlensive use of microprocessor-based technology,

multiplexing, and fiber optic transmission---as exemplified in proposed protection systems for light-

water reactors of advanced design--has fostered renewed interest in the reliability of such sy;tems and
I

technologies when applied to reactor protection systems.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi_'_ion (NRC) initiated the Qualification of Advanced

Instrumentation and Control Systems Program in late 1991 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to

develop an understanding of the technical issues involved in evaluating the long-term performance

of such "advanced"technologies when applied to the protection systems of commercial nuclear power

plants. Initial studies focused on developing evaluation templates for proposed advanced light-water

reactor (ALWR) designs, which included a comparison of the impact of environmental stressors on

protection system strings in present-day vs p oposed reactor designs.

In this paper, generic analog and microprocessor-based reactor protection system designs are

examined with respect to reliability and fault-tolerance issues. Both the nuclear industry and

Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, under Interagency Agreement 1886-8179-8L and performed at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy
under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400.
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regulatory bodies accept the analog hardware implementations of protection systems employed in

existing LWRs. Over the years, considerable experience with their use has accumulated and a

reasonable understanding of both normal operation and failure modes for such systems has dewfloped.

In contrast, microprocessor-based systems are expected to have failure modes that are distinctly

different from functionally equivalent analog counterparts. This paper critically examines such issues

as transient failures, reliability of communications among protection system channels, and the

potential for common-mode failures. Also, reliability assessment methods currently available for

application to microprocessor-based hardware will be discussed. The results of the study are one

element of a proposed methodology for the qualification of microprocessor-based protection systems

being developed under this program.
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Requirements for Dependable and Cost-Effective Implementation
of Digital I&C Systems

Sid Bhatt, Ching-lu Lin, Albert Machiels, Joseph Naser, Ray Torok, and Dan Wilkinson
Electric Power Research Institute

Instrumentation and Control (I&C) systems in nudear power plants need to be
upgraded in a reliable and cost-effective manner. The primary impetus is to gain
maximum advantage from the application of digital technology in support of the
utilities' overall drive to improve competitiveness. The majority of nuclear plants in the
United States are operating with hardware that is no longer fully supported by the
original equipment manufacturer. Thus, the procurement of replacement modules and
spares under current requirements is costly, time consuming, and, in some cases, not
even possible. Replacing analog with digital systems provides the opportunity to
decrease operations and maintenance costs, while enhancing safety.

The EPRI Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Initiative is designed to help
utilities upgrade the I&C systems in their plants. The goals of this initiative are to:
(i) Develop a methodology to formulate and subsequently implement a plant-specific,
integrated I&C upgrade plan; (ii) demonstrate the methodology through utility
application to at least ten key systems by the year 2000; and (iii) document that the
upgrades lead to some or all of the followings: reduced vulnerability to I&C
obsolescence; increased plant performance; reduction in operating and maintenance
costs; lower radiation exposure; and enhanced safety. To support these goals, EPRI is
taking a three pronged approach. The three prongs consist of research and
development activities, demonstration plant activities, and licensing stabilization
activities. I1_e research and development activities support the development and
implementation of digital systems as well as providing a technical basis for qualification
and licensing questions. It also provides part of the bases for the requirements and
methodologies needed to design, develop, qualify, implement, and operate digital
systems. The demonstration plant activities identify utility's needs, provide part of the
bases for requirements and methodologies, provide a testbed for and feedback on
requirements and methodologies for upgrade systems, and capture experience from
implementing new digital systems. The licensing stabilization activities provide
technical support, as requested, for the industry licensing positions on digital systems
which are being developed by utility working groups and commi_ees.

The existing hardware technology in the plants reflects 20 to 30 year-old designs,
components, and manufacturing techniques. Technological improvements, particularly
the availability of digital systems, offer improved functionality, performance, and
reliability, solutions to obsolescence of equipment, and reduction in operation and
maintenance costs. Reliable and cost-effective methodologies for designing, qualifying,
and implementing digital systems in nuclear power plants are urgently needed. These
methodologies should utilize, as much as possible, relevant information and experience
from other process industries. Commercial-grade hardware and software have proven
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reliable in other process industries for applications including safety systems. Cost-
effective approaches are needed to implement and qualify commercial-grade hardware
and software for nuclear power plant applications.

The test for future digital system upgrades will be whether they are cost beneficial.
Digital systems with their inherent advantages will be adopted in nuclear power plants
only if they to support reduced power production costs. This can be done if (i)
dependable and cost-effective implementation and (ii) licensing acceptance are
achieved.
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A DYNAMIC FAIL-SAFE APPROACH
TO THE DESIGN OF COMPUTER-BASED SAFETY SYSTEMS

I C Smith, AEA Technology
M Miller, Duke Power Company

ABSTRACT

For over 30 years AEA Technology has carried out research and development in the UK in the
field of nuclear instrumentation and protection systems. Throughout the course of this extensive
period of research and development the dominant theme has been the achievement of fully fail-
safe designs. These are defined as designs in which the failure of any single component within
a unit will result in the unit output reverting to a demand for trip action status.

At an early stage it was recognized that the use of dynamic rather than static logic could ease
the difficulties inherent in achieving a fail-safe design protection system, A dynamic logic
system is one in which an output signal alternating between logic 1 and logic 0 is a healthy
state and a static output either logic 1 or logic 0 is a tripped state, The alternating state is a
higher energy system than the static one, Since faults tend to move the system to a lower
energy state the use of dynamic logic is preferred when designing fail-safe systems,

The first dynamic logic systems coupled logic elements magnetically. Early exarnples used
magnetic amplifiers, later systems used coils magnetically linked through a common core. Such
a configuration can be used as a 2 out of 3 voting element. Further developments have led to
the application of the approach to solid-state hardware systems, By using coded pulse strings
passing through the solid-state logic elements, systems have been constructed which are
inherently self-testing and fail-safe in operation. An added feature of using coded pulse strings
is that it provides a powerful diagnostic capability.

This proven and successful approach has also been adapted to computer-based systems. It
has been shown that the input data stream to the safety system can be modified to produce at
the output a unique pattern of dynamically alternating logic l s and 0s. This unique pattern can
then be confirmed to be correct by a hard-wire verifier. Detection of an incorrect pattern or
failure of the verifier itself results in a demand for trip action.

Currently, AEA Technology is collaborating with Ohio State University in an EPRI R&D
programme on Dynamic Safety Systems. One aim of this work is to research wh3ther the
dynamic saf,:_typrinciples can be applied to input sensors,

J

AEA Technology and Duke Power Co. are also collaborating on an ISAT'" demonstration at
Duke's Oconee Nuclear Station, Duke and AEA plan to install the ISAT'" dynamic safety system

approach in the control interface portion of the Oconee Reactor Protection System (RPS).
ISAT will replicate a complete protection channel to demonstrate the dynamic safety approach
in an operating Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) environment. This installation is planned for
the Spring 1994 refuelling outage for Oconee Unit 1.
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AN EXAMINATION OF HUMAN FACTORS
IN EXTERNAL BEAM RADIATION THERAPY: FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

Kerm Henriksen, Ronald D. Kaye, and Robert E. Jones, Jr.
CAE-Link Corporation

Dolores S. Morisseau and J.J. Persensky
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

External beam radiationtherapy (or teletherapy) isa multi-disciplinary,multi-phased
treatment methodology for treating cancerous and other tissue through selective exposure
to E,.beam of ionizing radiation delivered from a source external to the patient. A
radioactive isotope, typically cobalt-60, or a linear accelerator capable of producing very
high energy x-ray and electron beams are the principal sources of radiation. Treatment
typically takes place on a daily basis in fractional doses over a period of weeks and is
planned and administered by a team of specialists, including a radiation oncologist,
radiation physicist, d0simetrist, and radiation therapy technologists. Effective treatment
requires a concern for precision and consistency of human-human and human-machine
interactions throughout the duration of therapy. Records maintained by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) have identified instances of teletherapy misadministration
where the delivered radiation dose has differed from the radiation prescription (e.g.,
instances where fractions were delivered to the wrong patient, to the wrong body part, or
were too great or too little with respect to the defined treatment volume). Both human
error and machine malfunction have led to misadministrations. Misadministration above
the prescribed dose runs the risk of destroying healthy tissue and organs;
misadministration below the prescribed level can result in ineffective treatment. Either
way, the consequences of misadministration can be life threatening.

The present paper reports on a series of human factor evaluations sponsored by
NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research to identify the factors that contribute to
misadministration in the radiation therapy environment. The six major parts of the overall
study include: 1) a function and task analysis of the teletherapy activities, 2) evaluation
of human-system interfaces 3) evaluation of the procedures used by teletherapy staff, 4)
evaluation of the qualifications and training of teletherapy staff, 5) evaluation of
organizational practices and policies, and 6)identification of human factors priority areas
for NRC and industry attention.

With respect to the study's methodology, a site sampling strategy for visiting
departments of radiation oncology within the continental U S. was developed to insure
geographic dispersion and representation of different types of facilities (e.g., university-
based centers, large community hospitals,and smaller free standing or satellite facilities)
to accommodate differences in treatment practices, management style, personnel, patient
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load as well as other factors likely to vary among facility sites. Efforts also were made
to focus on centers with Cobalt-60 units because of NRC's by-product regulatory
responsibilities. Interviews were conducted at 26 sites throughout the U.S. with radiation
physicists, dosimetrists, radiation ocologists, chief technologists, staff technologists,
training coordinators, and administrative personnel. The interviews were supplemented
with observations of on-going treatments, examination of equipment controls and displays,
and a review of the radiation oncology literature.

To summarize and make sense of the findings, the paper introduces a model for
identifying and showing the relationships among the major contributing factors and for
identifying the individual factors in each category that are likely to influence the
occurrence of misadministrations. Findings are discussed within the context of the major
factors of the model, which includes individual variables, task variables or the nature of
the work itself, the phystcal environment, the user-system interfaces, the
organizational/social environment, and managerial factors.

individual variables include knowledge, skill level, adequacy of training, and even
organismic states such as alertness,motivation, physical capabilities and latlgue, while
task variable.:,referto the characteristicsof workitselfsuchaspatientloador scheduling,
presence/absenceof a co-worker,perceptual-motorrequirements,andcompetingtasks.
The physicalenvironmentpertains to a host of factors includingthe physical layoutof
equipmentandworkstations,the flowof essentialinformation,and ambientfactorssuch
as temperature, illumination,noise, hazards and upkeep/attractivenessof the facilities.
The likely impact that these factors have on human performance in the teletherapy
environment is dlscussed. The extent to which the design of various user-system
interfaces(e.g., equipmentcontrolsanddisplays,softwarecontrolfeatures,patientcharts)
impede or facilitatehuman performancealso is addressed. Recent improvementsin
treatmentdeliveryare examined. Forexample, howsuccessfulare computerizedverify
and recordsystemsin preventingerrorsthat mightotherwisego undetected? Giventhat
the currentdirection towards software controlof treatment machines and treatment
planningsystemsis dramaticallychangingthe natureof the user-systeminterface, the
benefitsand challengesthat face usersofcomputer-controlledsystemswarrantourclose
attention. Also receivingclose scrutinyare human performanceproblemsthat can be
traced to organizational/socialfactors such as poor communicationpractices and
organizationalclimateswhichtendto inhibitthe self-reportingof errors. The pervasive
influenceof managerialpolicyandpracticesin relationto humanperformanceand human
error is becomingbetter understoodin recentyears. The paper makes the case that
managerial factors are frequently less easy to discern because of their delayed and
dormantconsequences;however,managerialdictumregardingstaffing,workload,patient
scheduling,accessibilityof personnel,and qualityassuranceproceduresstillhave their
impact. Finally,potential interventionsfor correctingdeficiencieswhere they exist are
identified.
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Human Error in Remote Afterloading Brachytherapy

James Callan, Michael L. Quinn, Isabelle Schoenfeld', Dennis Serig'
PacificScienceandEngineeringGroup,Inc.

6310GreenwichDrive,Suite200
SanDiego,CA92122Phone(619)535-1661

tU.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommission,Washington,DC20555

Introduction

RemoteAfterloading Brachytherapy (RAB)is a medical processused in the treatment
of cancer which uses a computer-controlled device to remotely insert and remove
radioactive sources close to a target area (or tumor)in the body. RAB allows precise
and repeatable control of source placement with minimum radiation exposure to
medical staff. However, some RAB treatment planning and treatment delivery
problems affecting the radiation dose to the patient have been reported and have
been attributed to human error. The consequences of these events can be severe. The
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has sponsored this study to determine the root
cause of human errnr in the RAB system.

Approach

As part of the study, a human factors team visited 23 RAB treatment sites in the U.S.
The team performed an analysis of the RAB system to identify the functions and tasks
involved in RAB and analyzed the performance requirements placed on users in
carrying out RAB functions and tasks. The function and task Analysis also identified
information, control capabilities, step-by-step directions, knowledge, skills, ergonomic
requirements and environmental conditions needed to support the required level of
task performance. The results of this analysis provided a framework for follow-on
evaluations to determine availability and suitability (based on human factors standards
and guidelines) of human-system interfaces, procedures and practices, training, and
organizational policies in RAB. These evaluations included on-site observations of
RAB treatment planning and delivery, interviews with RAB personnel, and walk-
throughs, during which staff demonstrated their interfaces with the equipment and the
procedures and practices used in performing RAB tasks. Results of these evaluations,
in conjunction with the function and task analysis, were used to identify human factors
problems, i.e., the factors which lead to human error in the RAB system. The research
analysts then evaluated the impact of those factors on the performance of functions
and tasks and prioritized them in terms of safety significance. Finally, the project
identified and evaluated alternative approaches for resolving the safety significant

I

problems related to human error.
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Results

The study identified 55 opportunities for error in performing tasks and transmitting
information between the humans and the machines in this system. Many of these error
opportunities were compounded by poor feedback between the machines and the
users su that errors were difficult to correct, and in some cases impossible to detect.
Significant error opportunities identified included:

• Patient misidentification
• Radioactive source positioning and movement error
• Patient record-keeping entry error
• Treatment plan entry error
• Source transport or guide tube connection error
• Quality assura!lce performance error
• Radioactive source calibration and / or decay calculation error

A primary objective of the project was to identify mismatches between RAB human
performance requirements and what people can reasonably be expected to do.
Therefore, the project developed twenty-six alternative approaches for resolving safety
significant problems and reducing human error. These approaches addressed
changes in RAB hardware, software, human-system interfaces, procedures, training,
organization and communications processes and included:

• Modified ider_tification labels on patients and records
• Improved methods for tagging of equipment and supplies
• Interface changes to increase feedback to task performers
• Standardized communication paths between staff
• Changes in task procedures and in the allocation of tasks
• Improvement in intramural training provided to staff
• Changes in calibration and Q/A procedures

Conclusion

The systematic approach to evaluating RAB systems allowed the analysts to identify
human factors problems and root causes of human error. Evaluations of the system's
HSI, procedures, training, and organization against human factors standards and
guidelines, combined with the function and tasks analysis, enabled the analysts to
identify and evaluate alternative approaches for resolving the human factors problems
and thereby reduce human error in the RAB system.
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Human Factors Issues in Severe Accident Management:
Training for Decision Making under Stress

RandallJ. Mumaw andEmilie M. Roth
WestinghouseScience & Technoldgy Center

Pittsburgh,PA

IsabelleSchocnfeld
U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission

Summary

Trainingfor operatorandother techaical positions in the nuclearpowerindustrytraditionallyhas
focused on masteryof the formalproceduresused to controlplantsystems andprocesses.
However, thereis a growingawarenessthat the decision-makingtasksrequiredfornuclearpower
plantcontrolalso involve cogmtive skills (e.,g.,situationassessment). These cognitive skills can
make nuclearpowerplantcontrol moreefficient and reduce the potentialfor error. The need for
cognitive skills is even moreclear in situationswhere formal proceduresmay notexist or may
not be as prescriptive,as is the case in severe accidentmanagement(SAM).

Westinghouse STC, undc.-rcontractto the NRC, investigatedthe potentialcognitive demandsof
SAM on the controlroomel_rators and Technical SupportCenterstaffwho will be most
involved in the selection andexecution of severe accidentcontrol actions. This analysiswas
followed by analysisof the cognitive skills thatcould be developed throughtrainingandan
identificationof effective trainingapproaches.

Initially,a model of decision makingwas developed to identifythe types of cognitive skills that
may be requiredfor effective performance.The model is organizedaround six generalcognitive
processes:

• Monitor / Detect - passive (detect)andactive (monitor) means for acquiring data about
plant state.

• InterpretCurrent State- the development of a mental representation of plant status.
• Determine Implications- the determination of how the current plant state will progress (e.g.,

potential consequences, side effects). Also, a set of goals is defined in whichmore
tmponant_goals are given higherpriority and complex goals may be broken down into
subgoals.

i Plan - the selection of a response plan, which could be a high-level action or formal
procedure, that addressesthe goal(s) with the highest priority.
Control - the coordinationand execution of a specific sequence of control actions.

• Feedback- the information gained fromcontrol actions is used to update understanding.

This model identifies, at a high level of description, specific cognitive skills that may berequired
for SAM. This model also aided the identification of potential human factors issues in SAM,
including:

• Decision-making authority may be sharedby thecontrol room and Technical Support
Center requiringgreaterreliance on communication.

• Reliable and accurate plant state data may be more difficult to obtain.
• SAM guidance documents may not be prescriptiveto the same degree as current emergency

procedures.
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• Uncertainty in decision making may be increased.
• Stress levels on decision makers may be increased.

The analysis supported by the model was supplemented by an analysis of specific SAM
situations. Specifically, 12 SAM scenarios were developed to reveal more specific decision-
making difficulties. These scenarios were created to be presented to panels of plant personnel in
order to examine their potential response strategies (i.e., How would crews deal with the types of
difficulties that are likely to occur in SAM?).

After a set of cognitive skills was identified, approaches for training cognitive skills or
facilitating the training of cognitive skills were identified. Training approaches that applied both
to individuals and teams of individuals were identified. Training approaches were identified by
reviewing the cognitive psychology and training literature to find approaches for training similar
cognitive skills. For example, training for complex electronics troubleshooting skills .addresses
many of the same types of cognitive skill required for SAM. Specifically, training approaches
were identified that address the following elements of cognitive skill:

• Extensive knowledge (e.g., validity of plant state indications, likely SAM phenomena).
• An accurate representation of tht- plant, including the interconnections between systems.
• An accurate representation of likely physical phenomena and their progressions.
• An understanding of SAM goals, subgoals, and the strategies or HLAs that can be used to

achieve goals.
° Metacognitive skills to manage not only the diagnosis and selection of appropriate actions,

but also to manage the response of distributed personnel.

Review of these approaches revealed that the following general characteristics have been
important in effective training of cognitive skills:

1. A model of skilled or expert performance is used as a model and as a diagnostic aid in
training.

2. Trainees become involved in evaluating their performance (or the performance of others)
using as a standard the model of skilled performance.

3. Trainees actively engage in the task as a setting for instruction.
4. Trainee performance is supported by the instructor to make it possible to perform the

complete task and to see how individual skills must be integrated.
5. Trainees are aided in managing mental workload throughout training.

In a separate analysis, the likely effects of stress on the performance of cognitive tasks were
identified through a literature review. The types of performance impairments due to stress
included:

° A narrowing and shift in attentional focus.
• A reduced working memory capacity.
• Speed-accuracy trade-offs in some decision-m_ing tasks.
• Crew members are less likely to influence the crew leader.

As a follow-on to this analysis, training techniques were identified for eliminating or mitigating
the effects of stress on the performance of cognitive skills. The primary techniques that have the
potential to be effective _e the following:

• Expose the crew to realistic emergency and severe accident events through simulation.
° Reduce the need for mental resources and make processing more efficient.
• Enhance crew communication and coordination skills.
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Organization and Management
Activities in the Nuclear Power Industry

Robert C. Evan_
Robert N. Whites,. I

Nuclear Management and Resources Council

The purpose of organization and management activities in the commercial nuclear
power industry is to foster high levels of power plant performance and safety through
improved human performance. The NRC has been working to develop assessment tools
to assay the effects of orga,'dzationalfactors on plant safety. Using their own evaluation
methods, the utility industry has been working on ways to improve individual
accountability and other factors important to human performance.

Organization and management activities do not focus on industry organizational
charts, but on the personnel processes and dimensions (factors) that affect safety and
economic performance. As individual terms these activities are often combined and
referred to as organizational factors. As an area of study, organizational factors has
become more prominent as the industry emphasis has switched in recent years from
hardware issues related to safety and economics, to personnel issues related to the
improvement of human performance.

Activities to improve human performance are carded out by the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and individual companies. The INPO activities in the
form of programs include the Human Performance Enhancement System (HPES), the
development of good practices (which amounts to the sharing of techniques), operating
experience sharing, and the Organizational and Administration (O&A) assessments that

are carried out as pan of INPO's periodic evaluations of individual site performance.

Individual utility activities, which target organizational factors to enhance human
performance, include the following:

- Bench Marking - Utilities bench mark their processes and performance against
other utilities and industries with proven successful operations.

- Process Mapping - The mapping out, in logic diagram form, a complex written
procedure to enhance its visualization, simplification and process improvement.

- Monitoring human error rate - An activity to trend human performance problems.
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- Root Cause Analysis - Root cause analysis is fundamental to eliminating
recurring human performance problems.

- Organizational Development - Organizational development is a company-wide
process of data collection, diagnosis, action planning, intervention and evaluation
aimed at:

• re-aligning organizational components
• developing new solutions to old problems
• developing the organization's ability to renew itself

- Ouali_, Management - Examples include Total Quality Management (TQM),
teamwork and leadership, professionalism, empowerment, selection, assessment,
training and development, performance evaluation and succession planning.

Analysis of the TMI-2 accident demonstrated the need to develop highly effective
organizations. Industry programs in support of effective organizations began in earnest in
the mid-1980's. The increase in programs which affect the quality of organizational
performance in the nuclear industry over the past seven years indicates that this process is
a rapidly developing, evolutionary activity.

The nuclear utility industry in the U.S., like the manufacturing industry
internationally, recognizes that product or performance quality cannot be inspected in.
Quality in personnel performance or product development is achieved most effectively,
and in a more timely and productive manner, when it is built into day-to-day operations.
The challenge for each nuclear organization has been to establish and cultivate principles
that integrate quality objectives into daily work activities at the organization and
individual levels. Line organization components are viewed as the key to quality
performance. This accounts for the increase in industry programs geared toward
enhancing work group effectiveness. Strong industrywide support for these quality-
enhancing programs is essential to ensure the nuclear utility industry maintains its
viability in the nations' energy mix as it produces electricity safety and cost effectively.
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Potential Human Factors Research

Relating to Modem Technology in Nuclear Power Plants

James Ketchel,
Electric Power Research Institute

Robert Fink,
MPR Associates,

Lewis Hanes, Robert Williges, & Beverly Williges
Consultants

Summary

The technology shift in the' 70s and' 80s away from analog systems toward digital
instrumentation, computing, and display offers substantial opportunities for designing
reliable, economical, usable, and effective human-machine interface (HMI) applications

for nuclear power plants. Some of the equipment in existing plants has become difficult
and costly to maintain for want of replacement parts. New equipment and new plant
design concepts are based solidly on modern digital technology. If we effectively pursue
the opportunity that this provides, we should be able to give control room and
workstation operators, supervisors, maintainers, engineers, planners, and schedulers all
of the information needed in the appropriate form to effectively manage their workloads
and direct plant activities. There can be greater awareness of the state of plant processes;
and all users can be fully supported in decision-making and problem-solving tasks.

There is a clear opportunity to improve crew and system performance. The technology is
available. The need is to understand how best to use it. This includes gaining a clear
understanding of the specific benefits we hope to obtain and problems we expect to
resolve by applying it. It also includes avoiding new problems that may be introduced,
and determining the means by which we can assess system performance and
effectiveness.

Since TMI, EPRI has provided a wealth of human factors guidelines on topics ranging
from control room and display system design to current work on annunciator system
specifications and alarm minimization. Requirements have been developed for designing
new systems in the Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) program and for updating
existing systems in the Integrated Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Initiative, both
of which rely heavily on modern technology. In the human factors area the next step is to
determine the specific research needed to support the advanced system designs and to
establish a rational, prioritized plan for so doing. This is the objective of the subject HMI
research plan.
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EPRI's contractor, MPR Associates, and its subcontractors are developing the first
iteration of a prioritized HMI research plan that will indicate needs, risks, benefits, and
where feasible, performance criteria and potential performance measures. An important
part of this work is to avoid unnecessary duplication by determining lessons learned
from completed research and from in_plementations of advanced technology and design
concepts.

The following are examples of suggested high priority research needs that have been
identified. As general topics most of these have a familiar ring. Virtually all have been
mentioned in a variety of forums as genuine research issues.

• Improved support for knowledge-based behavior
• Information access and display navigation
• Organization and structure of information to support users and tasks
• Intelligent display - control coupling
• Integration of information displays with procedures
• Integration of automation with procedures
• Operator aiding

The differences here are twofold. The first obviously centers on the above shift in
technology which provides a clear opportunity, if not demand for change. Secondly, and
more subtly, it involves depth and scope considerations. This includes recognized needs
for improvement that are based on years of related research that has not reached full
fruition. For example, EPRI's continuing work on annunciator systems has identified
problems with existing systems that need attention; as well as opportunities for growth
that involve proven concepts in alarm diagnostics and minimization. The culmination elf
this line of research will be to integrate displayed procedures and operator aiding with
alarm conditions for each mode of plant operation. Once the components are defined, an
integrated display system can provide operators and others with situation awareness,
and can provide automatic or semiautomatic techniques to aid in task and workload
demands.

Each of the above general topics subsumes many difficult research questions and issues,
some of which are basic, if not altogether new. For example - How can large data bases be
organized to support the cognitive styles and information processing needs of users?
How many displays are needed and of what types? How do we avoid overburdening
operators in accessing large quantities of information? What is the best use of automation
and means of keeping operators in the loop? And what should be done with the control
room environment to facilitate both CRT usage and operator alertness?

EPRI intends to explore the first iteration of the plan with the research community in
order to better identify high priority issues needing immediate attention and to identify
appropriate lessons learned.
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An Assessment of Human Factors Regulatory Research
Facilities and Capabilities for

the U.S. NRC

Valerie Barnes, Compa Industries
K. Ronald Laughery, Micro Analysis and Design

Stuart Parsons, Pa_rsons and Associates
Julius Persensky, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Jerry Wachtel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Human Factors Branch of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research is sponsoring a study to determine the need for (if any) and
availability of additional facilities for supporting human factors regulatory research. Human
factors research has been performed to support the NRC's regulatory mission for more than
ten years. This research has been conducted at diverse facilities, including private sector
research institutions, universities, Department of Energy national laboratories and
international cooperatives. From time to time researchers have experienced constraints on
their access to appropriate research facilities, personnel and to other resources important to
support the resolution of regulatory research needs. The constraints include:

* Lack of available licensed nuclear power plant operators or other cognizant
personnel to serve as test subjects for research involving control room' design,
operations, maintenance practices, etc.

* Limited access to realistic control room simulator environments

* Research settings that represent plants quite different in design and operation
from those in the United States

* Lack of sufficient laboratory time to support needed longitudinal studies (such
as vigilance, shift work, slowly evolving events)

* Difficulty achieving industry participation/cooperation because of real or
perceived regulatory exposure or conflict of interest.

The purpose of this study is to identify and evaluate alternative methods for addressing these
limitations. The objectives of the study are to: (1) determine the availability and capabilities
of existing research facilities to support the current and expected human factors regulatory
research needs of the NRC; (2) determine the need, if any, for an enhancement of, or
supplement to the present human factors research facilities, by detailing those regulatory
research needs, current and expected, that cannot be met with existing facilities, or that
cannot be performed at these facilities; (3) specify the characteristics of facilities that would
be required to support these needs; and (4) perform a cost-benefit study of possible
alternatives. This paper will describe the methods and findings of this effort to date.
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Probabtlisttc Based Destgn Rules
for ComponentsAffected by Intersystem LOCAsa

A. G. Ware
Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Idaho Falls, Idaho

Low-pressurepiping systems that branch to the reactorcoolant systems
of light water reactors (LWRs)are normallyprotectedby multiple valves From
the reactorcoolant. Failureor misalignmentof these isolationvalves leads
to an intersystem(sometimescalled interfacingsystem)loss-of-coolant
accident (ISLOCA)and to the potentialleak or ruptureof low-pressure
systems. SECY-90-016and the associatedStaff RequirementsMemorandumfrom
the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) Commissionersrequireevolutionary
advanced light water reactor (ALWR)plant designersto include ISLOCA in the
design basis; this requirementhas been extended to passiveplant designersas
well. However, the NRC has not provideddesign stress allowablesor uniform
criteria for ISLOCA design. Subsequently,it was decidedto use ASME Code,
Section Ill, Service Level A, design stressesand a fractionof the actual
design pressure to achieve an overall system failureprobabilitynot exceeding
10%.

Four ALWRs are presentlyunder review by the NRC staff: ABWR, SBWR,
AP600, and System 80+. The piping systemsof these plants that may be
affectedby ISLOCAs include,for example,the residualheat removal system,
the safety injectionsystem,the makeup and purificationsystem, and other low
pressure lines that branch to the reactorcoolant system. While the chief
safety concerndeals with low pressurelines that bypass containment,piping
that remains entirelywithin the containmentis of concernas well.

To date, no fall ISLOCAshave occurred in U.S. nuclearplants although
there have been several instancesof leakage past valves from the reactor
coolant system to connectingsystems. These instanceshave been benign and
correctableby the plant staff. The probabilityof a full ISLOCA for existing
LWRs is estimatedto be on the order of i0"sto 10"11events per year,
dependingon the assumptions. Thus it is a low probabilityevent. Since the
maintenanceproceduresand operatortraining on ALWRs are expected to be
similar to that at present LWRs, the ISLOCAprobabilityfor ALWRs is expected
to be in the same range as for currentLWRs. The NRC position is that for
purposes of design, an ISLOCA can be treated as a severe accidentwith very
low frequencyof occurrence,therebyallowing relativelyhigh conditional
failure probabilities.

a. Work supportedby the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission,Office of
Nuclear RegulatoryResearch,under DOE ContractNo. DE-ACO7-761D01570.
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To support the NRC objective,the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory
initiateda study to develop and executea methodology(basedon
NUREG/CR-5603)for evaluating ISLOCAdesign rules on a probabilisticbasis.
The methodologyis intended to includepiping elements,flange connections,
on-line pumps and valves, heat exchangers,and tanks and vessels. The initial
pilot executiontreated only piping elements and was applied to Advanced
BoilingWater Reactor (ABWR)piping. The methodologywas later extended to
other PWR and ABWR components.

The basic methodologyfor piping and vessels is to computefailure
stressesthat can be used with an ISLOCA survivalcurve to calculatethe
probabilityof componentsurvival at a given system pressure. The curves were
developed by estimatingthe median and the uncertaintyof the failure stress
and are material and temperaturedependent. The methodologyfor flange
connectionsis to require a sufficientlylarge flange and bolt torque so that
the leakageduring ISLOCA conditionswill be limitedto a minimal amount.

The overall conclusion is that designingto ASME Code, Section Ill,
Service Level A, rules for a pressureof 40% of the primary system pressure
will in generalmeet the NRC goal of achievingan overall system failure
probabilitynot exceeding10%. However,additionalrequirementsmay be needed
to supplementthis criterionfor some components.

NOTICE

This paper was prepared as an accountof work sponsoredby an agency of the
United States Government. Neitherthe United States Government nor any agency
thereof, or any of their employees,makes any warranty,expressedor implied,
or assumes any legal liabilityor responsibilityfor any third party'suse, or
the results of such use, of any information,apparatus,productor process
disclosed in this report, or representsthat its use by such third party would
not infringeprivatelyowned rights. The views expressed in this paper are
not necessarilythose of the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.
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i Structural Aging Program Approach to Providing an Improved Basis for
Aging Management of Safety-Related Concrete Structures*

Dan J. Naus and C. Barry Oland Bruce Ellingwood
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) The Johns Hopkins University

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8056 Baltimore, Maryland 21218-2686

E. Gunter Arndt
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)

Washington, D.C. 20555

ABSTRACT

Concrete structures play a vital role in the safe operation of all light-water reactor
plants. In general, the performance of concrete structures in nuclear power plants has
been good. However, there have been several instances where the capability ot concrete
structures to meet future functional and performance requirements has been challenged
due to problems arising from either improper material selection, construction and design
deficiencies, or environmental effects. Examples of some of the potentially more serious
incidences include post-tensioning anchor head failures, leaching of concrete in tendon
galleries, voids under vertical tendon bearing plates, containment dome delaminations,
corrosion of steel tendons and rebars, water intrusion through basemat crack_, and
leakage of corrosion inhibitor from tendon sheaths. Such incidents indicate that there is a
need for improved surveilhtnce, inspection and testing, and maintenance to enhance the
technical bases for assurance of continued sale operation of nuclear power plants

The Structural Aging (SAG) Program is addressing the aging management of
safety-related concrete structures in nuclear power plants for the purpose of providing
improved technical bases for their continued service. The SAG Program objective is to
prepare documentation providing USNRC license reviewers with (1) identification and
evaluation of the structural degradation processes; (2) issues to be addressed under
nuclear power plant continued-service reviews, as well as criteria, and their bases, for
resolution of these issues; (3) identific,_tion and evaluation of relevant in-service
inspection or structural assessment programs; and (4) methodologies required to perform
current assessments arid reliability-based life-predictions of safety-related concrete
structures. To accomplish this objective, the SAG Program has conducted activities
under three major technical task areas: (1) Materials Property Data Base, (2) Structural
Component A,::_;essm.ent/Rep:dr Techrlol,_gies_ and (3) Qu:_r_titative Methodology for
Continued Service Determinations,

The objective of [he Materials Property Data Base task is to develop a reference
source which contains data and information on the time variation of material properties

* Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, u.S. NuclearRegulatory
Commissionunder interagencyAgreement1886-8084-5B with the U.S. Departmentof Energy under
ContractDE-AC05-84OR21400with MartinMariettaEnergySystems,Inc.

Thesubmittedmanuscripthasbccnauthoredbya contractorof the U.S.GovernmentunderContract
No. DE-AC05-84OR21400. Accordingly,the LI.S.Govcrnmcntrctains a noncxclusive,royalty-free
licenseto publishor reproducethe publishedformof thiscontribution,or allowothers to do so, tk_rU.S.
Governmentpurposes.
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under the influence of pertinent environmental stressors and aging factors. This source
will be used to assist in the prediction of potential long-term deterioration of critical
structural components in nuclear power plants and to establish limits on hostile
environmental exposure for these structures. Primary activities under this task include
development of the Structural Materials Information Center (SMIC), assemblage of
materials property data, and formulation of material behavior models. The SMIC
consists of the Structural Materials Handbook and the Struc[ural Materials Electronic
Data Base. The Structural Materials Handbook is an expandable, hard-copy reference
document containing complete sets of data and information for each material, e.g.,
material composition, constituent material properties, and performance and analysis
information useful for structural assessments and safety margins determinations. The
Structural Materials Electronic Data Base is an electronically accessible version of the
Structural Materials Handbook providing an efficient means for searching the various
data base files to locate materials with similar characteristics or properties. Reference
sources and testing of prototypical concrete samples obtained from nuclear power
facilitie:; have been used to)develop o_cr 120 _aaterial data base_, Ibr the SMIC. Also, a
review has been completed of models for each of the degradation processes which could
potentially impact the performance of nuclear power plant concrete structures. .

The objectives Of the Structural Component Assessment/Repair Technologies task
are to (1) develop a systematic methodology which can be used to make quantitative
assessments of the presence, magnitude, and fignificance of any environmental stressors
or aging factors which adversely impact the durability of safety-related concrete
structures in nuclear power plants; and (2) provide recommended in-service inspection or
sampling procedures which can be utilized to develop the data required both for
evaluating the current condition of concrete structures and for trending the performance
of these components. Associated activities include an assessment of techniques for repair
of concrete components which have experienced an unacceptable degree of deterioration,
and the identification and evaluation of techniques for mitigation of any environmental
stressors or aging factors which may act on critical concrete components. Recent
activities under this task have included reviews of North American and European repair

practices for degralded reinforced concrete structures. U.S. utility experience with
degradation and repair of concrete structures has been assembled through responses to a
questionnaire. Also, a state-of-the-art report has been prepared addressing corrosion of
reinforced concrete structures.

The overall objective of the Quantitative Methodology for Continued Service
Determinations task is to develop a procedure which can be used for performing
condition assessments and making reliability-based life predictions of critical safety-
related concrete structures in nuclear power plants. The mefllodology integrates
information on degradation and damage accumulation, environmental factors, and load
history into a decision tool that provides a quantitative measure of structural reliability
and performance under projected future service conditions based on an assessment of a
new or existing structure. A probabilistic methodology for condition assessment and
reliability-based life prediction of concrete structures has been developed. The
methodology has been applied to structures subjected to combinations of structural load
processes and to structural systems. The effect of degradation in component strength on
component and system reliability function has been investigated using simple parametric
representations of time-dependent strength. The methodology has also been used to
investigate optin_ization of inspection and maintenance strategies to maintain the failure
probability below a specified target wllue.
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EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE BEIIAVIOR
OF CONTAINMENT PIPING BELLOWS

UNDER SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS !

L. D, Lambert
M, B. Parks

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

Tt"s paper describes an ongoing test program whose goal is to determine the ultimate leak tight

capability of containment piping bellows when subjected to beyond design basis loadings -- the so-
called 'severe' accident. The tests are part of the Containment Integrity Programs, which are being
conducted at Sandia under the sponsorship of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

The final goal of the Containment Integrity Programs is to generate a complete set of validated
methods that can be used to predict containment behavior when subjected to severe accident

conditions. In pursuit of this goal, a series of scale model containment buildings have been tested
to failure. The models were subjected to static internal overpressurization at ambient temperatures,

with the response being monitored by a large number of sensors. The measured response was then
compared with analytical results that were compiled both before and alter the test, in order to

verify the analytical methods.

Because of the limited number and scale of the containment models, separate programs have been

conducted to further investigate the severe accident behavior of containment penetrations.
Electrical penetration assemblies, compression seals and gaskets, it_flatable seals, personnel
airlocks, and equipment hatches have been tested. The ongoing bellows experiments are a part of
the containment penetration test series.

The bellows test program was initiated as a result of concerns that bellows could be a possible
source of containment leakage during a severe accident. Bellows are used at the piping
penetrations of steel containments to minimize the Ioadings imposed on the containment shell that
are caused by differential movement between the pipe and the containment wall. Since these

bellows are an integral part of the containment pressure boundary, they are subjected to the same
conditions as the containment building. During a severe accident, those conditions would involve
combinations of axial and lateral displacements, internal pressure, and elevated temperatures. The

objective of this program is to determine if bellows are a possible source of containment failure
during a severe accident, and if so, to develop methods to estimate the conditions that would likely
cause such a failure.

IThis work was supported by the U,S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed at Sandia National
Laboratories, which is operated by the U. S, Department of Energy under contract number DE-AC04-
76DP00789.
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After determining that no data on the performance of bellows subjected to severe accident
conditions existed, a test series was designedthat examinesthe behavior of various configurations
of bellows geometries under severe accident Ioadings. The test series contains twenty tests of ten
different bellows geometries thatare representativeof those found in actual containments.

To date, six tests have been completed. These tests have subjected bellows to extreme axial and
lateraldeformations suchas those that could be experiencedduring a severe accident. The bello_vs
have demonstrated the ability to withstandlarge deformationand remain leak tight. Most of the
test specimens were able to endure one complete cycle of full compression, or full extension, with 2
inches of lateral displacementand remain leak tight. However, these tests have not included the
effects of temperature and pressure that would be experienced duringa severe accident.

The stainless steel that'is used in the construction of bellows experiences a loss of ductility at
elevated temperatures. Future tests in this series will investigate that effectas well as the effect of
internal pressure on the loading conditions requiredto produce bellows leakage. Other tests in the
series will examine the performance of test specimens that are representative of some full.size
process piping bellows suchas those found in a Pressurized Water Reactor and approximately 1:4-
scale vent line bellows found in a Boiling Water Reactor Mark-l.
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GUIDELINES FOR SEISMIC QUALIFICATION BY EXPERIENCE
IN ALWRs I

Kamal K. Bandyopadhyay _

The methodologies and acceptance criteria for seismic
qualification of equipment are provided in IEEE Std. 344 (Reference
1) endorsed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the
Standard Review Plan (Reference 2). The IEEE Standard allows
seismic qualification by use of the similarity analysis method.
Similarity is demonstrated between the equipment item that is to be
qualified with the item that has been qualified. If simiiarlt 9 is
established, then the equipment item is qualified up to the
demonstrated vibration level. Data available from past earthquake
events or vibration tests can be used in this regard. The nuclear
industry has collected a vast amount of earthquake experience and
test data in the last decade, and is planning to use it for seismic
qualification of equipment in advanced light water reactor (ALWR)
plants. In order to provide recommendations on the use of
experience data for equipment qualification in ALWR plants, the NRC
has appointed an Expert Panel. The Panel prepared a set of
recommendations and acceptance criteria for seismic qualification
of equipment by use of experience data. This paper discusses these
recommendations and the respective technical bases s.

For the purpose of qualification by use of experience data,
equipment classes can be divided into three groups according to
their design complexities, inherent strength and our ability to
identify the potential malfunction mechanisms. A review of
equipment characteristics and the experience data demonstrates that
certain equipment categories can successfully withstand a high
level of vibration since either they are designed to carry large
operational loads, such as, mechanical vibration, or their
functionalities are not sensitive to earthquake motion. These
equipment classes belong to Group 1 and can be qualified with the
least effort. The equipment classes that are not fit for belonging
to Group 1 and whose malfunction mechanisms can be identified with

a high degree of confidence belong to Group 2. The remaining

tThe program is sponsored by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Research.

_Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973.

3The Expert Panel consists of the author and Drs. Daniel Kana,
Robert Kennedy and Anshel Schiff. The views expressed in this
paper are not necessarily supported by other Panel Members or the
NRC.
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equipment classes, including those for which no experience data
exist belong to Group 3 and require qualification by shame table
testing or a combination of shake table testing and analysis as
recommended by the IEEE Standard. For Groups i and 2, the
respective experience-based response spectra can be used as the
qualification levels, and the limitation of the data base and
possible variability of future products can be recognized by
defining the inclusion and exclusion rules.

REFERENCES

1. IEEE Standard 344-1987, "Recommended Practice for Seismic
Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations."

2. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Standard Review Plan,
Section 3.10.
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Large-Scale Setsmtc Test Program
at Hualten, Tatwan

H. T. Tang
Electric PowerResearch Institute

H. L. Graves
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Y. C. Liao
TaiwanPowerCompany

Abstract

The Large-ScaleSeismicTest (LSST)Programat Huallen,Talwan,is a follow-on
to the Soil-StructureInteraction(SSI)experimentsat Lotung,Taiwan. The
ElectricPowerResearchInstitute(EPRI)and the TaiwanPowerCompany
(Taipower)organizedthe programand tookthe lead in planningandmanaging
the program. Otherorganizationscofundlng,cost-sharingand providing
technicalas well as managementinputto the LSSTProgramare the U.S. Nuclear
RegulatoryCommission(NRC),the CentralResearchInstituteof ElectricPower
Industry(CRIEPI),the TokyoElectricPowerCompany(TEPCO),the Commissariat
A L'EnergleAtomique(CEA),the Electricitede France(EdF),Framatome,the
KoreaElectricPowerCorporation(KEPCO),the KoreaInstituteof Nuclear
Safety(KINS)and the KoreaPowerEngineeringCompany(KOPEC).

The LSSTwas initiatedin January1990,(nd is envisionedto be fiveyears in
duration.The goal of thisprogramIs to collectrealearthquakeinducedsoil
structure(SSI)data in orderto evaluatecomputercodesused in SSI analysis
of nuclearpowerplantstructures.A majortaskcompletedin 1992was the
constructionof a ¼ scalemodelof a reinforcedconcretecontainmentwith
instrumentationlocatedon the structureand in the fieldalonga three
dimensionalstronggroundmotionarray. Alsoto date two forcedvibration
tests(FVT)havebeen conducted,one withoutbackfilland one with backfill
and the designof a verticalflatbottomtankhas been completed.This paper
describesprogressof theHualienprojectwithemphasison site investigation
andthe FVT.
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INTEGRAL SEISMIC TESTING OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS

AND RELAYS MOUNTED IN SWITCHGEAR I

Kamal K. Bandyopadhyay 2

Abstract

Among all equipment types considered for seismic

qualification, relays have been most extensively studied through

testing due to a wide variation of their designs and seismic

capacities. A temporary electrical discontinuity or "chatter" is

the common concern for relays. A chatter duration of 2

milliseconds is typically used as an acceptance criterion to

determine the seismic capability of a relay. Many electrical

devices, on the other hand, receiving input signals from relays can

safely tolerate a chatter level much greater than 2 ms.

In Phase I of a test program, Brookhaven National Laboratory

performed testing of many relay models using the 2 ms chatter

criterion (Reference I). In Phase II of the program, the factors

influencing the relay chatter criterion, and impacts of relay

chatter on medium and low voltage circuit breakers and lockout

relays were investigated. This paper briefly describes the Phase
II tests and presents the important observations.

The first part of the Phase II test program concentrated on

obtaining the response of circuit breakers and lockout relays

subjected to electrical pulses. Both single and multiple pulses

were used to determine the required tripping time. The time

required to initiate unlatching of the tripping mechanisms due to

buildup of the electromagnetic force was significantly less than

the total tripping time that includes the time required by the

latching mechanism to complete its motion until tripping occurs.
The electrical test data were used to plan the vibration tests.

For the shake table testing, a set of source relays were used

to provide input signals to a set of load devices that included

lockout relays and a medium voltage circuit breaker mounted in a

switchgear cabinet. In one test set up, the source relays were

vibrated on the shake table and the load devices were placed on a

stationary stand. Subsequently, both the source relays and load

devices were placed on the shake table. The load devices withstood

chatter durations much greater than 2 ms indicating greater seismic

capabilities of the source relays. Most trippings occurred for
vibration in the vertical direction.

IThe program is sponsored by the United States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Research.

2Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. 11973
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Dev(;lot)ment of an In'it)roved Methodology for Probabilistic

Seismic Hazard Analvsi_

Robert J. Budnitz
Future Resources Associates, Inc.

2000 Center Street, # 418, Berkeley, California 94704

In the late 1980s, the methodology for performing probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis (PSHA) was exercised extensively for eastern-U.S, nuclear power
plant sites by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) under NRC sponsorship. Unfortunately,
the seismic-hazard-curve results of these two studies differed substantially for
many of the eastern reactor sites, which has motivated all concerned to
revisit the approaches taken. This project is that revistation.

The NRC, EPRI, and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) are jointly
supporting an 18-month project that began in the spring of 1993, with the
goal of developing a recommended methodology, including implementation
guidelines, suitable for performing PSHA. The final product of the project
will be a methqdology that can be used in seismic regulation of nuclear power
plants and other critical facilities.

To accomplish this objective, an independent committee of technical experts,
the Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee, has been established under
joint NRC, DOE, and EPRI sponsorship.* This Committee is developing the
desired implementation guidelines for PSHA. In the course of this work, it is
expected that the Committee will evaluate the PSHA methodologies already
developed by EPRI and under NRC sponsorship by LNLL.

Technical Support Panels sponsored by NRC, DOE, and EPRI will perform
analyses and studies as defined by the Committee. A final Committee report
will summarize the work performed in this project and provide the desired
implementation guidelines, including a recommended methodology, suitable for
the performance of PSHA.

This paper will discuss the progress to date for this important project,
including the approach being taken and some of the key technical issues that
are being confronted. Among these are how to provide definitive guidance on
seismic zonation, seismicity modeling, ground-motion modeling, and expert
elicitation.

* The members of the Committee are Robert Budnitz (chair), George
Apostolakis, D,..vid Boore, Lloyd Cluff, Kevin Coppersmith, Allin
Cornell, and Peter Morris.
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Thermal-Hydraulic ComputerCode
Dqvelopmentand AssessmentProcessfor ALWRs

G. Norman Lauben,DSR/RES/USNRC

In September1988, the NRC issueda revisedECCS rule (I0 CFR 50.46) for light
water nuclearpower reactorsto allow the use of best-estimatecomputer codes
in safety analysis as an option. A key featureof this option requires the
licensee to quantify the uncertaintyof the calculationsand includethat
uncertaintywhen comparingthe calculatedresultswith acceptancelimits
provided in 10 CFR 50.46. To supportthe revised ECCS rule and illustrateits
application,the NRC and its contractorsand consultantsdevelopedand
demonstratedan uncertaintyevaluationmethodologycalled code scaling,
applicability,and uncertainty(CSAU). See NUREG/CR-524gfor details'.

The CSAU methodologyas describedin NUREG/CR-5249is the culminationof 20
years of ECCS researchon currentLWR designs involvingextensiveiterationof
experimentsand analysis in which the developmentalprocess was essentially
completed. This allowedestablishmentof a structuredtop-down processof
determiningcode capabilitiesand adequacyof code assessmentand a bottom-up
processof code sensitivityand uncertaintyanalysis.

Using the original CSAU methodologyit is necessarythat six conditionsbe
met:

1) The computer code is "frozen."
2) The code documentationis complete.
3) A single transientor closelyrelated set of transientsare the subject

of assessment.
4) The safety evaluationcriteria are established.
5) The experimentalassessmentmatrix is complete.
6) Sufficientinformationand a cadre of expertsexist to constructa valid

PhenomenaIdentificationand RankingTable (PIRT).

However, at present, the above six conditionscannot be met for the passive
ALWRs. This indicatesthat to some degree the computer codes are in a
developmentalstate for ALWR safety analysisand that sufficientexperimental
data does not yet _xist for code assessment.

The NRC Researchstaff and contractorshave embarked on a code developmentand
assessmentprocess which utilizesthe principlesof the top-downportion of
the CSAU methodology. The code developmentprocess involvesmodificationto
existing codes (principallyRELAPS)to assure that ALWR processesand
phenomena are adequatelyaddressed. The assessmentprocess involvesanalysis
of plant transientsand vendor and NRC-sponsoredALWR experiments.

When the developmentand assessmentprocess is complete it should be possible
to meet the six conditionslisted above. At that time sensitivitystudiRscan
be reliablyperformedand the nature of any bottom-upuncertaintyanalysiscan
be determinedin the contextof the regulatorydesign certificationprocess.
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NRCConfirmatory Safety System Testing in
Support of AP600 Design Review

SUMMARY

Westinghouse Electric Corporation has submitted the Advanced Passive 600 MWe
(AP600) nuclear power plant design to the NRC for design certification. The
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is proceeding to conduct confirmatory
testing of AP600 safety systems to help the NRCstaff evaluate the safety of
the AP600 reactor systems.

In contrast to the current generation of reactors, this new design features
passive safety systems for mitigating accidents and operational transients.
Since these passive safety systems rely on gravity-driven flow, the driving
forces for the safety functions are small compared to those available under
conventional pumpedsystems. Thus, the performance of these new safety
systems may be adversely affected by small variations in thermal hydraulic
conditions. Also, the computer analyses of the passive safety systems pose a
challenge for current thermal-hydraulic system analysis codes in that the
current codes were not sufficiently assessed for conditions of low pressure
and low driving heads and for the system interactions that may occur among the
multiple flow paths used in the AP600 design. Therefore, integral effects
test data are being obtained for evaluation of AP600 safety system performance
and for independent assessment and validation of computer analysis codes.
Westinghouse is sponsoring integral test programs in the SPES-2 (Stmulatore
Per Esperienze di Sicurezza-2) and OSU (Oregon State University) test
facilities. SPES-2 is a full-pressure, full-height test facility in Italy but
much smaller in scale (1/395 by volume) than ROSAwhich represents a 1/48
volume-scale for current reactors and a 1/30 volume-scale for AP600. OSU
facility is a low pressure, reduced height facility with a considerably
smaller volumetric scale (1/200 by volume) as compared to ROSA. NRC
confirmatory safety system testing is not required for design certification
but would provide additional technical bases for the NRClicensing decisions.

For confirmatory testing, it was determined that the most cost-effective route
was to modify an existing full-height, full-pressure test facility rather than
build a new one. Thus, all the existing integral effects test facilities,
both in the United States and abroad, were screened to select the best
candidate. The criteria for the initial screening included the size, facility
configuration similarity, availability schedule, willingness to shave the
cost, and the ability to enter into a confidential agreement with Westinghouse
for handling proprietary information. This screening revealed that the best
candidate was the Rig of Safety Assessment (ROSA) Large Scale Test Facility in
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). To confirm these initial
results and to determine the extent of modification necessary to simulate the
AP600, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) was contracted to
perform a comparative study between ROSAand AP600 using the RELAPS/MOD2.S
code.

A comparison between the existing ROSAfacility and the AP600 design showed
that ROSAdid not contain the key components important for safety response of
the AP600. It was not obvious howmuch hardware modification to the ROSA
facility would be needed to simulate the AP600. The fidelity of simulation
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mustbe balancedagainstthe associatedcost. The fidelityshouldbe high
enoughto resultin a facilitycapableof producingdata for code assessment
coveringthe majorAPfO0phenomenain the correctsequence.At the sametime,
thecost and the schedulehaveto be affordable.To make an optimumchoice,
fourlevelsof modificationsin progressivelymore extensivestageswere
considered.The firstlevelof modificationswas the absoluteminimum,and
the fourthlevelwas the most inclusiveamongthe four levels.

In evaluatingeach levelof modification,the RELAPS/MOD2.5codewas used as a
primarytool for comparingthe predictedbehaviorof ROSAwith that of APfO0
for selectedaccidentscenarios.Thisapproachis basedon the assumption
thatRELAP/MOD2.5,althoughnot assessedagainstAPfO0systemstest data,will
showmajortrendsin overallbehaviorin suchglobalparametersas
depressurizationrate,mass inventory,and energydistribution.The validity
of this assumptionis partiallysupportedby the fact thatthe RELAP5code
reasonablymatchedexperimentaldata frommanydifferentfacilities,of
differentsizes,whichwere designedto simulatecurrentPWRs. Sincethe
thermal-hydraulicprocessesinvolvedin currentreactorsand passivereactors
are fundamentallythe same,it is likelythatthe RELAP5codewill also show
themajortrendsin APfO0and ROSA,even thoughthe predictionsmay not be as
accurateuntilfurtherimprovementsaremade in suchareasas mathematical
modellingof condensationin the presenceof noncondensiblegases,boron
transport,and the computationof leveltrackingand thermalstratificationin
a tank.

The comparativeanalysesof ROSA andAPfO0withthe RELAP5code for the
accidentscenariosas indicatedaboveleadus to concludethatthe optimum
choicewas the fourthlevelmodification.This includedtwo coremakeuptanks
(CMTs)withappropriatepressurebalancelines,a passiveresidualheat
removal(PRHR)systemwith stimulatedsecondarycooling,automatic
depressurizatlonsystem(ADS)with stagesI through3 on top of the
pressurizerand stage4 on the hot leg,minimizationof the pump loopseal
lengths,a properlyscaledAPfO0pressurizerwith a surgeline,installmentof
appropriateupperhead flowpaths,and an incontainmentrefuelingwater
storagetank (IRWST). Sincethereis onlyonecold leg in each loop,CMT cold
leg pressurebalancelinesare connectedto the samecold leg for most
transientswhen asymmetrybetweenthe twoCMTs is not expected,but connected
to a differentcold leg for non-syn_netrictransients,suchas a breakin a
pressurebalancelineor a breakin a directvesselinjection(DVI)line.

The chosenlevelof facilitymodificationis beingimplementedby Sumitomo
HeavyIndustries(SHI)whichconstructedthe ROSA facilityand has been
maintainingand operatingit for the past severalyearsas a contractorto
JAERI. The facilitymodificationwill be completedby January1994,and a
seriesof testswill be performedin 1994.

As a confirmatorytestingprogram,the ROSA/AP600testingwill covernot only
designbasisaccidentsbut also beyond-designbasisaccidentswhichmay not be
requiredfor vendorsto address. Therewill be somecounterparttestsamong
ROSA,SPES-2,and OSU tests. Test datafromdifferentscalefacilitieswill
helppredictwhat will occurin a full-scaleAP600reactor.
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BRC CONFIRMATORYTESTING PROGRAMFOR SBWR

James T. Han, David E. Bessette,Louis M. Shotkin
Office of NuclearRegulatoryResearch
U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission

Introduction

GeneralElectricCompany (GE) has submittedfor design certificationan
advancedboilingwater reactor (BWR) called the SimplifiedBWR (SBWR). The
SBWR design is largely based on the proven BWR technologywith many years of
successfulexperience. However,there are some differences. First of all,
unlikemost of the operatingBWRs, SBWR is a naturalcirculationreactorwith
core flow driven by the hydrostatichead differencebetween the downcomerand
the core. There is a long chimneyregion above the core to enhance the
naturalcirculationflow. Second and more importantly,the SBWR uses passive
(notpump-driven),safety systemsto provideemergencycore and containment
cooling. These passive systemsrely on gravity, naturalconv_ction,and
condensationto providedriving forces to maintain their operationwithout the
use of any pumps. In addition to the passivesystems,the SBWR also has
operator-activated,pump-driven,non-safetysystemsas the first line of
defenseto prevent and mitigate accidents.

There are three passive safety systemsof importancein a SBWR: (I) the low-
pressureGravity-DrivenCoolingSystem (GDCS) for providingemergencycooling
and makeup water to the vessel, (2) the low-pressurePassive Containment
CoolingSystem (PCCS)for maintainingcontainmentcoolingand integrity,and
(3) the high-pressureIsolationCondenserSystem (ICS) for removing decay
heat. Both the GDCS and PCCS are unique to the SBWR and do not exist in any
of the operatingBWRs, while the ICS is similarto those on some of the
earlierBWRs but with a differentcondenserdesign.

Becauseof the unique features in the SBWR design, GE has establishedseveral
testingprograms to demonstratetheir performanceas well as to providea
sufficientdata base for assessinganalyticaltools, in compliancewith the
requirementsof 10 CFR 52.47 for design certification. These testing programs
assess the performanceof GDCS, PCCS, ICS, depressurizationvalves (DPVs)of
the automaticdepressurizationsystem (ADS), and flow stabilityof natural
circulationcore cooling.

To confirm GE test resultsand to broadenthe data base for code assessment,
the NRC has determinedthat it is highly desirableto establisha
ConfirmatoryTesting Programfor SBWR to assess the "integral"performanceof
GDCS and PCCS under various accidentand transientconditions.

NRC ConfirmatoryTesting Program

The NRC ConfirmatoryTesting Program includesexperimentsand supportive
analyses. A test facility at a universityis under design and will be built
by September 1994. It will become fully operationaland begin to produce data
aroundJanuary 1995. All tests will be completedby July 1996 so that
sufficientdata will be availableto supportthe NRC design certification
review of the SBWR.

The NRC-sponsoredtest facilitywill have all of the key components and
systemsrequiredfor investigatingthe integralperformanceof GDCS and PCCS.
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This includesa vessel with electrically-heatedfuel rods, an upper drywell
and a lower drywell, the suppressionpool, GDCS, PCCS, ICS, non-safetydrywell
and wetwell sprays,connectingpipes and valves, and sufficient
instrumentationto collectdata for code assessment. Before the facility
design is finalized,a detailed scalinganalysisincludinga PIRT (Phenomena
Identificationand RankingTable) exercisewill be completedto identifythe
importantvessel and containmentphenomena/processesexpected to occur in a
SBWR and to reproducethem in the facility. A test matrix under development
will cover the range of phenomena/processesfor a spectrumof the design basis
accidents (DBAs) and transients.

Since both GDCS and PCCS are designed to operateat a pressuremuch lower than
the SBWR operatingpressure (at 1040 psia), a low-pressuretest facility is
adequate for assessingthe GDCS and PCCS performance. The NRC-sponsored
facility is a low-pressure(150 psia), reduced-heightfacility. Its volume
scale is complementaryto GE's GIST and GIRAFFEfacilitiesbut smallerthan
the PANDA facility. GIST, GIRAFFE, and PANDA are three low-pressure,full-
height facilities. GIST has a volume scale of 1/508 of an earlier SBWR
design, and its data are for short-termGDCS performance. GIRAFFE has a
volume scale of 1/400 of an earlierSBWR design, and its data are for long-
term PCCS performanceand containmentphenomena. PANDA has a volume scale of
1/25 of the current SBWR design,and it will providedata of long-termPCCS
performanceand containmentphenomena.

There are severalways that the NRC ConfirmatoryTesting Programwill provide
additionaland valuabledata for code assessmentbeyond the data of GIST,
GIRAFFE, and PANDA. First, there is a gap in GIST, GIRAFFE,and PANDA data.
GIST is focusedon short-termGDCS injectionto the vessel. Its tests were
initiatedafter vessel was nearly depressurizedand ended when GDCS injection
into the vesselwas completedat about half a hour or less after accident
initiation. On the other hand, GIRAFFEand PANDA are focusedon the long-term
PCCS performancewith tests startedat about one hour after accident
initiation. To fill this data gap, the NRC ConfirmatoryTesting Programwill
providedata startingat about the same time as GIST tests and continuing
beyond the initiationof PANDA and GIRAFFEtests. Second, the impactof PCCS
and ICS on GDCS performancewas not investigatedin GIST due to its lack of
PCCS and ICS. Since there are PCCS and ICS in the NRC facility,the GDCS
performancewill be experimentallyassessedwith and withoutthe operationof
PCCS and ICS. Third, the NRC facilitycan probably better reproducetwo or
three dimensionalphenomenaas expected in the SBWR than GIST or GIRAFFE.
This is becausethe reduced-heightNRC facilityhas a width-to-heightratio
much closer to a SBWR than that of the full-heightGIST or GIRAFFE. As a
result,data from the NRC facilitywill provide additionalinformationon
multi-dimensionalJphenomenafor code assessment. Fourth,the NRC facility is
based on the current SBWR, while both GIST and GIRAFFEare based on an early
SBWR design with somewhatdifferentvessel and containmentdimensionsthan the
current design.

Analyticalsupport is provided by BNL using the linked RELAPS/CONTAINcode.
BNL will first predictthe test f_cil_tybehaviorunder a selectedaccident or
transient,and it will then comparethe results againsta similarcalculation
for an SBWR under the same conditions. If the comparison is reasonableand
understandable,this will providesome confidencethat the scaled test
facility adequatelyreproducesthe importantphenomena/processesas in a SBWR
and provides a good simulation.
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ASSESSMENT OF RELAPS/MOD3
WITH GIST DATA

K. R. Jone_ J. C. Determan, and G. E. McCreery

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc., idaho Falls, ID 83415
and

J. T. Hart

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

O_e of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUMMARY

General Electric Company (GE) has proposed an advanced light water reactor design, the Simplified
Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) that relies on passive, gravity-driven safety systems to provide emergency
core coolant injection under postulated accident conditions. A unique element of the SBWR emprgency
core cooling system that has not been used in previous BWR designs is the gravity-driven cooling system
(GDCS).

A GDCS test program conducted by GE, and sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy was com-
pleted in October of 1989, The test program involved construction of a full-height GDCS Integrated Sys-
tems Test (GIST) facility and performance of a series of GDCS tests simulating a wide range of conditions.
The primary objectives of the GIST test program were to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the GDCS
concept and to provide a sufficient database to qualify the thermal-hydraulic analysis code TRACG for use
in SBWR accident analysis with respect to GDCS phenomena. Although the GIST facility design was
based on an earlier SBWR conceptual design, the short-term gravity drain function of the GDCS in the cur-

rent design, utilizing a passive gravity-driven ct_lant injection system, is similar in nature to the GIST fa-
cility design.

Four major categories of design basis accidents were simulated with the GIST facility. These catego-
ries include:

• Main steam linebreak (MSLBs)

• Bottom drain iinebrcak (BDLBs)

. GDCS drain line break LOCA (GDLB)

• l.x)ss of feedwater or no break (NB).

A total of 24 unique experiments falling into the above categories were performed. For each class of
accidents, parametric variations in test conditions were examined to ensure that GDCS response would
maintain the core in a cooled state.

GIST is a low pressure test facility, designed to simulate post-LOCA conditions during the recovery

period. Initial conditions for each test were obtained from TRACG simulations used to calculate the tran-

sition period between nominal operating pressure of 7171 kPa (1025 psig) and the initial test pressure of
791 kPa (100 psig). The TRACG output was then used to establish the initial conditions for the GIST fa-
cility at 140 psig, and to confirm the proper depressurization rate for the facility between 1067 kPA
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ASSESSMENT OF RELAP5/MOD3 WITH GIST DATA

(140 psig) and 791 kPa (100 psig). Actual test measurements started when the vessel pressure reached
791 kPa (100 psig), at which time the vessel di_harge was switched from the atmosphere to the contain-
ment mock-up.

The NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Re.arch has spon_red a project at the INEL to assess the
adequacy of the GIST Test Program and perform an assessment of the RELAP5/MOD3 code against the
GIST facility experimental results. The adequacy of the facility was reviewed in terms of the scaling basis
of the facility, adequacy of instrumentation and recorded data, and the accidents and transients simulated.
The applicability of the GIST experimental results to the current SBWR design was also addressed. The
RELAP5/MOD3 assessment effort included a .set of five calculations representing the full range of GIST

facility experiments. These calculations include one experiment from each of the four categories
mentioned above and an additional main steamline break experiment performed with a reduced inittal
reactor water level.
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Couplingof RELAPS/MOD3to CONTAINfor ALWR Analyses

Robert P. Martin & Gary W. Johnsen
Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P.O. Box i625

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

The motivationfor the union of these two computer codes stems from
the unique safety analysis challengepresented by the new Advanced Light
Water Reactor (ALWR) conceptualdesigns. Incorporatedinto many of these
designs are requirements for long term passive cooling systems
integratingboth mechanisms in the main reactor coolant system and in the
containment. Westinghouse'sAP600 and General Electric's SBWR are two
examples of designs that meet this description.

The prospect of coupling RELAP5/MOD3 and CONTAIN introduces a new
dimension in best-estimate nuclear power plant systems analysis. Bothi

RELAP5/MOD3 and CONTAIN are tools based on "first principles physics"
addressing transient thermal-hydraulicand containment response issues,
respectively. The integrationof these two computer codes advances the
state-of-the-art of best-estimate systems analysis of nuclear power
plants by linking the two-fluid, six equation, non-equilibrium, non-
homeoeneous thermal-hydraulic models of RELAP5 with the unique
containmentmodels of CONTAIN.

A new feature is being implementedinto RELAPS/MOD3 that creates a
data communication port for the transmission of data to and from
RELAPB/MOD3 and CONTAIN. The implementation of this feature into
RELAPS/MOD3has been designed to be generalto accomodatefuture coupling
links to other codes. This feature relies on the data conmunication
function of the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software. Ne_ coding in
RELAPS/MOD3 reads information concerning with what code to communicate
(i.e., CONTAIN), data to send, data to receive, and how often to execute
the data transmission.

The new RELAP5/MOD3 input for this feature requires a time
dependenttable of the communicationfrequency for both send from RELAP5
and receiving by RELAPS, a table of the RELAP5 variables that will serve
as sources to CONTAIN, and a table of RELAP5 variablesthat will provide
boundary conditions that have been defined by CONTAIN. CONTAIN does not
requirenew input, it receives any _nformationit needs from RELAP5/MOD3.

Data received by RELAPS/MOD3 is introduced into source tables
utilized by the TMDPVOL and TMDPJUNcomponentsand heat structures. This
limits the informationthat can be introduced into a RELAP5 problem to
those variables that can be defined as a source by those components
(i.e., pressure, temperature, internal energy, flow rates, etc.). Any
variable in RELAPS/MOD3 is available to send out to an external code.
Data receivedby CONTAIN is introducedby a mechanism similarto that for
introducingsources through input. New subroutinesmimic the functions
of SORATM, SORSRV, and SORPL for introducing sources directly to an
atmospherecell, to a cell via a safety/reliefvalve, or to a pool cell.
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RAMONA-4B DEVELOPMENT FOR SBWR SAFETY STUDIES

U. S. Rohatgi, A. Aronson, H. S. Cheng, H. Khan, A. Mallen
Brookhaven National Laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION

The Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) is a revolutionary design of a boiling-
water reactor. The reactor relies on passive safety phenomena such as natural circulation,
gravity flow, pressurized gas, and condensation. SBWR has no active systems, and the flow in
the vessel is by natural circulation. There is a large chimney section above the core to provide
the buoyancy head for natural circulation. The reactor can be shutdown by four systems:

(i) Scram
(2) Fine-Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD)
(3) Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI)
(4) Standby Liquid Control system (SLCS).

The safety injection is by gravity drain from Gravity Driven Cooling System (GDCS) and
Suppression Pool (SP). The heat sink is through two types of heat exchangers submerged in the
tank of water. These heat exchangers are Isolation Condenser (IC), and Passive Containment
Cooling System (PCCS).

The unique design of SBWR imposes new requirements on the analytic methods. The
close coupling between the power and flow, and the flow distribution among the parallel
channels require a multidimensional power prediction capability. The s,,artup of the reactor has
vapor generation aod condensation taking place in the core requiring a model of non-
homogeneous, nonequilibrium two-phase formulation. The instability at low-flow/high-power
conditions requires modelling of the control systems and balance of plant, which has significant
impact on the amplitude of the instability-induced power and flow oscillations.

RAMONA-4B code has been developed to simulate the normal operation and reactivity
transients, and to address the instability issues for SBWR. The code has a three-dimensional
neutron kinetics coupled to multiple-parallel-channel thermal hydraulics. The two-phase thermal
hydraulics is based on a nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium drift-flux formulation. It employs an
explicit integration to solve all state equations (except for neutron kinetics) in order to predict
the instability without numerical damping.

The objective of this project is to develop SUN SPARC and IBM RISC 6000 based

RAMONA-4B code for applications to SBWR safety analyses, in particular for s,tability and
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) studies.
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2. CODE IMPROVEMENTS

The earlier version of RAMONA-3B code used slip formulation for two-phase flow, and
modelled components specific to current BWRs, but had no balance-of-plant models, The
natural-circulation capability existed in the transient section, but not in the steady-state section
of the code. The RAMONA-4B code has been obtained from RAMONA-3B code by
incorporating the following improvements:

1. Natural Circulation Capability in Steady Section
2. Chimney Component
3. Flow Dependent Loss Coefficients
4. Isolation Condenser Component
5. Balance of Plant (BOP)
6. Boron Circulation in the Vessel

7. Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS)

3. DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

A set of sample problems have been setup to assess the code. These sample problems
involve various types of ATWS events: Main Steamline Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure, turbine
trip with or without bypass, Loss of Feedwater Heaters (LOFH), Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT
for current BWRs), and a start-up transient.

The MSIV closure ATWS event was used to assess the IC model, the pressure control
system, and the boron transport model. The LO_H event was used to study the reactivity
transient due to loss of feedwater heating, and the SBWR shutdown by the FMCRD run-in. The
RPT event was used to assess the capability for predicting thermal-hydraulic instability. The
startup transient is being used to assess the natural-circulation prediction capability, and to study
the SBWR instability during startup.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The RAMONA-4B code has been upgraded to include the balance of plant and control
systems along with components specific to SBWR. The code has also been made operational
on workstations. This code is now available to investigate stability issues not only for the
current BWRs bllt also for ABWR and SBWR. RAMONA-4B can also be used for reactivity
transients such as a rod-drop accident, as well as ATWS events.
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HYDROGEN MIXING EXPERIMENTS IN THE HDR-

CONTAINMENT UNDER SEVE_ ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

L. Wolf*, T. Cron, D. Schrammel; H. Holzbauer*

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, Karisruhe, FRG'

Projekt HDR

*Battelle Ingenleurtechnik GmbH, Frankfurt/Main, FRG

Whereas experimental results of the HDR-H2.mixing tests were primarily presented for
Ell.2 and Ella at the 19th WRSM, this presentation will focus on the results of a

detailed assessment of the other H_.mixing experiments of Test Group Ell. These results
will be compared to those of Ell,2 and Ell.4 where applicable.

Among the parameters which have been examined and will be presented are:

. blockage of flow path in the global convective loop

. effect of boiling sump

. effects of internal and external spray periods (condensation,
pressure decrease, thermal homogenization)

• containment atmosphere behaviour after spray actions

(re-stratification)

. temperature distribution in the annular gap

. containment venting position on containment depressurization

. updated energy balances for Ell.2 and Ella

Whereas all previous presentations concerning data versus code predictions concentrated
on the blind post-test efforts, this presentation will focus on the results of the

comparisons with parametric, best.estimate, open post-test predictions for experiments
El1.2 and Ell.4 with the containment analysis computer codes RALOC, WAVCO,
CONTAIN, MELCOR and GOTHIC.

The final results of these comparisons show (after correcting a number of deficient input

parameter previously supplied by KfI_PHDR as input):
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- Standard lumped.parameter codes are able to predict H_.mixing and distribution

phenomena when Hz is injected into a well.mixed atmosphere in lower zones of
the containment with excellent agreements in most of the important quantities

- A few discrepancies remain, dependent upon the codes' modeling methodologies

- Accounting for the corrections improves the agreements substantially compared
to the blind post.test predictions

. However, more or less large discrepancies still remain concerning the predictions
of the thermal stratification pattern and the H_-distribution

- Parametric changes of input parameters lead to improvements, of agreements in
some quantities but at the same time worsen others

- "Innovative" concepts of changing certain input parameters beyond present
practice improves the quality of the predicted Hz.concentrations
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HYDROGEN DEFLAGRATION EXPERIMENTS IN
?_IULTI-COMPARTMENT GEOMETRIES

L. Wolf*, T. Cron, E. Llansjosten, A. Rastogi*, D. Wennerberg*
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbLl, Karlsruhe, FRG

Projekt HDR
*Battelle Ingenieurtechnik GmbH, Frankfurt/Main, FRG

Recent hydrogen deflagration experiments in the Battelle Model Containment (BMC)
resulted in unexpeetly high transient pressure loads in multi-compartment geometry,
demonstrating physical processes substantially different from those rather benign
phenomena previously observed in single compartment tests for the same hydrogen
concentration. This high pressure build.up is associated with the accelerated jet ignition
induced by the vents connecting the subcompartments. After a hydrogen deflagration
event is initiated in the first subcompartment, the resultant gas expansion leads to high
velocities vent flows which induce high level turbulence in the subsequent
subeompartments. The local combination of characteristic temperature, turbulence and
hydrogen.concentration can result in an instantaneous ignition along the whole jet
penetration path leading to an instantaneous pressure increase up to close to the
adiabatic.isochoric limit curve. The phenomenon of accelerated jet ignition has bden
observed at hydrogen concentrations as low as 9-10 % vol % in air. As the maximum
permissible differential pressure loads for most separating walls between sub.
compartments are about 0.1 MPa, even moderate, local hydrogen.concentrations may
result in localized damage and the resultant structural debris may potentially threaten
the integrity of the steel containment shell.

Major parameters affecting the maximum pressure are:

- Position of ignition relative to vent position
. Size of primary vent flow openings between ignition and

subsequent compartments
. Size of secondary pressure relief vents in subsequent compartments
- Direction of jet from primary vent

J

. Hydrogen concentration
• Steam content

- Flame propagation history in ignition chamber
• Subcompartment internals

For nuclear power plant severe accident safety analyses, potentially adverse effects by
deflagrative pressure increases have to be considered especially for the following
circu n_stances:

. High hydrogen release rates leading to high local hydrogen concentrations
• Development of ignitible mixtures by condensation.induced decrease of

steam inerting potential
. Ignition in low-concentration compartment followed by .jet ignition of

high-concentration compartment
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The contribution by the HDR Safety Program, Phase tII, to the German hydrogen
research activities were two-fold:

(1) to confirm the f'mdings of the experiments in the BMC in volumes of typically
about 100 ma by similar ones at larger scale with a total volume of-'50.0 m3

(2) to broaden the data base for assessing the emerging modelling strategy for larger
scales towards more realistic subcompartment sizes.

In order to supplement the BMC.results in a proper, controlled manner for additional
model development and computer code verification a total of 7 experiments was
performed and the following positions for hydrogen ignition were examined:

Test Group E12.1: vertical hydrogen deflagration in a vertically.
oriented sub-compartment

Test Group E12.2: ignition close to the vent
Test Group E12.3: accelerated jet ignition

For these test subgroups the following phenomena will be reported:

- flame propagation in the ignition and subsequent subcompartments
• flame front acceleration at the vent and its effect on the pressure increase
- pressure and thermal loads on structures

- effect of lateral vent on the deflagration process for a vertical flame front
- examination' of accelerated jet ignition phenomena in HI)R.geometry (E12.3 only)
- interactions between flame, gas distribution, completeness of burn, burn duration

and rate.

A number of computational activities were initiated prior to the E12-experiments,
involving the CONTAIN 1.10/1.11 and BASSIM-codes. A few comparisons between data
and code results will be shown.
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RESULTSOFRECENTNUPECHYDROGENRELATEDTESTS

K. TakumiandA. Nonaka,NuclearPowerEngineeringCorporation
H. Karasa_, T. Nakayamaand K. Sato, Hitachi, Ltd.
J. Ogata,Mitsubishi HeavyIndustries, Ltd.

NUPEChasstarted NUPECContainmentIntegrity project entitled J'ProvingTest
on the Reliability for ReactorContai_nentVessel" since Junk, 1987.This is
the project for the term of twelve years sponsoredby MITI (Ministry of
International Tradeand Industry, JapaneseGovernment).Basedon the test
results, computercodes are verified and as the results of analysis and
evaluationby the computercodes,containmentintegrity is to beconfirmed.

i

This paper indicates the results of hydrogenmixinganddistribution test and
hydrogenburning test (Small scale).

Thehydrogenmixingand distribution tests are to investigate their behaviors
in the containmentvessel with multiple compartmentsrepresenting a typical
large dry containmentof a PWR.Thetest vessel hasa volumeof 1,600_gthat
is about 1/4th scale of an actual _ containmentvessel. Compartmentnumber
25 in the test vessel is the sameas that of actual plants. Heliumgas is
used for this test instead of hydrogento avoid unexpectedexplosion. Main
test itemsareefect of natural circulation with helium injection, effect of
density difference betweenhelium andair, heat sink effect of containment
vesselwall and,compartmentswall etc.

TheNUPECtests conductedso far suggest that hydrogen is well mixed in a
containment vessel and the prediction by the computer code is in good
agreementwith the data.

Hydrogenburning tests are conductedat NUPECwith the objectives to
investigate hydrogenburning phenomenaincluding mitigation effect of stean,
spray, and nitrogen inerting in a containment vessel, and to confirm
containmentintegrity against hydrogenburning. Thehydrogenburning tests
are conductedby using a small scale cylindrical vessel with 5_ and a large
scale spherical vessel with 270_. In the small scale test, the effects of
temperature,pressure, turbulence, spraying, distribution andconcentrationof
gaseshavebeeninvestigated in detail prior to the large scale test.

A comparisonof the NUPECdata with previously performedFITS test data at SNL
is presented in terms of the peak combustion pressure nor_lized with respect
to the initial pressure. The NUPECdata are in good agreement with the FITS
data which were obtained at the lower hydrogen concentration condition. New
data bases have been added in the higher hydrogen concentration by the NUPEC
data.
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE HYDROGEN-AIR- STEAM DETONATION EXPERIMENTS

IN THE BNL SMALL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT APPARATUS*

G. Ciccarelll, T. Ginsberg, J. Bocclo, C. Economos, C. Finfrock, L. Gerlach;
K. Sato 1

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Department of Advanced Technology

Safety and Risk Evaluation Division

Upton, NY 11973

The Small-Scale Development Apparatus (SSDA) was constructed to provide a

preliminary set of experimental data to characterize the effect of temperature

on the ability of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures to undergo detonations and, equally
important, to support design of the larger-scale High-Temperature Combumtion

Facility (HTCF) by providing a test bed for solution of a number of hIBh-

temperature design and operational problems. The _SSDA, the central element of

which is a 10-cm inside diameter, 6.l-m long tubular test vessel designed to

permit detonation experiments at temperatures up to 700K, was employed to study

self-sustalned detonations in gaseous mixtures of hydrogen, air, and steam at

temperatures between 300K and 650K at a fixed pressure of 0.I MPa. HydroBen-alr

mixtures with hydrogen composition from 9 to 60 percent by volume and stem

fractions up to 35 percent by volume were studied for stoichlometrlc hydrogen-
air-steam mixtures.

Detonation cell size measurements provide clear evidence that the effectJ
of hydrogen-alr gas mixture temperature, in the range 300K to 650K, is to
decrease cell size and, hence, to increase the sensitivity of the mixture to

undergo detonations. The effect of steam content, at any given temperature, is

to increase the cell size and, thereby, to decrease the sensitivity of

stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures. The hydrogen-alr detonability limits for

the 10-cm inside diameter SSDA test vessel, based upon the onset of slnsle-head

spin, decreased from 15 percent hydrogen at 300K down to about 9 percent hydrogen

at 650K. The one-dimenslonal ZND model does a very good Job at predicting the

overall trends in the cell size data over the range of hydrogen-alr-steammixture

compositions and temperature studied in the experiments. The experimentally

measured detonation velocity generally agrees within 2 to 3 percent with

predictions based upon Chapman-Jouget theory over the temperature ,range

considered, and measured peak detonation pressure agrees within iO percent of the

calculated Chapman-Jouget pressure. The peak pressure is found, both
experimentally and according to the theory, to decrease with increasing

temperature.

Preliminary experiments indicated that the maximum temperature for which

it was found possible to load combustible gases into the test vessel without an

immediate burn was 650K. Experiments were conducted to measure the rate of

hydrogen oxidation in the absence of ignition sources at temperatures of 500K and

"This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

IVisltlng Research Engineer, Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, Tokyo,

Japan.
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650K, for hydrogen-alr mixtures of 15 percent and 50 percent, and for a mixture

of equimolar hydrogen-alr and 30 percent steam at 650K. The rate of hydrogen

oxidation was found to be significant at 650K. Reduction of hydrogen
concentration by chemical reaction from 50 to 44 percent hydrogen, and from 15

to ii percent hydrogen, were observed on a time frame of minutes. The DeSoete

rate equation predicts the 50 percent experiment very well, but greatly
underestimates the reaction rate of the lean mixtures.

Experiments planned for the High-Temperature Combustion Facility will

provide additional data for the detonation cell size as a function of hydrogen
concentration, temperature, steam fraction, and pressure. Experiments will also

address the effect of temperature on the conditions for deflagration-to-
detonation transition and hot jet initiation mechanisms of detonation initiation.

A more complete assessment of the effect of temperature on the likelihood of

detonations in containment will be possible following availability of this data

from the HTCF test program.
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IGNITION OF H YDROGEN-A IR-STEAM MIXTURES
B Y A HOT GAS JET

DJEBAIL! N., LISBET R,, DUPRE G.
Laboratory. of Combustion and Reactive Systems (L.C.S.R.)

National Centre of Scientific Research, (C.N.R.S.), Orleans, FRANCE

PAILLARD C'

University of Orleans, FRANCE

The combustion of hydrogen-air mixtures is of a great interest in the safety aspect of
industrial hazards and can be the cause of serious accidents. The present study describes the
conditions and the limits for the ignition of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures by a hot hydrogen-argon
jet diluted or not by carbon dioxide or steam.

The test facility has been built-up in the laboratory and consists of a stainless steel
cylindrical shock tube (4.40 m long, 52 mm i.d.) connected to a stainless steel cylindrical
combustion chamber (1.20 m long, 102 mm i.d.). The driven section of the shock tube is filled
with a H2-Ar mixture diluted or not by carbon dioxide or steam and the driver section with
helium. These two sections are separated by a double diaphragm. The driven section is coupled to
the combustion chamber, filled with an H2-air-steam mixture, by means of an injection system
obturated by a very thin terphane foil. This foil is ruptured about 200 Its after the. shock is
reflected at the tube end. The gas mixture, in the driven part of the shock tube, is heated up to
1000 - 2800 K by the shock wave just before being spurted through a 2.5 mm diameter orifice
into the combustible mixture contained in the combustion chamber. The temperature behind the
reflected shock wave is maintained constant in the shock tube for several milliseconds. The driven

section of the shock tube is equipped with a series of piezo-electric transducers for the
measurement of shock pressure and velocity and the determination of the shock parameters.
Diagnostics in the combustion chamber include optical windows coupled to photomultipliers for
the detection of the flame propagation and piezo-electric transducers for the measurement of the
induced overpressure. The concentration of hydrogen in the combustible mixture has been varied
over a wide range, from the lower flammability limit to the upper flammability limit at an initial
pressure ranging from 100 to 300 kPa and for two initial temperatures, respectively 373 and
403 K. The hot gas jet is constituted of 60%H2-40%Ar in which the hydrogen is substituted
progressively by carbon dioxide or steam. The initial jet temperature range is from 1000 to
28OOK.

The ignition of H2-air-steam mixtures by a hot gas jet has been extensively studied and the
effect of many parameters has been determined. First of all, the effect of the initial jet temperature
on the ignition area: it has been demonstrated that the minimum concentration of steam to be
added to 18%H2-82%air in order to suppress combustion depends on the initial jet temperature.
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However, above a critical value of the initial jet temperature, the steam concentration limit tends
to be constant_ For an initial jet temperature close to this critical value, called "asymptotic
temperature", it is possible to define an "ignition limit" corresponding to the ignition by a hot gas
jet, which is compared to the classical flammability limit. The ignition limit of the 18%H2-82%air
mixture by a hot 60%H2-40%Ar jet has been determined also at different initial pressures and
temperatures ranging respectively from 100 to 300 kPa and from 373 to 403 K. As the initial
pressure is increased, the ignition limit of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures enlarges and the same
trend is observed as the initial temperature becomes higher. The ignition ternary'_dia'gram of H2-
air-steam has been drawn for an initial temperature and pressure respectively,of 403 K and
1O0 kPa. Finally, the influence of carbon dioxide or steam added to the hot gas jet on the ignition
limit is presented. As the diluent concentration increases in the jet, a reduction of the ignition area
is observed.
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FUEL.COOLANT INTERACTION RESEARCH at the

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

R.J. Witt and M.L. Corradini

Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

University of Wisconsin.Madison 53706

Over the last two years a research program was begun at the University of Wisconsin to

investigate fuel-coolant interaction phenomena in two areas: 'adding water to a degraded core and

vapor explosion benchmark experiments.

The issue of adding water to a degraded core was a natural outgrowth of accident

management concerns where the objective is to reach a coolable state and mitigate further core

degradation. Our objective was to review the current knowledge. Adding water to degraded core

materials could occur within four time intervals during the severe accident: 1) when the core heatup

has just begun (Tf < 1500 K), 2) after degradation has begun within the core region (Tf > 1500), 3)

the time of core relation into the vessel lower plenum, and 4) ex-vessel water addition. The former

time intervals particularly the second were the major focus of this work where specific emphasis

was placed on hydrogen and steam generation during water addition. The presentation will focus

on insights from a review of past experimental data and models.

The vapor explosion is a physical event which involves molten fuel mixing with coolant as it

pours into a water pool, explosion triggering by vapor film collapse and subsequent escalation and

propagation of the explosion. This process can produce dynamic pressures and a mechanical

energy release of such a magnitude that may be a hazard during a severe accident. Past

experimental studies have focused on the necessary threshold conditions for triggering of an

explosion, or integral measurements of the explosion process. Only recently has there been

experiments which concentrate on the details of the explosion propagation; i.e., KROTOS. The

vapor explosion facility constructed in the last couple of years (WFCI) is designed to continue the

study of the detail_ of the vapor explosion propagation as it is affected by mixing conditions. This

work will describe the WFCI vapor explosion facility "alongthe initial test series performed to

investigate explosion reproducibility, the effect of the artificial trigger and the system inertial

constraint. The test results also indicate explosion behavior which is unique and has not been

previously reported in controlled vapor explosion experiments. The quantitative results from the

tests will also be discussed; i.e., dynamics pressures, expansion work and post-debris analyses.

Finally, a technique is proposed which utilizes the explosion data to estimate the premixture

conditions.
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Large-scale Testing of In-Vessel Debris Cooling
Through External Flooding of the Reactor Pressure Vessel

in the CYBL Facility

T.Y. Chu, J.H. Bentz, K.D. Bergeron
S.E. Slezak and R.B. Simpson

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The possibility of achieving in-vessel core retention by
flooding the reactor cavity or the "flooded cavity" is an
accident management concept currently under consideration
for advance_ light water reactors (ALWR) as well as for
existing light water reactors (LWR). The CYBL (9__lindrical
BoiLing) facility is a facility specifically designed to
perform large-scale confirmatory testing of the flooded
cavity concept. CYBL has a tank-within-a-tank design; the
inner 3.7 m diameter tank simulates the reactor vessel and

the outer tank simulates the reactor cavity. The energy
deposition on the bottom head is simulated with an array of
radiant heaters. The array can deliver a tailored heat flux
distribution corresponding to that resulting from core melt
convection. The present paper provides a detailed
description of the capabilities of the facility as well as
results of recent experiments with heat flux in the range of
interest to those required for in-vessel retention in
typical ALWR's. The paper concludes with a discussion of
current needs and experiments to be performed for the
confirmatory testing of the flooded cavity design for ALWR's
under design.
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Implications of an HRA Framework for Quantifying
Human Acts of Commission and Dependency:

Development of a Methodology for Conducting an Integrated HRA/PRA

W.J. Luckas, _ M.T. Barriere, _ S.E. Cool:,er, 2 J.Wreathall, 3 D.C. Bley, 4 W.S. Brown, t

_Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY
2Science Applications International Corp., Reston, VA

3John Wreathall & Co., Dublin, OH
4PLG, Inc., Newport Beach, CA

As part of an NRC sponsored program evolving from an assessment of human reliability issues
in Low Power and Shutdown (LP&S) operations in nuclear power plants (NPPs) an improved
approach to human reliability analysis (HRA)is currently being developed. This approach will
be consistent with and reflect human behavior based on detailed analysis of actual events that
have been encoded into the Human Action Classification Scheme (HACS). It is intended to
be fully integrated with probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology and enable a better
assessment of the human contribution to plant risk, both during LP&S and at-power
operations.

Weaknesses in existing HRA methods and specific areas for concentrated development were
identified, based on the insights gained from the relatively short but intense study of human
reliability issues in LP&S operations and the experience from applications of existing HRA
methods. A detailed program plan outline for producing an integrated HRA/PRA methodology
that addresses these weakness, has been developed.

This outline identifies tasks for an assessment of user needs, a refinement of an existing HRA
framework, the characterization and representation of errors of commission (EOCs), and the
development of an approach to deal with dependency. The outline also identifies anticipated
follow-on tasks including the development of a quantification process and implementation
guidelines as well as, a demonstration of the guidelines and methodology. NUREG/CR-6093
provides details on the human reliability issues and the program plan outline. The following
provides an overview of progress to date beyond that presented at the 20th Water Reactor
Safety Meeting with respect to each outline task.

Through the assessment of user needs several findings that the integrated HRA/PRA
methodology should address were identified. These findings included the need for:

• A more realistic representation of the dynamic nature of the human-system interaction,
especially during response to accidents.

• Facilitating realistic evaluation of multiple factors influencing human performance,

The purpose of the HRA framework is to provide a logical and explicit basis for the
development of rules for incorporating human failure events into PRAs that are consistent with
knowledge about the consequences and rates of occurrence of different types of human
errors. In order for the framework to best describe the relationships between human errors
as considered in the behavioral sciences and human failure events as considered in the PRA
systems-analysis tasks, an existing framework was selected and refined.
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Once refined, this framework provided a basis for incorporating different kinds of human errors
into the evaluation of various human failure events. It further provided an indication of the
kinds of data relationships that will be required to produce a working HRA/PRA methodology.
This framework, therefore, is essential for tasks involving the representation of EOCs and
dependency as well as the quantification process.

EOCs have been identified as a critical area for HRA development in this project. The principal
reason for this identification is that the state-of-the-art in HRA does not address EOC modeling
and that data analyses have shown EOCs to be dominant contributors. The fundamental
characteristics of EOCs are being examined in order to develop EOC modeling methods. In
support of this development effort an EOC has been defined as "an overt human action that
leads to a change in plant configuration with the consequence of a worsened plant state."

Dependency can be viewed as the property of two or more basic PRA events (a, b) involving
human actions that causes the following probabilistic relationship {P(a,b) _ P(a) x P(b)} to
be true. There are several different kinds of dependence mechanism that can cause this
relationship. For this project the dependency mechanisms of concern are those that influence
multiple human actions. Examples being examined include'.

• direct dependence on some common external process (e.g., procedure-writing or
planning);

• multiple actions in response to a single rule-based mistake (e.g., misdiagnosis);

• task-sequential, single-person (or group) dependencies - errors in performing task A
influences reliability of subsequent task B;

• multiple tasks involving common factors that influence human performance (e.g.,
common supervision).

Once the examination of EOCs and Dependency is completed, the effort for quantification
process development will commence followed by the development of implementation
guidelines. Finally, a demonstration of the methodology using the guidelines will be conducted
by PRA/HRA analysts on appropriately selected events for a BWR and PWR, This demonstra-
tion will be used to assess the usefulness and understandability of the guidelines including,
their ease of implementation and consistency with expectations and other PRA/HRA results.
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RESULTS AND INSIGHTS OF A LEVEL-I PRA
FOR A PWR DURING MID-LOOP OPERATIONS*

T-L. Chu, Z. Musicki, P. Kohut, J-W. Yang,
B. Holmes,** G. Bozoki, C.J. Hsu, and R-F. Su***

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973

SUMMARY

Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessments (PRA) of severe accidents in nuclear
power plants have considered initiating events potentially occurring only during full power
operation. Some previous screening analysis that were performed for other modes of
operation suggested that risks during those modes were small relative to full power
operation. However, more recent studies and operational experience have implied that
accidents during low power and shutdown could be significant contributors to risk.

During 1989, the Nucle.:r Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated an extensive
program to carefully examine the potential risksduring low power and shutdown operations.
The program includes two parallel projects being performed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory(BNL) and Sandia National Laboratories(SNL). Two plants, Surry (pressurized
water reactor) and Grand Gulf (boiling water reactor), were selected as the plants to be
studied.

The objectives of the program are to assess the risks of severe accidents initiated
during plant operational states other than full power operation and to compare the
estimated core damage frequencies, important accident sequences and other qualitative and
quantitative results with those accidents initiated during full power operation as assessed in
NUREG-1150 I_]. The scope of the program includes that of a level-3 PRA.

The objective of this paper is to present the approach utilized in the level-I PRA for
the Surry plant, and discuss the results obtained. A phased approach was used in the level- 1
program. In phase 1 which was completed in Fall 1991, a coarse screening analysis
including internal fire and flood was performed121.The objective of the phase 1 study was
to identify potential vulnerable plant configurations, to characterize (on a high, medium, or
low basis) the potential core damage accident scenarios, and to provide a foundation for a
detailed phase 2 analysis.

In phase 2, mid-loop operation was selected as the plant configuration to be analyzed
based on the results of the phase 1 study. The objective of the phase 2 study is to perform
a detailed analysis of the potential accident scenarios that may occur during mid-loop

* This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
** _A Technology, Great Britain
*** M.I.T., Cambridge, MA.
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operation, and compare the results with those of NUREG-1150. The scope of the level-I
study includes plant damage state analysis, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. Internal fire
and internal flood analysis are also included, A separate study on seismic analysis is being
performed for the NRC by Future Resources Associated, Inc. and PRD Consulting.

In the phase 2 studyI_'_1,system models applicable for shutdown conditions were
developed and supporting thermal hydraulic analysis were performed to determine the
timing of the accidents and success criteria for systems, Initiating events that may occur
during mid-loop operations were identified and accident sequence event trees were
developed and quantified. In the preliminary quantification of the mid-loop accident
sequences I:_n,it was found that the decay heat at which the accident initiating event occurs
is an important parameter that determines the success criteria for the mitigating functions,
and time available for operator actions. In order to better account for the decay heat, a
"time window" approach was developed. In this approach, time windows after shutdown
were defined based on the success criteria established for the various methods that can be
used to mitigate the accident, Within each time window, the decay heat and accident
sequence timing are more accurately defined and new event trees developed and quantified
accordingly. Statistical analysis of the past outage data was performed to determine the
time at which a mid.loop condition is reached, and the duration of the mid.loop operation.
Past outage data are used to determine the probability that an accident initiating event
occurs in each of the time windows. This probability is used in the quantification of the
accident sequences,

The final quantification of the phase 2 study is currently underway. It is expected
to be completed before the Twenty.first Water Reactor Safety Information meeting. The
objective of the paper is to present the approach used and the final results of the phase 2
study, A comparison of the results with those of other shutdown studies will be provided,
Relevant safety issues such as plant and hardware configurations, operator training, and
instrumentation and control will be di_ussed,

References:
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ttandtx)ok of Methods for Risk-Bascd Anal_'sis of
Technical Specification Requirements
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Stllt1111ai+y

Technical Specifications (TS) rcquircmcl|tS for nuclear power plants define tl;e limiting
conditions for operations (LCOs) and Survcilhtncc Requirements (SRs) tO assure safety during operation
of these plants. These requirements were, in general, developed bascd on dctermillistic analysis and
engineering judgments, Experiences with l+_htnt t+pcration indicate that some elements of tlae
requirements arc unnecessarily restrictive, and some others may not bc ctmducive to safcty. Destrcs to
Improve tllese requirements arc facilitated by the availability of plarit-spcciflc Probabilistic Risk
Assessments (PRA).

Use of risk and reliability-based nlcthods to improve TS requirements has gained wide interest
because of the capability of these lllcthods to

, quantitatively evaluate the risk imlmCt alld to justify changes based on objective risk argunlcnts

' provide a dctcnsiblc basis tot rcgulatt_ry analysis

USNRC is sponsoring research to develop systematic risk+based mctllods to address various
aspects of TS requirements. The handbook t_t nlcthods, which is being developed, sumnmrizcs methods
to apply risk..bascd mctht_ds h_ illlprtY_'t' +I'S rctluirt:lllClltS,

The sc+apctel+the handbook ill¢ludcs reliability and risk-based methods l+t_revaluating: alh+wcd
outage times (AOTs), action statements rctluiring shutdown where shutdown risk may bc substantial,
surveillance test intervals (STIs), dcfu'llscs against common cause failures, malmging plant configuratit>z+s,
and scheduling maintenances, f:t+reach of these topics, the haildbook summarizes analysis methods and
data nccds, outlines insights to bc gained and lists l+cl+crcnccsfor mr+re detailed inlt+rmation al|d presents
example evaluations,

'r

'Work pcrfurmcd under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear P,cgulatt+ry Conlnlission.
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THE CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS OF THE SAPHIRE 5.0
SAFETY ASSESSMENT SOFTWARE"

Kenneth D. Russell, S. Ted Wood, and Kelli J. Kvarfordt
Id_o National Engineering Laboratory

P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415-1609

ABSTRACT

The System Analysis Programs for Hands-onIntegrated ReliabilityEvaluations(SAPHIRE)refers
to a suite of computer programs that were developed to create andanalyze a probabillstlc risk assessment
(PRA) of a nuclear power plant. The programs included in this suite are as follows: Models and Results
Database (MAR-D) software, Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (iRRAS) software, System

i Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA) software, and Fault tree, Event tree, and Piping and
instrumentation diagram (FEP) graphical editor. Eachof these programs performsa specific function In
taking a PRA from the conceptual state all the way to publication.

This paper provides an overview of the features and capabilities provided in vers!on 5,0 of this
software system. Some of the major new features include the ability to store unlimited cut sots, the
ability to perform location transformations, the ability to perform seismic analysis, the ability to perform
automated rule based recovery analysis and endstate cut set partitioning, the ability to perform endstate
analysis, a new alphanumeric fault tree editor, and a new alphanumeric event tree editor. Many
enhancements and improvements to the user interface as well as a significant reduction in the time
required to perform an analysis are included in version 5.0. These new features and capabilities provlde
a powerful set of PC based PRA analysis tools.

a. Worksupportedby the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommissionunderDOE IdahoOperationsOfficeContract
DE-AC07-761DO1570.
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Predicting Earthquake Ground Motions in Western and Eastern North America

David M. Boore
U.S. Geological Survey
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Estimates of ground shaking as a function of distance for earthquakes of specified
magnitude are an essential ingredient in the seismic design of nuclear reactors. This
estimation is best done by using recordings from past earthquakes. For western North
America such data are relatively complete for earthquakes of magnitude less than about
7.5 at distances less than approximately 100 kin. This is shown in the figure, where each
point represents a single, 3-component (usually) recording. In contrast, as shown in the
second part of the figure, data in eastern North America are largely lacking for
earthquakes of particular interest to reactor safety. Because of the fundamental differences
in the data available, different approaches are used for ground-motion estimation in
eastern and western North America.

In western North America, ground motions are usually estimated from equations
whose coefficients have been determined from regression analysis. The usual form of the
equation contains a few coefficients describing the distance attenuation of ground motions
and the magnitude scaling of the motions at a fixed distance. In addition, coefficients
describing the dependence on site geology are included. I and my colleague William
Joyner are currently revising equations that we published more than ten years ago. The
most important differences, relative to our previous work, are the addition of data from
three large earthquakes (shown by circles in the figure) and a new scheme of site
classification, based on the average shear-wave velocity in the upper 30m of the earth.
We find that the site geology has an important effect on the motions at all periods,
although the effect is most pronounced for periods greater than about 0.3 secs. In all
cases the motions on hard rock sites (with an average shear velocity greater than 750 m/s)
are lower than those on softer materials. As we found before, the shapes of response
spectra are dependent on earthquake size, and for this reason the derivation of a design
spectrum through a scaling of a fixed spectral shape is not advised.

In eastern North America, the preferred way for es'timating motions makes use of a
simple model that combines seismological information that can be obtained from small
earthquakes with engineering notions regarding the randomness of the ground shaking.
The idea is simply stated: the ground motions are constructed by assuming that the
spectral shape and amplitudes of the motion given by a seismological model are distributed
with random phase over a duration controlled by the size of the earthquake and the
distance from the source. The model has been applied with good success to predicting
motions in many parts of the world from earthquakes whose magnitudes range from less
than 0 to greater than 9. I and my colleague Gail Atkinson have recently updated our
equations for predicting ground motions in eastern North America. We have used an
attenuation model that is somewhat more complex than the simple l/r model used
previously. Most importantly, we have used a source-scaling model for which the spectral
amplitudes near 1 Hz are smaller than those used in our previous study. The result is that
our motions are lower at periods near 1 sec than before; at higher frequencies our motions
are increased slightly over our previous results.
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Liquefaction evidence for strong preh£storic
earthquakes in southern Indiana and Illinois

Stephen F. Obermeier
U.S. Geological Survey

Features that I interpret to have an earthquake-induced
liquefaction origin have been discovered throughout large
portions of southern Indiana and southern Illinois. The features
are mainly steeply dipping sand- or sand-and-gravel-filled
fissures (dikes), which are tabular and dip steeply. The dikes
generally narrow upward, and many pinch to a point. However,
many of the larger dikes (>0.3 m in width) have served as
conduits for venting of sand and gravel onto an ancient ground
surface. The vented deposits can exceed 0.3 m in thickness and
i0 m in width. The largest sand-filled fissure is 2.5 m in
width. Horizontal separation of the ground accompanied the
formation of the largest fissures; these lateral movements are
interpreted to have been caused by earthquake-induced lateral
spreads.

Detailed descriptions of the dikes, the physical settings in
which the dikes formed, and the areal distribution and sizes of
the dikes discovered as of January 1993 are described in USGS
Professional Paper 1536 (Liquefaction Evidence for One or More
Strong Holocene Earthquakes in the Wabash Valley of Southern
Indiana and Illinois, with a Preliminary Estimate of Magnitude).
The paper also contains discussion for the interpretation of an
earthquake-induced liquefaction origin to the dikes. Since
publication of Professional Paper 1536, many more data have been
collected to support the hypothesis of an earthquake origin.
Basis for this interpretation are the following:

I. The largest dikes lie within a regional core area that is
surrounded by smaller dikes. This core area is in the
Wabash River valley along the border of Indiana and
Illinois, near Vincennes, Indiana.

2. The largest dikes all seem to have formed at the same time.
Radiocarbon and archeological data show that they formed
between 5,000 and 6,500 years ago.

3. The only dikes that are unweathered were discovered in areas
where there are accounts of liquefaction during the 1811-12
New Madrid earthquakes. These likely 1811-12 features are
present near the confluence of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers,
and near St Louis, Missouri.

4. Source mechanisms other than earthquake-induced liquefaction
are implausible. The dikes have a morphology that is not
consistent with an artesian spring origin. Dikes at many
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widespread places have formed in physical settings where a
landslide origin is thought to be impossible.

5. No dikes have been discovered in the Ohio Valley, upstream
from the confluence with the Wabash River. Physical setting
of the Ohio Valley is the same as that of other valleys of
other rivers where dikes were discovered.

6. The dikes of Indiana and Illinois have a morphology and
characteristics that are generally the same as dikes formed
during 1811-12 in the epicentral region of the New Madrid
earthquakes. Physical setting of alluvial sediments in much
of the New Madrid epicentral region is generally similar to
that in the valleys of large rivers in southern Indiana and
southern Illinois.

Almost all bracketing of ages of dike formation has been in
Indiana. The data show that, in addition to the large earthquake
event between 5,000 and 6,500 years ago, it is possible that
dikes at some sites formed between I0,000 and 14,000 years ago.
Less equivocal evidence of other geologically recent strong
shaking in the Wabash Valley comes from four (possible six) sites
in the central Wabash, lower White, and lower West Fork valleys
(all sites within a radius of 30 km to the south, east, and north
of Vincennes), where small to medium dikes (i-I0 cm wide)
penetrate late Holocene sediments. Two radiocarbon dates,
combined with limited archeological dating, suggest that the
dikes at these sites formed sometime between 4,400 and 1,500
years ago. In Illinois, most of the effort toward bracketing the
ages of the dike is being conducted by archeologists and
geologists of the Illinois State Museum.

In both Indiana and Illinois, archeological data have proven
invaluable as an efficient and effective means of bracketing the
time period of dike formation. Without archeological input,
bracketing the dike ages over a large region would be almost
impossible.

The magnitude of the large earthquake between 5,000 and
6,500 years ago is estimated to be on the order of moment
magnitude 7.5 (Professional Paper 1536). An ongoing geotechnical
engineering study has the purpose of back-calculating the range
of possible accelerations from this ancient earthquake, over a
large region. The geotechnical study may provide insight into
the estimate of magnitude.
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EVIDENCE FOR REPEATED STRONG GROUND SHAKING IN
THE NEW MADRID SEISMIC ZONE

Martitia Tuttle

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University

Eugene Schweig
United States Geological Survey

Center for Earthquake Research and Information
Memphis State University

Robert Lafferty and Robert Cande
Mid-Continental Research Associates

We recognize two, possibly three, episodes of prehistoric liquefaction in the central
area of the New Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ), based upon close examination of
liquefaction features, their cross-cutting relations, soil characteristics, and
associations with Native American occupation layers. Prehistoric liquefaction
features indicate that this region has experienced recurrent strong ground shaking
during the past 5,000 years. The NMSZ is known for three great earthquakes that
occurred near New Madrid, Missouri in 1811 and 1812. A repeat of a great
earthquake in the NMSZ today would threaten unprepared structures throughout
the central United States (US).

Our interdisciplinary approach, involving archaeology, geology, and pedology,
makes it possible, not only to recognize and date prehistoric liquefaction features,
but also to correlate liquefaction features across the region and to develop a NMSZ
paleoearthquake chronology. To date, our study has been focussed in a 200 km 2 area
in northeastern Arkansas and southeastern Missouri, where we have examined
both historic (1811 and 1812) and prehistoric liquefaction features at ten sites. Like
the historic features, the prehistoric liquefaction features include sand dikes, sand
sills, and sand blows characterized by.flow structure and clasts of soil and host
sediment. Also, the prehistoric features are similar in size to historic features,
suggesting that prehistoric events were similar in magnitude to the 1811 and 1812
earthquakes. Sand dikes range from 1 to 80 cm in width; sills range from 1 to 100 cm
in thickness; and sand blows reach 1 m in thickness.

At some of our study sites, there is evidence for only a single liquefaction event. At
other sites, complex liquefaction structures are indicative of multiple events. In the
latter cases, cross-cutting relations of the liquefaction features, as well as the degree
of soil development within the features, help to decipher their relative ages. At one
site, four ages of liquefaction features occur above a wood-bearing clay layer.
Compared with the older features, the youngest liquefaction features exhibit
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relatively little soil development suggesting that they formed during the 1811 and
1812 earthquakes. The radiocarbon age of wood collected from the underlying clay
layer is 4,930+160 years B.P. Therefore, all four ages of features, three of which pre-
date the 1811 and 1812 events, must have formed in the past 5,000 years. At three
other sites, Native American occupation layers occur in the upper sections of sand
blows. At another site, Native American pits are present in a sand blow crater. In
these four cases, artifacts within the occupation layers and pits are typical of the
Early period Mississippian culture, indicating that these sand blows formed prior to
800 A.D. to 1,000 A.D. At one of the sites, two sand blows are sandwiched between a

Mississippian occupation layer above and a Woodland (500 B.C. to 800 A.D.)
occupation layer below. Therefore, both these sand blows pre-date the 1811 and 1812
earthquakes but are no more than 2,500 years old. More advanced soil development
within the lower sand blow indicates that it is considerably older (perhaps 500 to
1,000 years) than the upper sand blow. This suggests that the two causative events
are widely separated in time. Radiocarbon dating, currently underway, will help to
narrow the age ranges of prehistoric features observed at our study sites.

It is well established that soil horizons (e.g., A horizon, Bt horizon) and soil

properties (e.g., rubification, consistence, structure, and acidity) develop
systematically with age. Evidence of soil development in sand blows and dikes first
alerted us that some of the features in our study area are prehistoric in age. An
historic (1811 and 1812) sand blow exhibits only minimal soil development in the
upper few centimeters, including an increase in soil hue and the development of
crumb structure and slightly hard consistence. In addition, soil acidity decreases by
only 0.25 of a pH unit over a depth range of 1 m. In contrast, soil development is
evident to a depth of 1.2 m within a sand blow that formed during the Early period
Mississippian (800 A.D. to 1, 000 A.D.) culture. Soil in this prehistoric sand blow
exhibits subangular blocky structure and friable consistence, as well as an increase in

soil hue and chroma (rubification). In addition, soil acidity decreases 0.5 of a pH unit
over a depth range of 25 cm. By measuring soil properties of liquefaction features of
different ages, we will be able to construct local soil development curves that may be
useful for estimating the age of liquefaction features in those situations where more
conventional methods can not be applied.

Much remains to be resolved about the timing, magnitude, and location of
prehistoric earthquakes in the NMSZ. However, our ongoing, interdisciplinary
study in the central area of the zone is proving fruitful and we are making progress
toward developing a paleoearthquake chronology for the region. Such a chronology
would provide insight into the repeat time of damaging earthquakes. Also, by
mapping the distribution of contemporaneous liquefaction features, it may be
possible to define the source areas and minimum magnitudes of the prehistoric
earthquakes.
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Geologically Recent Near.Surface Folding and Faulting in the Valley and
Ridge Province: New Exposures of Extensional and Apparent Reverse

Faults in Alluvial Sediments, Giles County, SW Virginia.

R D Law, M C Pope, R H Wirgart, K A Eriksson, E S Robinson & G A Bollinger

Departmentof GeologicalSciences,VirginiaTech,Blacksburg,Virginia24061

New excavations for land-fill material along the north side of the New River Valley
between Pembroke and Pearisburg in Giles County, Virginia, have revealed a series of
extensional and apparent reverse faults cutting alluvial terrace deposits composed of
stratified, but unconsolidated, silts, sands and boulder-pebble size gravels. The sediments
are situated at 55.0 m above tile current level of the New River. Assuming that the
sediments are related to the New River, then previously published estimates of erosion
rates for this part of the New River (Houser 1980, Mills 1986) would indicate that they
are between 190,000 and 3.5 million years old. Detailed sampling and laboratory
analysis, using standard sieving and chemical separation techniques, has so far failed to
reveal any fossils or microfossils which might facilitate the more precise dating of these
highly oxidized sediments.

The stratified sediments are arched into a broad ENE-WSW trending antiform
measuring a horizontal distance of at least 95 m from limb to limb, with dips of up to 30°
on each fold limb. The calculated fold axis plunges at 70 towards N64°E. A graben
structure (Graben 1), measuring 11.0 m in width at its highest currently exposed
structural level, is present in the hinge zone of this antiform. The graben is a downward- '
narrowing structure, defined by two faults with orient'ations: strike N51°E, dip 7I°SE
(Fault 1) and N80°E, 56°N (Fault 2). A minimum apparent dip-slip off-set of 8.5 m is
indicated by lithological correlation across these graben-defining faults. A second
graben structure (Graben 2) is present on the SSE dipping limb of the antiform and is
located 6.0 m to the ESE of Graben 1. Graben 2 is a downward-narrowing structure,
measuring 5.0 m in width at its highest exposed structural level, and defined by two faults
with orientations: strike N46°E, dip 71°SE (Fault 3) and N70°E, 57°N (Fault 4). Faults 3
and 4 display apparent dip-slip off-sets of 1.37 m and 1.0 m respectively. Fault 4,
defining the SE margin of Graben 2, displays an apparent dip-slip off-set of 1.0 m. A
further" extensional fault (Fault 5) is located 6.0 m to the SSE of Fault 4. Fault 5 strikes
N56°E, dips at 54° NW and displays an apparent dip-slip off-set of 2.8 m.

Faults 2, 4 and 5 dip away from the New River valley and, together with Faults 1 and
3, are marked by 10-20 cm wide zones of clay-rich fill. Within these zones, the basal
planes of individual clay grains are oriented parallel to the planar fault zone margins and
define a macroscopic foliation. Lineation on the foliation surfaces is constantly oriented
within individual fault zones and, measured downward in the foliation from the SW-W
strike direction, pitches at 48 °, 37 °, 48 °, 650 and 70 ° on Faults 1-5 respectively.
Assuming these lineations formed parallel to the total slip vector, then total displacements
of approximately 11.4 m, l l. 14 m, 1.84 m, 1.1 m and 3.0 m are indicated for faults 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5 respectively, The close geometrical relationships between the observed fold
and fault geometries suggests that folding and faulting may be contemporaneous.
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In addition to the clay-rich extensional faults described above, three other fault-types
are recognized at the Pembroke site. i) Discreet extensional fault surfaces, without any
clay fill, typically displaying off-sets of less than 30 cm. Many hundreds of these b_trren
extensional faults have been recorded, and at least some appear to be of syn-sedimentary
origin, ii) Barren faults on the limbs of the antiform with apparent reverse-sense off-sets
of less than 30 cm. The orientation of these faults with respect to bedding indicates that,
if they formed before folding, they could be extensional faults which have been tilted
through the vertical during folding to produce apparent reverse-sense off-sets, iii)
Reverse faults with 5-10 cm of clay-rich fill located near the hinge-zone of the antiform,
whose geometries indicate a reverse-sense of motion even if they formed before folding.
These reverse faults display a top to-the N thrust sense on the northern limb of the
antiform (with minimum off-sets of c. 60 cm) _md a top to-the S thrust sense (off-sets of
c, 30 cm) on the southern limb.

Many of these deformation features may post-date sedimentation. However, earlier
syn-sedimentary deformation is also indicated by the presence of angular unconformities
and small growth faults in the exposed section. This suggests that tilting and faulting of
the sediments may have occured over a considerable time interval. We currently interpret
these deformation features as indicating that the faults formed in response to tectonic
rather than surficial processes, although the possibility that the), may be associated with
either solution collapse or landsliding must also be borne in mind. An integrated
borehole and geophysics program is currently being planned to test these alternative
driving-force models for faulting and folding of the New River terrace sediments.

Seismic monitoring studies over the last twenty years in this part of the Valley &
Ridge Province have indicated that earthquake foci are located within crystalline
basement at depths greater than 5 kin. No seismic or geological evidence for near-
surface faulting appears to have previously been recorded in this area. Therefore, these
faults are of considerable importance to both the assessment of seismic hazard and to our
understanding of fault development in this area as they indicate, at least locally, the
occurence of geologically recent near-surface faulting.
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STATUS OF PALEOSEISMIC INVESTIGATIONS IN 'HIE SOUTHEASTERN AND
NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES

D.A. AMICK, K,D, CATO, R.R. GELINAS, and H. KEMPPINEN
Ebasco Services Inc., 2211 W. Meadowview Rd, Greensboro, NC 27407

A systematic search for paleoliquefaction evidence of large prehistoric earthquakes both
within the meizoseismal area of the 1886 Charleston, SC earthquake and elsewhere along
the southern to mid-Atlantic seaboard indicates that six other liquefaction episodes may
have occurred in coastal South Carolina during the mid- to late Holocene. Importantly, no
evidence of large pre-historic earthquakes along the Atlantic seaboard outside of South
Carolina has been found. As an extension of these studies we implemented
neotectonic/paleoliquefaction studies in non-coastal areas of the Southeast and in several
areas of the northeastern United States.

Within the Southeast field studies were implemented in four inland areas, each the locale
of historic or instrumental seismicity. They include: (1) Bowman, SC, (2) Union, SC, (3)
eastern Tennessee, and 4) Giles County, VA. Investigations in the Bowman and Union, SC
areas, focused on fluvial deposits located proximal to historic seismicity. Although, field
studies confirm that potentially liquefiable sediments are present, to date no seismically
induced liquefaction (SIL) features have been found.

Field investigations within eastern Tennessee and Giles County, VA include the search for
evidence of SIL features, as well as the use of more region specific neotectonic techniques
such as the identification and analysis of Holocene landslides and deformation in caves.
Some of the largest prehistoric landslides in the eastern United States are present in the
Giles County seismic zone. Preliminary stability analyses suggest a possible seismic origin
for these failures. Studies are underway to better determine the age and origin of these
slides. For example, we are conducting age-dating studies of bogs, which have formed in
pull-apart basins on the updip side of many of these landslides. In addition, we are also
conducting studies at Mountain Lake, VA; this is the only natural lake in the Southern
Appalachians and was apparently formed by a prehistoric landslide.

Our G!les County investigations have also searched alluvial floodplain and terrace deposits
for evidence of seismically induced deformation. Although some faulting of these
geologically young materials was observed, it is most probably related to karst development
in underlying rocks. Common sinkhole occurrence in the underlying Valley and Ridge rocks
necessitate that any hypothesis purporting a seismic origin, first discount the effect of karst.

One new neotectonic method we are investigating is based on the assumption that
speleothem (cave) deposits in the Southern Appalachian region possibly recorded the effects
c,f very large prehistoric earthquakes and, thus, provide insights to the region's Holocene
seismic characteristics. We are in the process of investigating Tuckaleechee and Indian
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Caves in Eastern Tennessee and Tawny's and New River Caves in Giles County, VA. The
temporal and spatial trends linking breakdown episodes, such as fractured and offset
columns or stalactite breakdown with new speleothem growth, will be critical in determining
the genesis of these features.

In the northeastern United States our investigations focused on the Moodus, CT, Newbury,
MA, and the Ossipee, NH areas, each a locale of historic seismicity. In the Moodus area
several investigators have identified and suggested a seismic origin for wedge-shaped
sediment deformation structures present in late Wisconsinan glacial outwash deposits. Our
studies of these features show that no grain size, mineralo£ical, chemical, or morphological
relationship exists between the wedge sediments and the underlying "hypothesized" source
bed. We, thus, rule out a liquefaction origin for the features. Near the location of the 1727
Newbury, MA event, we are presently searching tidal marshes, which are underlain by
potentially liquefiable sands, for the presence of injected sand dikes and lateral spreading
features.

The 1940 Ossipee earthquake was not large enough to cause seismically induced
liquefaction. However, we have trenched potentially liquefiable materials in the epicentral
area to determine if larger prehistoric earthquakes may have occurred. To date no SIL
features have been found. Radiocarbon dating of these sediments will provide an indication
of the length of time that a large earthquake has not occurred in this area. We are also
investigating the area for seismically triggered landslides, As a final task in the Ossipee
area, overwater geophysical surveys at Winnipesaukee, Silver, and Ossipee Lakes are being
conducted. Our reasoning is that a large prehistoric seismic event possible induced
subaqueous slope failures that would be preserved as scars, mounds, or boulder piles on the
lacustrine slopes or bottoms; thus, sub-bottom and sonar profiles should reveal the presence
of these features. Preliminary results show no obvious features that might be related to scar
or mound areas associated with slope failure of subaqueous sediments.
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Institute (EPRI), the nuclear industry, and from foreign governments and industry are

also Included. The summaries have been compiled in one report to provide a basis for

meanlngful discussion and Information exchange during the course of the meeting and
are given in the order of their presentation in each session.
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TWENTY-FIRST WATER REACTOR SAFETY INFORMA T/ON MEETING
Bethesda Marriott Hotel, Bethesda, Maryland

October 25-27, 1993

SESSION SCHEDULE

PLENARY SESSION IN CONGRESSIONAL BALLROOM

.i , i , , ,, i t, i .... _At .....

Mon. I 2 3
AM Severe Accidont Research I Primary System Integrity I Advanced Reactor Research

' N, Grossman C,Z. Serpan, Jr. R, Meyer

Mon. " 4 5 6

PM Severe Accident Research II Primary System Integrity II Thermal Hydraulics

R. Foulds C.Z, Serpan, Jr, D, Bessette

Tues. /
AM Severe Accident Research III Aging Research, Products & Advanced Control System

Applications Te¢ hnology

R, Wright G, Weidenhamer J. Kramer

..........._,,:-.........................--.....i'-,....._---.... .....,,'------Tu, s.

Pl i Severe Accident Researct_ IV Advanced Instrumentation Human Factors Research
and Control Hardware

R. Lee C, Antonescu J. Persensky

13 14 15
Structural & Seismic Thermal Hydraulic Research Severe Accident Reeearch V

Engineering for Advanced Passive LWRs

J. Costello L, Shotktn Y_ Chen

16 17
Probebilisti¢ RIsk Seismology & Geology

Assessment lopicu

M. Drouin R. McMullen

,e.G..
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